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ABSTRACT
Ambient seismic noise techniques are an excellent choice for imaging the subsurface in ar-
eas that are seismically quiet or otherwise unsuitable for active source experiments due to
geographic isolation or environmental sensitivity. Recently, decades-long time series were
made available for download from the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology
(IRIS) from permanent network installations, allowing access to long, uninterrupted record-
ings from seismometers around the world. This has spurred the development of an entire
field of applications for passive seismic noise analysis. Over the continental United States,
the USArray project has advanced to provide station coverage in relatively dense and reg-
ularly spaced arrays, but along the Aleutian Island arc in Alaska and other geographically
isolated but seismically active locations, the hazards associated with volcanic eruptions and
the difficulty of accessing stations for repair or replacement throughout most of the year
has allowed only for sparse coverage.
The analysis of ambient seismic recordings generally suits one of two purposes. The
first involves the parameterization of the source of each component of the ambient seismic
noise spectrum and focuses on both the spatial locations and mechanisms of generation.
The second purpose of looking at ambient seismic noise is to create velocity models of
the subsurface below the array. The assumptions required for the traditional approach to
analysis of ambient seismic noise, namely beamforming and the spatial autocorrelation
vi
coefficient method, involve specific requirements for array geometry and density that often
are not met when only limited permanent network coverage is available. Furthermore, most
studies focused on mapping the subsurface generally assume that the source of ambient
noise is diffuse and azimuthally homogeneous. Here, principal component analysis (PCA)
is used to show that the source of ambient noise is often highly directive. Methods of
incorporating the direction of approach are introduced to allow one to correct the apparent
velocity calculated by the consideration of an omnidirectional source when the energy is
instead strongly directive. To ensure that the energy measured at a remote network is indeed
pervasive energy that travels through the ground rather than local noise, a quality control
algorithm based on the results of PCA is also introduced. The benefits of improving the
reliability of velocity measurements for the subsurface and reducing the size of the dataset
by the introduction of the quality control parameter will greatly enhance the accuracy and
ease with which scientists may determine subsurface velocity profiles at especially sparse
networks with particularly long recording times.
vii
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1Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Data Accessibility and New Challenges
Over the past 40 years, the field of seismology has changed dramatically due to the intro-
duction of digital recording technologies and incredible increases in the memory storage
capabilities of personal computers. The science is now on the verge of a second revolu-
tion: data storage is no longer limited by the finite memory of one’s personal computer
or external storage device, but instead can be stored in the computing cloud and accessed
almost instantly through the internet. The primary publically accessible source of seismic
data is a massive online database of recordings from seismometers installed at permanent
or semipermanent arrays around the world, organized and maintained by the Incorporated
Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS). In addition to the historic data holdings, IRIS
also collects data in real-time from stations in networks established in particularly seismi-
cally active regions.
The International Association for Seismology and Physics of the Earth’s Interior’s
(IASPEI) adoption of an internationally recognized format for digital seismic data in 1987
was a crucial element in simplifying the exchange of data (Incorporated Research Institu-
2tions for Seismology, 2010). The continually increasing volume of continually recorded
and archived data through the IRIS SeismiQuery system with free access through the IRIS
breq fast request utility has spurred the further development of both active and passive seis-
mic data analysis and processing of data from very remote locations around the world. The
SEED format is used for unfiltered data that is sampled at regular intervals. It was designed
so that a user may request only one channel and receive a file with all of the necessary
information for processing: the header includes information on station location, sampling
interval, the transfer function as described by a list of the poles and zeros for the instrument
used, the type of signal recorded (velocity or ground motion), and the date and time of the
start and endpoint in the request.
The length of available time series is continually increasing for each permanent instal-
lation since many of these seismic stations are linked to the IRIS database and add new data
every few minutes, and the number of networks where recordings are made has increased
rapidly as well (Figure 1.1).
Despite all of the benefits of having an almost inexhaustible supply of data, most users
reach RAM limits when attempting to process very long time series. Historically, the chal-
lenge of having years or sometimes decades of recordings has been addressed through time
stacking and resampling to reduce the number of data points. In this dissertation, a new
way to select smaller subsets of data by implementing a quality control algorithm to isolate
data with specific spatial characteristics is introduced as an alternative to a blind approach
to reducing data set size.
Although coverage with permanent seismic network stations has improved and con-
tinues to increase each year, there remain portions of the world where the installation of
expensive broadband seismometers is impractical or impossible. Hazardous environments,
3Figure 1.1: The IRIS database has expanded exponentially over time as assorted projects
involving long- and short-term installations of seismometers are completed or underway.
4such as sites in close proximity to or upon active volcanoes, are excellent and interesting
candidates for seismic observation, yet the safety of the instruments cannot be guaranteed.
In other areas, extreme weather or geographic isolation can prevent easy year-round site
access. In these areas, seismic arrays generally have very few instruments, although each
instrument may have very long recording times. The new methods presented in this dis-
sertation provide geophysicists with strategies for working with data collected over sparse
networks, where lack of control over survey geometry precludes the use of traditional meth-
ods of data analysis.
1.2 Passive Seismic Methods
One of the major benefits of having a network of new permanent stations designed to record
continually is the new possibilities for analyzing very long time series of data recorded at
times both with and without earthquake activity. Although the modern methods used in
the study of seismic surface waves from earthquake events for investigating subsurface
structure date back to the late 1950s and early 1960s (see, for example, Press et al. (1956),
Press (1956), Press (1957), Alexander (1963), Ewing et al. (1959), and others), the majority
of the applications for using ambient seismic surface waves to produce velocity profiles of
the subsurface came decades later. Primarily, the limiting factor for the earlier studies was
computer memory. In Landisman et al. (1969), for instance, the research team reports that
the earliest attempts at digital experiments for moving window analysis of surface waves
in 1958 required a full 60 hours to analyze data from just one hour of recordings with
a sampling rate of 1 Hz. The team considered the evolution of what was then modern
equipment as a major advance because the same analyses could be performed in “only a
few minutes.” Today, performing sliding window calculations for processing hour-long
5time series sampled at 1 Hz takes only seconds, making practical the analysis of very long
time series of ambient noise recorded by permanent network stations.
The use of ambient seismic noise presents several advantages in areas that are geo-
graphically isolated or delicate due to the presence of infrastructure, human activity, or
wildlife. First, although scientists have used the signals generated by earthquakes to study
the subsurface structure in these areas for decades, the analysis of ambient noise is perfect
for determining structure in areas that are seismically quiet because no sources are needed.
Second, ambient noise is pervasive. Since the majority of the permanently installed seismic
networks were established for detection of earthquakes and eruptions, yet record continu-
ously so as not to miss an event, the analysis of the surface waves generated by ambient
sources is easy because the volume of data when events do not occur is magnificent and
continually increasing. This allows one to study very long time series without the require-
ment of isolating the portions of the record with an earthquake source. Third, the method
of processing ambient seismic noise relies primarily on the technique of cross correlation,
which allows one to measure the similarity of a signal received at any two seismic stations
(Bendat and Piersol, 1971). Thus, for cases with permanent arrays of seismometers, any
one station can be treated as a source so the deleterious effects of distance on resolution
that arise when analyzing teleseismic earthquake signals is avoided (Snieder and Wapenaar,
2010). The study of ambient seismic noise is often referred to in the literature as the mi-
crotremor method (Okada, 2003), Green’s function retrieval (Snieder and Wapenaar, 2010),
or seismic interferometry (Schuster, 2009). Any one of these terms can be used to search
for more information on the subject.
61.3 Motivation
In general, ambient seismic noise studies treat the noise as a stationary stochastic process.
That is, the spectral characteristics of ambient seismic noise are assumed not to vary in
time or space. However, the characteristics of ocean surf are known to change throughout
the year with variations in seasonal weather patterns. On a smaller time scale, variations
also occur in signal strength over the course of the tidal cycle on a daily basis. As one
examines the surf over a period of minutes, other variations may be noted due to ship
traffic and sea life. The literature dedicated to studying spatial and temporal changes in the
characteristics of ambient seismic noise is vast, yet studies that focus on using the ambient
seismic noise records for surface wave analysis generally do not accommodate ideas of
signals that may change in frequency content or direction. This study seeks to investigate
the possibility that the stationary, stochastic assumption is invalid on time scales commonly
used in surface wave analysis. A reconceptualization of ambient seismic noise as a signal
that is often highly directive rather than pervasive and omnidirectional, allowing for the
potential consideration of a “source” of the noise that varies based on the frequency of
observation, is presented. Following this departure from the more traditional assumption
of omnidirectional energy, the first contribution of this dissertation is the development of a
new, simple way to identify the direction of arriving noise from an ambient seismic source
that requires no specific station array geometry and a minimum of only three stations.
Secondly, the effects of avoiding the common assumptions in favor of conceptualizing a
source as a directional signal that may vary with frequency and in time are condsidered.
An application of the new method, which allows the observer to determine the dominant
angle of approaching energy, is presented. Information on angular approach is then used to
correct the time delay for a wave passing from one station to another, ensuring an accurate
7calculation of velocity.
After developing a way to identify the signal direction, the presentation continues with
an outline of the second contribution of this dissertation: an algorithm to quickly isolate
portions of time series when ambient noise is highly directional in order to determine a cor-
rection factor based on the angle of approaching energy that should be applied before sur-
face wave dispersion analysis continues. The advantage of using the algorithm is twofold.
First, it allows the user to isolate portions of time in very long records where the signal is
highly directional. By use of the plane wave assumption, one may then choose to focus
on these highly directional windows to analyze very distant station pairs as the effective
distance “seen” by the seismic waves may be significantly shorter, allowing analysis of
the higher frequencies in the signal. Secondly, the length of the time series available at
permanent network stations generally requires one to resample at larger time intervals, re-
ducing the signal bandwidth and the Nyquist frequency. By working with subsets of the
recordings that occur with known direction, one may be fully confident that the travel time
between station pairs is based on the signal characteristics. With the rapid growth of the
IRIS database, the preference for working with smaller sets of data is quickly becoming
an imperative. With the increase in interest in ambient seismic noise methods, the im-
portance of working with signals where changing spatial and temporal characteristics are
accommodated rather than neglected is worthy of attention.
Of particular interest to organizations like AVO, where the focus is on monitoring active
volcanos and predicting eruptions, is the ease with which the new methods and procedures
presented in this dissertation can be automated. The availability of continually updated
data with IRIS suggests that an almost real-time monitoring system can and should be
built at some point in the near future. The extension of this research to the production of
8continually updating inversions of phase velocity curves is not covered in this dissertation,
but this application is an area of interest for future research.
1.4 The Island of Akutan
Prior to the 1964 Mw = 9.2 earthquake near Prince William Sound, the state of Alaska
had only two operational seismographs. As a result of the earthquake, the University of
Alaska and the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey installed almost 40 additional stations
from 1966 to 1972 (Plafker and Berg, 1994). Since then, the Alaska Volcano Observatory
(AVO) office of the United States Geological Survey (USGS), the West Coast and Alaska
Tsunami Warning Center (WCATWC), and the University of Alaska have established and
maintained hundreds of additional seismic stations. Many of the stations are organized in
networks with capabilities for real-time and archival storage of digital data with IRIS, all
organized in the international system of Standard for the Exchange of Earthquake Data
(SEED) format.
The island of Akutan is located in the eastern portion of the Aleutians. It is small and
can be accessed only by boat. It is located to the west of the larger and more populated Un-
alaska Island (home of the king crab fishery and filming location for Discovery Channel’s
Deadliest Catch documentary) and east of the currently uninhabited Akun Island, which
forms the eastern margin of Unimak Pass. Both the Northern Sea Route and the polar
Great Circle Route for freight shipping go through Unimak Pass. In general, the pass is
densely traveled, even for local shipping in and out of the port of Unalaska (Morton, 2010).
The major geological feature on the island is Akutan Volcano, in the northwest portion of
the island. The city of Akutan is the only populated place on the island and is located on
the easternmost point, where effects of volcanic activity are historically limited to ashfall
9from the larger eruptions. Since a larger, caldera-forming eruption is unlikely in the near
future, the primary hazard for Akutan is the emission of ash in eruption plumes that can
affect commercial and freight flight patterns over the Aleutians. Monitoring the velocity
structure of the subsurface may provide scientists with clues about impending eruptions as
magma moves below the surface of the islands and could lead to better eruption predictions
and therefore earlier warnings for residents and air traffic controllers.
Akutan is one of the most active volcanoes in the Aleutians, despite its small-scale
eruptions, and is therefore heavily monitored with seismometers. The majority of these
instruments are (by IRIS classification) extremely short period seismometers, with corner
periods of less than ten seconds. There are also several permanent broadband seismometer
installations on the island and, because the passive seismic energy of interest for this dis-
sertation comes from the ocean surf at frequencies below 1 Hz, recordings from only the
broadband instruments are used. It was further found that there were a total of four instru-
ments with long, overlapping recordings located at opposite ends of the island. Arrays of
this size are likely to become more common in isolated, hazardous areas, and the methods
developed in this dissertation focus on how to best use the information from these arrays
since the traditional techniques of beamforming and the spatial autocorrelation methods
fail for irregularly spaced arrays with very few components.
1.5 Organization of Dissertation
Chapter 2 of the dissertation introduces the reader to the concept of a source for passive
seismic noise by highlighting discoveries of specific features in the spectra of ambient noise
recordings and exploring their origins. The array geometry of the broadband stations on
Akutan is discussed in greater detail and a brief tutorial on data access for each station is
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also included.
In Chapter 3, an overview of the established practices for ambient seismic noise analysis
is given and the ways in which the methods used in this dissertation differ from the current
methods are reviewed. Special attention is paid to examining the assumptions that must
be made to use the traditional statistical methods — the spatial autocorrelation coefficient
(SPAC) and the frequency-wavenumber (f-k) method. Care is taken to make the case for
avoiding the constraints of these assumptions in the methods developed in the next chapter.
Chapter 4 develops the methods and further describes the motivation for this disserta-
tion by the development of specific derivations and examples from data sets recorded by
broadband seismometers on Akutan.
Chapter 5 presents the results of the methods described in Chapter 4, and Chapter 6
finishes with a discussion of the results.
Chapter 7 contains the author’s concluding remarks.
The instructions for accessing the specific dataset used in this dissertation and a general
set of steps for using the IRIS database search tools are provided in Appendix A. Appendix
B contains the annotated code used to generate figures and results for this dissertation.
Appendix C contains a comprehensive review of the local and regional geology, while
Appendix D provides explicit (although still abbreviated) derivations of two of the classic
techniques for ambient seismic noise analysis to supplement the overview of the methods
in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 2
SOURCE PARAMETERS AND ARRAY GEOMETRY
2.1 Introduction
An extensive body of research exists on analysis of patterns and occurrences of microseisms
produced by magmatic systems beneath the surface at volcanoes (e.g., Lauro et al. (2005),
Arciniega-Ceballos et al. (2003), Tolstoy et al. (2002), and many others). Sources of the
microseisms produced at volcanoes typically include vibrations of volcanic conduits and
fracturing in the subsurface from the movement of magma and gas. Although the data set
for this dissertation comes from Akutan, a volcano in the Aleutian Island Arc (a full report
on the local and regional geology of the area is provided in Appendix C), the research
presented here concerns microseisms generated by the interaction of ocean waves with the
seafloor. The goal is to produce a new and nonstatistical method of analyzing the source
of ocean-origin microseisms that may be used at any remote location with severely limited
permanent seismic network coverage and the methods developed in this dissertation are not
limited to volcanic environments. The data set from Akutan was chosen with the early goal
of the project in mind — to create an early-warning system based on real-time, continually
updated images of the velocity structure of the subsurface — but in the attempt to achieve
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this goal, it was soon found that there were significant challenges to working with sparse
but very long recordings that must be addressed before subsurface imaging can begin. As
these challenges will become commonplace in the future when more and more stations in
IRIS arrays in inaccessible or highly hazardous regions of the world come online, it was
crucial to develop this dissertation to provide a way forward for researchers interested in
working in areas with limited station coverage.
Studies on ambient seismic noise from ocean waves generally fall into one of two
categories. The first focuses on determining the origins of different components of the
noise. This generally allows one to consider a specific source for the ambient seismic
noise. Sources include waves that form in particularly stormy parts of the world as well
as more local interactions between waves and the seafloor. The idea of a directive source
and a particular origin is explored and analysis techniques of beamforming (see Chapter 3
and Appendix D for description and derivation) are often applied. The second category as-
sumes that the source of ambient seismic noise is diffuse and homogeneous. Studies where
subsurface velocity models are produced from ambient recordings generally fall into the
second category. The research for this dissertation was conducted with the hope of explor-
ing the area where the two categories overlap: by disallowing the assumption of diffuse
and uniformly distributed noise, the spatial and temporal characteristics of the signal are
first observed and then actually used to define a quality control parameter and construct
corrected velocity dispersion curves for the subsurface. The procedure requires an array
consisting of a minimum of two stations, far fewer than the number of array elements re-
quired for beamforming.
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2.2 Sources of Noise
The frequency bandwidth for ambient seismic noise may be divided into frequencies above
1 Hz, caused by pedestrian or machine traffic on land (Okada, 2003) or, at sea, marine life,
ship traffic, raindrops, and bubbles (Urick, 1984). Noise from oceanic and atmospheric
waves occurs at frequencies below 1 Hz (Okada, 2003). The work presented here will
focus on the natural sources of noise below 1 Hz.
The current body of research on source parameters for microtremors has identified sev-
eral components of the ambient noise spectrum that show up in recordings taken at stations
around the world. Each source is briefly described below, starting with the lowest observed
frequencies in the ambient noise bandwidth and ending with the highest. Following this,
an amplitude spectrum plot of a time series recorded at one of the permanent seismic net-
work stations on Akutan is examined for evidence of each commonly observed peak of
the ambient spectrum. The time series used for the following examples was recorded with
a Streckeisen STS-2 seismometer. The STS-2 instrument is commonly used to measure
extremely low frequency signals as the velocity response corners are at 0.00833 Hz, or a
period of approximately 120 s, and >50 Hz (Rhie and Romanowicz, 2006; Incorporated
Research Institutions for Seismology, n.d.).
2.2.1 Infragravity: 0.005-0.02 Hz
The ambient noise in the infragravity bandwidth arises due to changes in atmospheric pres-
sure with the passage of storms. Analysis of data from permanent network stations revealed
that noise in this frequency band was pervasive and, since the changes in air pressure due
to weather systems apparently excites the Earth’s spheroidal elastic normal modes, this
phenomenon is often called the Earth’s ”hum.” It has been reported that the average back-
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ground noise in this range of frequencies is equivalent to a moment magnitude of Mw=5.75,
although the level of excitation has a seasonal dependence with slight but distinct maxima
during January and July (Ekstrom, 2001). The maxima correspond to the winters in the
northern and southern hemispheres.
Interestingly, the source of the ambient seismic noise in the infragravity bandwidth
is still debated in the literature. Earlier studies reported that the source was atmospheric
forcing (Kobayashi and Nishida, 1998, for example), whereas later studies favor generation
by an interaction of changing atmospheric pressure with the ocean surface, which generates
short period waves that then interact in a nonlinear fashion to generate the long-period
infragravity waves that couple with the seafloor to produce the Rayleigh waves observed at
seismic stations (Rhie and Romanowicz, 2006; Webb, 2008).
The 26-second Microseism: 0.038 Hz
A peak in the microseism spectrum at a period of 26 s (approximately 0.038 Hz) is found
in ambient seismic recordings taken at stations in the United States, Africa, and Europe.
When the source of ambient seismic noise is not homogeneously distributed around an
array of seismometers, asymmetries arise in the cross correlations between station pairs.
By observing the asymmetry in cross correlations of signals from stations along the same
great circle paths and inverting the apparent travel times that were measured from these
cross correlations, it was found that the source of the 26 s noise is located in the Gulf
of Guinea, off the west coast of Africa (Shapiro et al., 2006). The amplitude of the 26 s
microseism varies with time of year and is at its maximum during the stormy winter months
in the southern hemisphere (Holcomb, 1980).
A signal with a slightly broader peak has been recorded at the station in East Asia
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and the western Pacific, as well. Using the same methods of analysis to locate the source,
Shapiro et al. (2006) determined that this signal originates in the North Fiji Basin. Although
this signal is also located at a specific point, there are no seasonal variations in signal
amplitude (Holcomb, 1998). It is difficult to say whether or not the signal coming from the
North Fiji Basin is actually the antipodal expression of the source from the Gulf of Guinea,
or whether it is of different origin (Shapiro et al., 2006).
2.2.2 Microseisms: 0.04-1.0 Hz
Ambient noise in the microseismic bandwidth has been found in all seismic recordings,
starting from the earliest days of seismology. As with the efforts to define the source of
infragravity waves, determining the source of the signal has been of interest to researchers
ever since. Microseisms consist of mostly surface waves with some short-period P waves.
The surface waves tend to be Rayleigh waves, although Love waves may arise in simply
layered structure without lateral heterogeneity (Cessaro, 1994). The generation of micro-
seisms is thought to arise from the interaction of the ocean waves with the seafloor, but the
relationship between storm systems that generate ocean swell and variation in microseism
amplitude and source location with time is complicated and poorly understood (Cessaro,
1994; Tanimoto, 2007; Rhie and Romanowicz, 2006). Within the microseismic bandwidth,
which is generally reported as being over the frequencies from 0.04-1.0 Hz for natural
sources, there are a few distinct features that one may observe in the spectrum of record-
ings taken at any station (Haubrich et al., 1963; Holcomb, 1980; Webb, 2008, and many
more).
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The Single Frequency: 0.06-0.07 Hz
The single frequency (SF), also known as the primary microseism or primary multiple,
arises from the direct interactions of the surf with the ocean bottom in shallow water
(Brooks et al., 2009). The frequency of the primary microseism is the same as the fre-
quency of ocean swell. The SF is generated by the pressure of the ocean waves directly on
the sea floor. Overall, the amplitude of the SF microseism is generally lower than that of
double frequency microseisms and, since it arises only in shallow water, the SF originates
near the shore.
The Double Frequency: 0.12-0.15 Hz
Also called the secondary microseism or secondary multiple, the double frequency (DF)
microseism is generated by the same nonlinear second-order pressure changes caused by
the interaction of short-period ocean waves of similar wavenumbers traveling in opposite
directions with the sea floor that generates the Earth’s hum (Longuet-Higgins, 1950; Tan-
imoto, 2007), although the DF microseism is both a near-shore and deep-water effect and
is directly correlated to wind activity (Haubrich et al., 1963; Cessaro, 1994). The terms
“double” and “multiple” are used because the frequency of the secondary microseism is
twice that of the ocean waves (Brooks et al., 2009). DF microseisms tend to have a larger
amplitude than the SF microseisms. The DF microseism as measured in the northern hemi-
sphere is at its minimum during summer months, when weather is generally calm, and has
been observed to have much higher amplitude fluctuations with seasons in comparison to
the hum signal (Rhie and Romanowicz, 2006).
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Figure 2.1: The full spectrum for a twenty-minute long signal recorded at station AKUT on
an Streckeisen STS-2 broadband seismometer with sampling interval of 0.02 s. Note that
the majority of the signal amplitude occurs for frequencies below 2 Hz. This recording
was obtained during a seismically quiet time period and therefore includes energy from
only the ambient seismic noise sources.
2.3 Spectrum of Ambient Recordings at Akutan
To assess the frequency content of an unfiltered signal recorded at station AKUT, the signal
was Fourier transformed and the amplitude spectrum was plotted. The entire spectrum,
from DC to the Nyquist frequency, is plotted in Figure 2.1.
Zooming in on the infragravity frequencies mentioned above, it is found that there is
spectral amplitude for frequencies that are very close to DC. This is in keeping with the
expectations for the frequency spectrum of Earth’s hum (Figure 2.2).
In Figure 2.3, the 26 s microseism is observed. Note that this particular time series was
recorded on August 4, 2008, and therefore one would expect to see that the signal has a
relatively high amplitude when compared to recordings at the same station taken during the
northern hemisphere winter.
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Figure 2.2: The frequencies from DC to approximately 0.02 Hz are pictured here. Spectral
amplitude is found even as one moves towards zero. The very low frequency components
of the amplitude spectrum arise from the excitation of lower frequency normal modes by
ambient seismic sources.
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Figure 2.3: A spectral peak is evident at approximately 0.036 Hz (period of approximately
27.8 s) in the spectral amplitude. This is in keeping with what one would expect for a
recording during the northern hemisphere summer as signal amplitude for the 26 s micro-
seism is highest during the winter months in the southern hemisphere.
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Single Frequency
Double Frequency
Figure 2.4: The single and double frequency microseisms are evident in the plot of the
spectrum for the recording at AKUT at approximately 0.06 Hz and 0.12 Hz, respectively.
The SF amplitude is less than that of the DF. The lack of a particularly evident individual
peak for the two features is in agreement with the relatively broad power spectral density
peaks published elsewhere (see, for example Lee et al., 2011).
Finally, Figure 2.4 shows the primary and secondary multiples for the recording at
station AKUT. The amplitude of the SF is lower than that of the DF, as expected.
To give an idea of the relative amplitude of each of the spectral peaks in the microseism
bandwidth mentioned above, Figure 2.5 shows a closeup of the portion of the bandwidth
that covers the frequencies from the lower range of the Earth’s hum through that of the DF
microseism.
The remaining portion of the spectrum above the DF is undifferentiated strong signal.
In this research, the focus is on frequencies within the portion of the spectrum that has
the largest amplitude, both for each individual recording (as in Figure 2.1), and for the
frequency content found in the cross correlations of station pairs.
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Figure 2.5: Plot of the Earth’s hum, the 26 s microseism, and the SF and DF for a 20-
minute long time series recorded at station AKUT. Note the relative amplitude of each of
the signals.
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2.4 Survey Geometry
The IRIS database holds records of time series from several broadband seismometers sta-
tioned on Akutan. The survey geometry is thus imposed: unlike in typical field applica-
tions, there is no opportunity to install and configure array elements in a geometry that
will yield high resolution results. Although the deployment of IRIS instruments in remote
locations and the storage of data has created a wealth of information on current and past
seismic events that is accessible by any interested individual, there exist no current compre-
hensive methods for selecting and interpreting which portions of the recordings should be
used for modeling the subsurface when the only available option is data from a very sparse
and randomly arranged seismic array. This project serves to fill that void.
There are two networks containing broadband instruments that are in use on Akutan.
Data obtained at stations from both will be used in the application of the theories presented
in this dissertation. The first, abbreviated AV for the Alaska Volcano Observatory, is op-
erated by the USGS-Anchorage and the Geophysical Institute at the University of Alaska.
The second network, from which only one station is available, is abbreviated AT for the
Alaska Tsunami Warning Seismic System and is operated by the West Coast and Alaska
Tsunami Warning Center. The broadband recording from the AT network spans the period
from 2002 - present (Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology, 2012a). There are
13 additional broadband stations in the AT network (≥ 10 to > 80 Hz and corner period
of ≥ 10 s) spread throughout the southern portion of the state, more than 200 km from
Akutan. The AV network currently has 128 extremely short period (≥ 80 Hz sampling
rate with corner period of < 10 s) seismometers and has had, at various points since 2005,
eight broadband seismometers spread over the island. Unfortunately, only three broadband
stations in the AV network have decent continual recordings over a number of years (Incor-
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Figure 2.6: Stations AKGG, AKLV, AKRB, and AKUT were positioned using the GPS
coordinates of each station as recorded in the header of the data files from IRIS.
porated Research Institutions for Seismology, 2012a). The remaining five AV stations are
either unavailable in the database or were online for only very short periods of time. A plot
of the island of Akutan with the array geometry is given in Figure 2.6.
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2.4.1 Selection of Recordings and Data Extraction
Selecting and Retrieving Data from IRIS
Although the available recordings for each network span a number of years in total, there
tend to be gaps in the records at various times and instruments in the networks through-
out the recording periods. The selection of stretches of time where data was recorded at a
maximum number of instruments was desirable so that analysis could be performed with
the largest number of stations for relatively long uninterrupted time series. Because the
goal is to look at microseisms, which are assumed to have periods of 1-10s, only data from
broadband stations were analyzed. The instrument noise for both the Streckeisen STS-2 in
use for the AT network and the Guralp CMG-3T seismometers in the AV network increases
in magnitude at significantly lower periods, on the order of 1000 s citepRinglerHutt2010,
and at frequencies above 10 Hz, so it is assumed that the instrumentation is appropriate
for the frequency ranges of interest. Out of curiosity over the characteristics of signals in
the lower end of the bandwidth of the instruments, analysis proceded for all frequencies of
significantly nonzero amplitude in the power spectra of the broadband recordings at peri-
ods of greater than 1000 s. To determine data availability at each station of interest over a
certain timespan, the index of IRIS data holdings was accessed (Incorporated Research In-
stitutions for Seismology, 2012d). The full description of the IRIS data access and request
procedures may be found in Appendix A. Here, only the details relevant to the extraction
of the specific time series used in this analysis are given.
The IRIS Timeseries Request utility can be used to generate graphs of the data holdings
for a user-defined range of time and stations (or entire networks of stations) to show where
gaps exist in the records of each station over time. Figure 2.7 provides an example of the
display in response to an inquiry for data holdings for the year 2009 for all stations in the
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AV network.
In this example, it can be seen that gaps exist in the records for several stations. Other
stations, such as AKLV, were apparently turned off for the first or second half of the year
but have full coverage for the times when they were in use. The search format described
in Appendix A, Section A.2, can be used to generate a graph for the network and time
period of choice, up to one year in duration. Time ranges longer than one year apparently
overwhelm the plotting capabilities of the system.
To obtain data for this project, a bounding box search (see Appendix A) was conducted
over the island of Akutan to determine which stations were available. The graphic display
from the Timeseries Request utility was used to find stretches of time with the best cover-
age. Out of all of the instruments at the AV network, three broadband stations were found
to have long, uninterrupted recordings in the years 2005, 2008, and 2009. A fourth station
in the AT network also had decent coverage in these years. A breq fast request, formu-
lated as detailed in Section A.5 of Appendix A, was then sent to IRIS to obtain the seismic
record in the SEED format for these stations over a period from May 16, 2008 to February
16, 2009. This stretch of time was chosen for two reasons: first, it covers both summer
and winter conditions. Second, all four stations were recording for the majority of the time
during this period (see Figure 2.8).
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AV.AKRB.*.*(100.0%)
AV.AUW.*.*(100.0%)
AV.AUL.*.*(91.2% - 3 gaps)
AV.AUH.*.*(87.9% - 2 gaps)
AV.BGR.*.*(100.0%)
AV.ANON.*.*(75.7%- 1 gap)
AV.CETU.*.*(76.2%- 1 gap)
AV.ADAG.*.*(52.7% - 3 gaps)
AV.BRPK.*.*(100.0%)
AV.CERB.*.*(81.0%- 1 gap)
AV.BLHA.*.*(100.0%)
AV.AKV.*.*(100.0%)
AV.BGM.*.*(100.0%)
AV.AKS.*.*(100.0%)
AV.CDD.*.*(100.0%)
AV.BPBC.*.*(100.0%)
AV.AKGG.*.*(100.0%)
AV.CEPE.*.*(72.7%- 1 gap)
AV.AUE.*.*(76.8%- 1 gap)
AV.CGL.*.*(100.0%)
AV.ANNW.*.*(100.0%)
AV.AHB.*.*(100.0%)
AV.CERA.*.*(90.9%- 1 gap)
AV.CEAP.*.*(81.0%- 1 gap)
AV.BGL.*.*(100.0%)
AV.AUNW.*.*(100.0%)
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Figure 2.7: IRIS database station coverage for the year of 2009 for the AV network. The
percentages in parentheses on the vertical axis indicate the amount of coverage during the
time of inquiry, in this case ranging from January 1 of 2009 to March 10, 2010. The number
of substantial gaps in the records are also listed on the vertical axis. Although the time
series request eventually used for this project did not cover this particular time window, it
is worth noting that stations AKGG, AKLV, and AKRB all have continuous coverage here,
as well. This suggests the analysis presented here could be adapted for investigations of
data sets recorded over several years.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: IRIS database station coverage for the broadband stations on Akutan from (a)
the AV network, and (b) the AT network, over the period of May 16, 2008 - January 16,
2009. Although some gaps exist in the records from the AV network, all stations had 100%
coverage during the period of August 2008 - January 2009.
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Chapter 3
AMBIENT SEISMIC NOISE METHODS: AN
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF STATISTICAL
TECHNIQUES
3.1 On the Origin of the Term “Ambient Seismic Noise,”
Consideration of Its Source, and Its Applications
Microtremors, sometimes also called microseisms, are the constant low amplitude vibra-
tions of the earth’s surface and include both body and surface waves (Okada, 2003). The
amount of dispacement of the surface from microtremors is far below human perception,
and yet the vibrations remain a source of noise in earthquake studies. Especially when
trying to study very distant or small earthquakes, microseisms often obscure the desired
signal as their amplitude increases whenever amplifier gain is increased. One of the main
focuses of earthquake seismology research through the 1970s was the removal of the mi-
croseism signal from the earthquake signal. In this way, the phenomenon has earned the
name “noise.”
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The “ambient” portion of the term is used to convey the pervasive nature and lack of
impulsive source for the signal — ambient seismic noise has been observed at stations
all around the world, and possible origins include anthropogenic sources, such as ship or
foot traffic, motion of water in waves in the oceans and rivers, and changes in atmospheric
pressure. In the literature, many researchers focus on using ambient seismic noise data
for the calculation of subsurface velocity profiles. For these studies, the source of ambient
seismic noise is always considered to be diffuse. However, as was discussed in Chapter 2,
there is an entire body of work devoted to determining whence the ambient signals arrive
and discussing the implications of the temporal and spatial variations in the source. That is,
rather than considering only omnidirectional and pervasive noise, there is instead always
a source and it is likely that the source may be highly directional. The work presented
here differs distinctly from the usual assumption that any one station used as the first term
in a cross correlation to compare the waveforms at two stations within an array can serve
as a virtual source because the ambient energy is coming from all directions at all times.
Here, it is assumed that there is an actual source of the noise and that energy does not
necessarily always arrive from all azimuths. For this case, it is crucial to understand which
array elements are closest to the actual source in order to correctly determine travel times
and, thus, velocity structure.
In recent times, the advent of digital recording and increased capacity of data storage
media has made feasible the interpretation of ambient noise for subsurface exploration. Sta-
tistical analysis of microtremor has proven that the noise is generally a stationary stochastic
process. In Okada (2003), a review of the methods of analysis is provided. It was found
that, regardless of time, the microtremor signal for signals lasting less than three hours
demonstrated constant values of average, variance, and autocorrelation function in ampli-
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tude, implying that the microtremor signal is a stationary stochastic process. However, it
was also observed that the stationarity did not hold for signals measured more than three
hours apart from each other. Stationarity in space has also been observed over distances
of 1-3 km. Beyond this distance, it appears that the stationarity in space is assumed rather
than proven. A particular advantage of the work presented in this dissertation is that the as-
sumption of stationarity in space and time is unnecessary as the method is equally capable
of handling non-stationary, non-stochastic, and highly directional signals. Once the noise
was proven to be stationary in time (when measured over appropriate lengths of time) and
space (over limited volumes) and could be represented as a stationary stochastic process,
one of two primary statistical methods of detecting the surface waves in the noise is typ-
ically applied, depending on the survey geometry. The first is the spatial autocorrelation
coefficient method by Aki (1957). The second is the frequency-wavenumber (f-k) method.
The f-k method uses only the signal measured by the vertical component of the seismometer
or geophone and, by the assumption that surface waves dominate the body waves recorded
as microseismic noise, only measures Rayleigh waves. The SPAC method is also capable
of using information from the horizontal channels and can thus analyze Love waves if they
arise (Okada, 2003). The number of studies that use one of these two methods to produce
images of the subsurface from recordings of the noise signal at two or more stations has in-
creased dramatically since the first successful studies by Okada et al. (1990), Shapiro et al.
(2005), and Sabra et al. (2005). Although each method has its advantages, disadvantages
also exist that limit the feasibility of using seismic noise data in particular circumstances
as described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 below.
For the case of Akutan, even without the assumption of directional noise, it is apparent
that the geometry requirements of either method are not met by the sparse array available
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on the island. It is the pursuit of using seismic noise for determining velocity models of the
subsurface for both arrays and recording times that are unsuitable for either method that
forms the motivation of this study.
3.2 Spatial Autocorrelation Coefficient Method
One of the earliest and most commonly cited publications on the stationary stochastic
nature of ambient seismic noise and the possibilities for attainment of dispersion curves
thereof comes from Aki (1957), where the stochastic method now known as the spatial au-
tocorrelation coefficient (SPAC) technique was first explored in detail. The paper attempts
to provide a method of analysis for time and space spectra of seismic noise where it is
too complicated to perform phase analyses. This is the earliest example in the literature of
representing both the temporal and spatial components of microseismic noise as stationary
stochastic processes. The product of this investigation was the first step towards a solu-
tion to the problem of pervasive microtremor noise in seismic signals found in recordings
made with the intent of detecting earthquakes in Japan that reveals the statistical character
of the noise as well as the subsurface through which it travels via the production of phase
velocity dispersion curves. The investigation of microtremor noise was motivated by the
study by Kanai et al. (1954), among others, where it was observed that the spectral peaks
for microtremor noise were identical to those produced by earthquakes and were affected
by the local geology where the signal was observed. Unfortunately, due to the lack of
digital recording methods, the analysis of signals with frequencies above 1 Hz and the at-
tempt to determine the phase velocity curves was unsuccessful because the signals were
not stationary over the limited length of time that they could be recorded.
A full derivation of the theory of SPAC is not necessary for the purposes of this project
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as the method is not used for analysis, but a rough outline is provided in Appendix D,
Section D.2, to inform the discussion of the limits of the method for the particular case of
the array at Akutan.
From the outline of the derivation in Appendix D, it is obvious that the method of
SPAC is unconcerned with determining the source direction of the noise since the results
arise from spatial averaging of signals from all angles. Instead, the SPAC method seeks
to find the scalar velocity of the signal. The technique is only viable for omnidirectional
sources of noise due to the requirement of a circular or, at the least, a particularly precise
array of three sensors at the points of an equilateral triangle and one sensor located at its
center (Okada, 2003), and the spatial autocorrelation coefficient itself is a function of the
array radius as well as the frequency and phase velocity.
One of the primary benefits of the SPAC method as compared to the f-k method dis-
cussed in the next section is that the array size required for SPAC is much smaller and
requires fewer components. The method also allows one to observe Love waves in addition
to Rayleigh waves if three component seismometers or geophones are used. The ability
to isolate the Love wave signal and the simplicity of extending the Rayleigh wave the-
ory to the case of Love waves is particularly attractive because it allows one to determine
the s-wave velocity model for the subsurface, which is not possible when using the f-k
method (Okada, 2003). Aki’s 1957 suggestions for applications for microtemor analysis
included locating the source of volcanic tremor, studying the coda of waves generated in
earthquakes, and discovering the location of the epicenter for small earthquakes. In light
of the research suggesting that many components of the ambient seismic spectrum are not
homogeneously distributed (see, for example, the references in Chapter 2), the SPAC tech-
nique may be inappropriate because the case of directional noise cannot be modeled using
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this technique.
Subsequent to the publication of the paper by Aki in 1957, the field of research involv-
ing SPAC was mostly limited to studies in Japan as scientists in the west focused more on
finding the direction of energy, possibly due to a desire to locate signals within the micro-
seism bandwidth generated by nuclear tests during the Cold War, and limits in the amounts
of data that could be recorded prevented the collection of stationary data sets. Even in
recent years, the requirements for specific survey geometry limits the number of cases in
which SPAC can be applied. Several studies do exist, however. Besides the examples cited
in the SEG monograph by Okada (2003), other studies have since come to completion (e.g.,
Haney et al., 2012). It is difficult to overstate the influence of Aki’s seminal publication in
convincing scientists of the potential for using rather than attempting to eliminate seismic
noise.
3.3 Frequency-Wavenumber Spectral Method and Beam-
forming
The power spectrum of a random time series is a description of the frequency content of
that signal. The expansion of this concept to a series that is also stationary in space requires
the addition of a spatial dimension to the power spectrum, as well. This new spectrum is
the frequency-wavenumber (f-k) spectrum, also referred to as the frequency-wavenumber
power spectral density (PSD). The information contained in the f-k PSD describes, in the
case of signals consisting of spatially and temporally stochastic microseismic noise, both
the frequency content and the vector velocity of the signal. The f-k spectrum is thus a
statistical parameter that allows one to detect both the frequency and directional, or vector,
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velocity of a high-energy signal in the microtremor bandwidth. As in the SPAC method, the
information used to build dispersion curves comes from the spectra of the signals received.
Velocity models of the subsurface may be produced by inversion of either phase- or group-
velocity dispersion curves.
Historically, the theory for the f-k technique was first developed and then applied during
the Cold War because of its suitability for detecting the directional component of the veloc-
ity vector of waves generated by underground nuclear testing (Okada, 2003; Capon, 1969).
The focus on the direction of arrival is the most elemental difference in the functionality
of the SPAC and f-k methods. Other significant differences between the two methods con-
cern the type of energy that the method is capable of measuring and the requirements for
array geometry. Although one may assume that the majority of the wave energy in the mi-
croseismic signal comes from surface waves, the f-k method does not discriminate against
strong signals from body waves. Researchers may opt to use only the vertical component
of a sensor to focus on Rayleigh waves. Like the SPAC method, the array size for the f-k
method is chosen based on the depth to the target of interest. Although the requirements
for survey geometry are much less specific for the f-k method, resolution of vector velocity
increases with the number of array elements because larger arrays contain larger numbers
of station pairs.
There are two ways of determining the f-k power spectrum for a signal that may or may
not be a stochastic process. The first way consists of executing the normal steps used to
find the frequency-only power spectral density of a time signal — find the autocorrelation
function, then apply a Fourier transform to it — but for a signal with both a time and
space component. The second way consists of first applying a finite Fourier transform or
fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the signal and then taking the average of the square of its
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absolute value. Okada (2003) suggests comparing the PSDs from at least two stations to
determine if a process is stochastic in space. If the f-k spectrum is the same for the stations,
the signal is considered stationary in space. In practice, a signal may be broken down in
to windows of a managable length and the PSD of each block may be determined. This
reduces the cost of computation, although the blocks must be long enough to capture the
temporal stationarity of the signals to avoid the problems encountered in the earliest studies
when recording time lengths were limited by system memory.
Nonstationary temporal effects are often noted in actual microseismic records, and arise
from sources including but not limited to the passage of cold and warm fronts of weather
that mark transitions to different atmospheric pressure regimes and lead to the development
of atmospheric infragravity waves, as discussed in Chapter 2. Nonstationary space effects
will also exist when the assumption of a plane-layered model of the subsurface beneath
the array is invalid (Okada, 2003). To deal with these nonstationary effects, and to accom-
modate the physical limits of obtaining continuous spatial coverage that are encountered
when establishing an array geometry, two statistical routines may be used to interpret the
f-k PSD. The first is called beamforming. It is also referred to as the “common method”
because it is generally the method of choice for analyzing the f-k PSD of microseismic sig-
nals. The second routine is called the maximum likelihood estimator, or high-resolution,
method (MLM or HRM, respectively), first introduced by Capon (1969).
3.3.1 Beamforming Method
Of the two methods, the beamforming method is mathematically simpler and more intu-
itive. For an array of seismometers or geophones, there exists some delay time τ , some-
times called the station residual, for a wave traveling from one of the stations in the array to
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another. Beamforming is a way of enhancing the microseismic signal by first correcting the
arrival times by this τ for the same wave at all stations so that the wave appears to arrive
simultaneously everywhere in the array and then summing the adjusted records for each
time sample in the series. The time correction is done by expressing the time shift ti at each
of the i stations as
ti = t0+
cosφ
c
(xi− x0)+ sinφc (yi− y0)+ τi. (3.1)
where c is the apparent velocity model, φ is the azimuthal direction of the signal expressed
as an angle from North, t0 is the arrival time for the station in the array that is chosen as
the reference point, and the subscript i represents the values at each of the i stations in the
notation of Okada (2003). After the beamforming is performed on each station, one may
calculate the beam output. By calculating the beam output, or energy that exits one station
and enters the next, for each possible combination in the array, the direction that produces
the signal with the best SNR can be identified. The beam output is defined as a time series:
b(kx/ω,ky/ω, t) =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
ni(t+ ti), (3.2)
where kx and ky are the wavenumbers in the x and y directions, respectively, ω is some
angular frequency, and ni(t) is the time series of the microseisms at the ith station. The
power spectrum of the beam output is obtained in the usual way by first autocorrelating the
timeseries and then applying a Fourier transform. A weighting function, sometimes called
the array response because it is dependent on the array geometry used, is then introduced.
One may prove that the estimated power spectrum of the beam output is a weighted average
of the true f-k power spectrum. Details of the derivation can be found in the textbook by
Aki and Richards (1980). To obtain the best estimate of the power spectrum, one must
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set up a survey geometry so that the array response will approach two-dimensional Dirac
delta functional, which requires a large number of stations over an area appropriate for the
intended depth of exploration. If the array generates broader sidelobes in the weighting
function, this will increase the error in the estimated power spectrum (Okada, 2003). For
the perfect case, where the array geometry produces a weighting function that is exactly a
two-dimensional Dirac delta functional, the estimate of the power spectrum for the beam
output will be identical to the actual f-k power spectrum.
Overall, beamforming is traditionally used for higher frequency radio communications
and avionics, but the narrowband nature of communications signals allows for much sim-
pler processing techniques that allow the observance of phase differences between stations
(Chen et al., 2002). For broadband signals, beamforming focuses on time delays as waves
pass from station to station in the array and requires an algorithm for least squares analysis
for finding the source position. Three dimensional localization requires at least six sensors
to produce an overdetermined least squares solution (Chen et al., 2002). Even without the
minimum station number requirement for three dimensional analysis, the array response
from a four element array will have very large sidelobes and thus very low resolution.
The maximum likelihood estimator method (MLM) requires a more complex deriva-
tion. The interested reader is referred to Capon (1969) for the full details. The abridged
version of the derivation is given in Appendix D, Section D.3. It is based upon the theory
of the maximum likelihood estimation presented by Aster et al. (2005), the presentation
by Aki and Richards (1980), and the summary of Aki and Richards (1980) presented by
Okada (2003), but notation and the evolution from the simplest to most complex case has
been constructed to suit the author’s preferences. The maximum likelihood estimation is,
in principle, the method of determining the model from which an observed data set would
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most likely be generated when the statisticial properties of the signal are known and the
forward model is understood (Aster et al., 2005).
After the development of the MLM, resolution for the estimates of power spectra was
limited only by signal-to-noise ratio and, of course, the ability to set up an ideal survey
geometry to generate the desired beam pattern. Although the accuracy of the estimated
power spectrum produced by the MLM does not depend on the particular spatial arrange-
ment of each station in relationship to the others in the array, it does depend on the number
of stations available, as proven in Okada (2003). When stations are few and far between,
as in the field site of Akutan, where stations are irregularly spaced at distances on the order
of hundreds of meters apart, the usefulness of statistical methods is greatly constrained.
A major contribution of this dissertation is the advancement of a non-statistical method
for isolating and analyzing Rayleigh waves in the seismic record and performing appar-
ent phase velocity corrections without the need for densely spaced or specifically arranged
sensor arrays.
The textbook by Aki and Richards (1980) is an excellent reference for the theoretical
development and derivations of the f-k and SPAC methods. For an example of results
of a practical application of the f-k method using the MLM and the detailed derivation
thereof, one may refer to the 1969 publication by Capon, as well as later publications by
the same author, where case studies are presented for the MLM used for interpretation of
directional source of waves arriving at the large aperture seismic array (LASA) located in
eastern Montana. Research on LASA was especially focused on determining the difference
from signals generated by small earthquakes and those generated by nuclear bomb testing
below ground, as well as on determining the direction of arriving signals, but the value of
the innovation and contributions from scientists working with data from this array has long
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outlived the period of the Cold War.
3.4 A General Overview of Traditional Processing Steps
for the Passive Seismic Method
Whether the f-k method or the SPAC method is chosen to obtain dispersion curves, passive
seismic data is generally prepared and processed in the same way. Bensen et al. (2007)
identify and describe the four principle steps in the processing flow for ambient seismic
noise data. They are presented here so that the reader may compare the author’s own
methods to the current standard. The steps are as follows:
• Prepare the data from a single station.
• Perform cross correlation to obtain an estimate of the Green’s function and apply
temporal stacking for data from two or more stations.
• Measure the surface wave dispersion curves using frequency-time analysis (FTAN)
for phase and/or group velocity.
• Produce error analyses and determine quality control standards.
The steps provided in the paper by Bensen et al. (2007) are used throughout the body of
literature on studies of applications for ambient seismic noise. After processing, many
studies invert the dispersion curve data for shear wave or surface wave velocity to pro-
duce tomographic images of the subsurface. Since the inception of ambient noise surface
wave tomography (ANSWT) in the 2005 studies by Shapiro et al. and Sabra et al., where
data from stations in Southern California were analyzed to produce maps of the subsurface
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that correlated remarkably well with the known geology of the area, the field has expanded
rapidly and new applications are increasingly common. Exploration of the subsurface using
the ANSWT method is greatly aided by the massive increase in data storage capabilities,
number of permanent seismic stations, and improvements in the bandwidth of seismic in-
struments over the past two decades. The steps for processing are detailed below.
3.4.1 Data Preparation for a Single Station
For the first step, impulsive signals from earthquakes or explosions and non-stationary sig-
nals from air, land, and sea traffic are avoided using a method of time-domain normalization
(see Bensen et al. (2007) for a review of different techniques) to isolate the ambient signal
because the methods of analysis for passive waves are usually statistical and require the as-
sumption that the energy under consideration is stationary in time and space. Even though
catalogs with current and past earthquakes are maintained, it is still necessary to perform
time-domain normalization if one wishes to remove the signals of smaller earthquakes that
may be missing from records. Elimination of earthquakes from the ambient seismic record-
ings prevents what appear to be precursory arrivals in the cross correlations between two
stations, which is important for the second step of the processing flow (Bensen et al., 2007).
Instrument effects, including instrument response, mean, and trend, are also removed.
The peak in spectral amplitudes for ambient noise lie within the microseism bandwidth,
which covers periods ranging from approximately 5 to 17 seconds, but several recent stud-
ies have included or focused on longer period noise (e.g., Yang et al. (2007), Yao et al.
(2006)). Signals are generally bandpass filtered to eliminate the higher frequency parts of
the signal that are not used. Spectral whitening of data is also common. It is used to reduce
noise from the 26 second microseism and to broaden the spectrum of cross correlations so
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as to reduce the dominance of the primary and secondary multiples. Whitening is preferred
over elimination of the 26 s noise with a narrow bandstop filter because the gap produced
in the bandwidth by the use of a bandstop filter causes problems in the FTAN portion of
the processing flow (Bensen et al., 2007).
3.4.2 Temporal Stacking of Cross Correlations to Obtain the Green’s
Function for Station Pairs
Frequently, studies take advantage of the linearity of the cross correlation function and
stack cross correlations for each day of recordings to cover longer periods of time in an ef-
fort to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when completing the second step in processing
ambient data. The waveform that comes from the stacking of the cross correlations is an es-
timate of the Green’s function for each of the station pairs and is affected only by structure
within the immediate vicinity of the raypath between the pairs (Snieder, 2004). Success
with extracting the Green’s function for station pairs was shown in earlier studies on the
use of ambient seismic noise, including the works of Sabra et al. (2005) and Shapiro and
Campillo (2004), among many others. The longer time series can then be examined in the
frequency domain to look for frequency dependencies in SNR. Cross correlations of am-
bient noise are generally asymmetric around the zero lag point when plotted from acausal
(negative lag) to causal ( positive lag). Asymmetries arise due to inhomogeneous azimuthal
source distribution around the receivers and differences in “source process” (Bensen et al.,
2007).
Commonly, a “signal window” is created from the ambient records by first estimating
the minimum and maximum arrival times for a station pair over a period band of interest in
the time domain. Then, a spectral SNR can be determined by evaluating a series of narrow
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bandpass filters over the signal window to obtain a filtered signal in the time domain. The
peak in the time domain for each filtered is compared with the rms average of a subsequent
time window of “noise” consisting of components of the record that were filtered out. The
ratio between these two amplitudes is then a measure of the SNR in the time domain.
Because SNR is estimated for each of the period bands of interest, this SNR is referred
to as “spectral SNR” because it is a measure of signal level at different frequencies. Note
that longer time series produce higher SNRs and therefore are preferable for analysis. The
spectral SNR will vary depending on the frequency of interest, location, station spacing of
the array, time of year, and recording length. The examination of variations in the spectral
SNR for time series measured over several years may be an interesting way to use data
from permanent seismic stations for remote monitoring of weather.
In this step, it is assumed that any one element of the array at a site can be used as
a virtual source and taken as the first term in the cross correlation between station pairs.
Although the temporal stacking will reduce the effects of transient directional noise, the
attempt to accurately calculate the travel time between two stations by measuring the lag
found in the peak of the cross correlation between station pairs will fail if there is persistent
directional noise, as was suggested in the study by Shapiro et al. (2006). An incorrect
calculation of traveltime results in an incorrect calculation of the Green’s function. The
methods developed in the next chapter offer a way to correct the apparent traveltimes to
reflect the actual traveltime determined by the geology beneath the ray path connecting each
station pair when directional noise violates the assumption of an azimuthally homogeneous
source.
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3.4.3 Frequency-Time Analysis (FTAN)
The third step in the processing algorithm focuses on measuring the phase and group ve-
locities as a function of period by applying the FTAN method to the estimates of Green’s
functions found in the second step. A calculation of surface wave dispersion allows for a
description of surface waves in terms of phase angle, amplitude, and group arrival times
(Feng and Teng, 1983). FTAN was originally used to develop dispersion curves for group
velocities. Phase velocity dispersion curves are obtained simultaneously, though, and may
also be analyzed. Dispersion curves bring us closer to the final goal of most surface wave
analysis studies: the construction of a 2- or 3-dimensional velocity model of the subsurface.
The evolution of FTAN as a distinct method came from two different representations of
the same idea: first, the moving window analysis of Landisman et al. (1969), and second,
the multiple filter technique of Dziewonski et al. (1969). Both methods were developed as
a solution to the problem of determining dispersion data for frequencies with low SNR as
prior methods had been limited to only the frequencies with higher SNR (Feng and Teng,
1983). The moving window analysis is a time-domain convolution of the signal with a filter
of the form
gω(t) = hω(t)exp(iωt), (3.3)
where ω is frequency, hω is a symmetric window function, and the convolution produces
a complex function, C(ω, t). The multiple filter technique instead calculates C(ω, t) by
applying a symmetric bandpass filter to the spectrum and then taking its inverse Fourier
transform, using the center frequency of the filter bandwidth. It is easy to show that the two
methods are equivalent (Feng and Teng, 1983), and this proves that the filter application in
the frequency domain or the time domain produces the same result. Since both methods
are interchangable, they are collectively referred to as FTAN.
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FTAN is applied to signals to first calculate the group arrival time as a function of fre-
quency by finding the point where the absolute value of the signal, C(ω, t), as determined
by either filtering in the time or frequency domain, reaches its maximum value (Nyman
and Landisman, 1977). Then, the value of the phase angle and amplitude for the particular
frequency of interest are obtained from the phase and amplitude of C(ω, t). The group ve-
locity dispersion is measured from the amplitude, whereas the phase velocity dispersion is
measured from the progression of the phase of the signal as it travels, which is comprised
of a propagation term, a phase ambiguity term, and an initial source phase. The phase am-
biguity term may be resolved through the use of a global 3-D model, although the accuracy
of phase velocity dispersion measurements is affected by geographical distance between
the stations and frequency (Bensen et al., 2007).
The FTAN operation smooths the dispersion data and thus enhances the resolution of
the dispersion, even for frequencies where SNR is low. A disadvantage of FTAN is that it is
poorly suited to areas where the amplitude or phase spectrum behavior changes rapidly over
a narrow bandwidth and, in this region, systematic errors are introduced (Feng and Teng,
1983). One solution to the problem is to apply the residual dispersion method (RDM),
where a theoretical signal designed to have a dispersion curve that approximates the curve
for the actual data is generated. The original signal is cross correlated with the synthetic
signal to produce what is called the “residual” signal, upon which FTAN is applied. The
method of measuring the residual signal is called match-filtering. Since match-filtering
eliminates the sidelobes in the cross correlation, narrowband signals cannot be resolved by
this method. The match-filtering option is well-suited only to broadband measurements
(Bensen et al., 2007). The outcome of the RDM is a reduction of errors, as the residual
signal is less dispersive than the original signal (Feng and Teng, 1983).
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The method of selecting filter bandwidth has varied throughout the literature to suit
the purpose of investigation and preference of the researchers. The most common type of
filter is the constant relative bandwidth filter (CRBF) of Dziewonski et al. (1969), where
bandwidth of the filter is the same at all frequencies. A second choice is the display-
equalized filter (DEF) of Nyman and Landisman (1977), where the signal is averaged over
an elliptical region of group velocity and period where the area of the ellipse is allowed
to vary in size to prevent the disparity between the region of high time resolution and low
frequency resolution at short periods and low velocities and low time resolution but high
frequency resolution at long periods and high velocities in dispersion plots. This method
defines a bandwidth that is dependent on both period and group velocity.
Both the CRBF and the DEF require no prior knowledge of the behavior of the disper-
sion. The third choice for the definition of the bandwidth parameter of the filter is known
as the optimum bandwidth filter (OBF) of Inston et al. (1971) and Cara (1973). The benefit
of this method is the optimization of the temporal resolution of the dispersion curve across
the entire frequency band, but the implementation is based upon an understanding of the
approximate dispersion behavior of the signal to be analyzed, which must first be obtained
by a simpler method such as CRBF (Feng and Teng, 1983).
Part of the appeal of FTAN is the ease with which the calculations may be automated.
By using the formulation of FTAN by Levshin et al. (1972), it is simple to create a series
of narrowband filters that can be applied (with bandwidth determined according to the
method that suits the user’s preference) one at a time to the signal. Then, the generation of
dispersion curves is almost instantaneous as the maximum of the signal at each frequency
is plotted on a frequency- or period-traveltime graph. Based on the distance between array
elements, which is always known (either from GPS positioning of the sensors in permanent
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IRIS arrays or by the investigator’s own choice survey geometry), the traveltime axis can
then be converted to velocity. The characterization of these plots as a matrix of elements
was particularly eloquently expressed by Nyman and Landisman (1977): “Consecutive
rows [of the array] correspond to equal increments in...velocity, while consecutive columns
correspond to equal increments in log period.” Examples of applying FTAN with more
specific steps and plots from earthquake seismology studies are included in Bensen et al.
(2007).
Given that FTAN is a method of interpreting the Green’s function obtained in the sec-
ond processing step for determining phase and group velocity, the accuracy of the FTAN
results relies on the accuracy of the extracted Green’s function. When the Green’s function
is obtained for station pairs under the assumption that the source of the noise recorded at
each is omnidirectional for times when this assumption is invalid, the resultant phase and
group velocity measurements will be inaccurate. To improve the reliability of subsurface
velocity profiles for cases where there exists persistent directional noise, one must incor-
porate the azimuth of the noise source when calculating the travel times between stations.
As is demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 5, strongly directional noise will produce an offset in
the peak of the cross correlation at positive or negative lag, depending on whether the first
term in the cross correlation is closer to or farther away from the source of the incoming di-
rectional energy. It is easy to see why a directional source will contaminate the calculation
of velocity profiles if the azimuthal approach is not incorporated into the calculations.
3.4.4 Error Analysis and Quality Control
The final step in the general processing flow for ambient seismic noise data is implementing
a quality control scheme. Ambient seismic noise studies usually use arrays that are rela-
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tively dense so the ray paths between stations are numerous and often exceed the amount
that would be practical for user-based quality control, providing motivation for the devel-
opment of automated methods that can be applied to all ray paths under inspection.
The first quality control standard is easy to implement. Experiments have proven that
there is a minimum distance over which stations may be spaced to guarantee the reliability
of the dispersion measurements. For group velocity, this distance is generally assumed to
be three times the wavelength, λ , of the signal of interest (Bensen et al., 2007). Using the
relationship between wavelength, phase velocity, c, and frequency, ω , it is then possible to
identify an upper limit to period, T, as follows:
distance > 3λ , (3.4)
λ = c/ω, (3.5)
λ = cT, (3.6)
and, as a consequence,
T =
distance
3c
. (3.7)
Fewer phase velocity interpretations of ambient noise are available in the literature and so
the upper limit for period may be more flexible than it is for group velocity calculations
(Bensen et al., 2007). Applying these conditions when analyzing data from stations in the
USArray, for example, will serve to limit the number of station pairs.
The second quality test is of the reliability of the velocity data obtained from analysis
of the ambient noise between station pairs meeting the period and distance requirements.
Ideally, the way to do this would be by comparing the velocity profiles obtained from the
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ambient seismic recordings with those from analysis of earthquake signals. Since the odds
of an earthquake originating at one of the stations are low, a more practical assessment
of quality of results from ambient noise involves the determination of the stability of the
measurement, both spatially and temporally. The spatial resolution is possible only with
dense station spacing. This so-called “cluster analysis” involves a comparison of the dis-
persion curve between each of several stations in a closely spaced array with a much more
distant station. A high degree of similarity indicates spatial robustness. Since there are few
places with close enough spacing for cluster analysis, the quality tests tend to focus more
on temporal repeatability. The temporal repeatibility test takes advantage of the seasonal
changes in the level of ambient seismic noise by evaluating the dispersion curves for the
same station pairs at different times of the year over three-month periods and comparing
these plots to the plot of the dispersion curve for an entire year or more of data. Examples
of testing temporal stability may be found in Bensen et al. (2007), Lin et al. (2007), Yang
et al. (2007), and others.
For the case of arrays that are unsuitable for either cluster analysis or temporal re-
peatability assessments due to wide station spacing and recordings over shorter stretches
of time, plots of spectral SNR v. standard deviation expressed in terms of velocity from
a set of measurements of SNR compiled from cross correlations of many stations across
the continent of investigation over a full year can be used to estimate the robustness of
the dispersion curve. At low spectral SNR (typical for periods below 10 s), the measure-
ments are unreliable. Stacks of longer observational periods provide better results, as one
might expect, but it is worth noting that SNR is dependent on the length of the time series
of recording or cross correlation stacking according to a power law so there is little to be
gained by producing extremely long stacks (Bensen et al., 2007).
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The final quality check involves comparing the results from a particular study with
a smooth tomographic map of an area. If the tomographic inversion of ambient noise
dispersion curve measurements over a region generates a smooth map, it is assumed that
the measurements from each station pair are in agreement with each other (Yang et al.,
2007).
The goal of the research for this project was not to produce tomographic maps of the
subsurface, but rather to provide a way to correct the difference between apparent and
actual velocity that arises when noise is directional rather than homogeneously distributed
at all azimuths. Therefore, the last processing step is not a focal point of the dissertation.
The research instead is focused on exploring a way to assess quality when requirements
for station density are not met and wide variety is found in dispersion curves produced at
different times in the recordings.
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Chapter 4
METHODOLOGY AND APPLICATION
4.1 Introduction
The longest continually-recording seismic networks that contribute to the IRIS database
have recorded data for every year since 1982 (Incorporated Research Institutions for Seis-
mology, 2012a). On Akutan, too, many years of data are available from most of the per-
manent seismic network stations. One primary objective of this research was to determine
a way to define a quality control algorithm that could be implemented in a preprocess-
ing step in the evaluation of ambient seismic noise. Currently, publications on ambient
seismic noise studies generally use all available data regardless of the type of wave and
azimuthal direction of approach of the signal, and time series are down sampled to accom-
modate memory limitations, even with modern computers. The reduction in the amount of
data allows for more manageable file sizes and, thus, shorter processing times for the later
steps in the algorithm presented here or additional user-selected processing techniques 3,
all without sacrificing the finely spaced time sampling interval used at most locations.
The second primary objective of this study was to develop a method for determining ap-
parent velocity corrections for the case where the source of ambient seismic noise is highly
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directional. The beamforming technique is useful for large arrays when one wishes to de-
termine the direction of the source of the noise, but the requirement of a minimum number
of stations described in Chapter 3 and Appendix D prevents the use of this technique on
Akutan. The station geometry for Akutan was set up for the purposes of observing volcano-
related earthquake activity and is not appropriate for using the SPAC method. Even with
perfect station geometry, SPAC requires the assumption of omnidirectional energy. As nei-
ther of the two traditional methods are appropriate for analysis of data from the station
array at Akutan, there is a clear need for a new method that does not depend on statistical
assumptions about signal behavior over time. As the permanent seismic network station
coverage increases to areas that are geographically remote or unstable enough to make the
installation of many broadband seismometers impractical, the need for a new non-statistical
method of determining direction of approaching signal becomes paramount. Incorporating
information on the direction of signal arrival into surface wave analysis is necessary for
finding the correct traveltime because it allows the user to identify the distance seen by the
seismic waves rather than the geographic distance between station pairs. In keeping with
the first primary objective, windows described as “good”, or “high quality” (as opposed
to “bad,” or “poor quality”) are windows with strongly directional energy arrivals. The
author does not claim that windows with truly omnidirectional energy should be removed
from analysis when computing power allows longer time series, but instead suggests that
seeking directional arrivals may act as a tool to cut down on the amount of data that must
be processed since the spatial behavior of these windows is well-understood.
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4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is commonly used in fields other than geophysics. In
statistics, PCA is used to reduce the number of variables in a dataset through eliminating
variables that correlate with each other by transforming the data set into a smaller number
of variables, or principal components, that are linearly uncorrelated with, or orthogonal to,
each other. The majority of the variance in the data set is captured in the first few principal
components. Thus, a very large matrix of observations may be re-represented as a sig-
nificantly smaller matrix when redundancies are found within the data (Jolliffe, 2002). In
other fields, PCA is known as the Karhunen-Loeve transform, the Hotelling transform, and
the Eckart-Young theorem. Here, since the horizontal channels of a seismometer record
the same signal simultaneously, the data from the two channels is clearly correlated. PCA
reduces the signals recorded over the two channels to a principal component signal that
is orthogonal to both, and by simple vector analysis one may see that the principal com-
ponent thus points to the direction from which the signal originates, with an ambiguity of
180 degrees. The method of using PCA to determine directionality from two horizontal
vectors has been used elsewhere to determine tool orientation in downhole seismic surveys
(Michaels, 2001). Eigenvector/eigenvalue analysis, of which PCA is a flavor, has also been
used to investigate the source of volcanic tremor (Ereditato and Luongo, 1994). However,
the application to the case of determining ambient signal directionality is new. PCA also of-
fers a way to directly detect and image off-path signal bounces that contribute to the energy
recorded at seismic stations. Eliminating the off-path contributions avoids contamination
from phase ambiguities and allows one to focus on noise traveling between each station
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pair in the ground. The Matlab code written by the author to conduct PCA and implement
quality control parameters is given in Appendix B.
The broadband seismometers installed at stations AKGG, AKLV, AKRB, and AKUT
on Akutan are all three-component instruments. PCA uses the recordings from the north
and east (horizontal) channels of each instrument. In general, PCA is set up by arranging
the data recorded over the time series by the north and east channels into a matrix, ξ , of the
form
ξn =
E1 E2 · · · En
N1 N2 · · · Nn

T
(4.1)
where En are the n samples in the time series recorded on the east channel, Nn are the n
samples in the time series recorded on the north channel, and T is the matrix transpose.
Each (1,...,n) 2-dimensional element of ξn is, physically, a position in the east-north plane
of particle motion such that each two-component (east,north) element of ξn is a vector
variable of the particle motion throughout the period of observation. To accommodate
analysis over a very long time series, the matrix is analyzed over a certain number of time
samples in a window as:
ξwin =
E1 E2 · · · Ewin
N1 N2 · · · Nwin

T
, (4.2)
where the variable win is the length of the window. An idea that emerged over the course
of this study concerned the possibility of some frequencies offering more directional signals
than others. To investigate, each window of data was narrowband filtered with a zero-phase
8th order Butterworth bandpass filter created with the Matlab FILTFILT command. Center
frequencies of the bandpass filter ranged from the lowest frequency of interest, 0.01 Hz,
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to the highest frequency of interest, 1 Hz, and the bandwidth of the pass band was set to
±0.001 Hz on either side of the center frequencies. The window length was set to a number
of samples that covered one wavelength for a frequency of 0.01 Hz. The larger window size
provides a wider aperture, allowing one to look at more closely-spaced frequencies, and
also ensures that each frequency may be present in each window. The functions bpfilt3.m
and pca2staGen.m in Appendix B define the filters and show the implementation. The
choice of a set window length rather than a window length definition that depends on the
frequency under investigation and the consequences of this choice are discussed further
in Chapter 6. For a general investigation of the variation in signal arrival direction with
frequency and to speed runtime, a wider bandpass filter was used for the generation of
Figures 4.1 and 4.3 in this section. An advancement of a number of points equivalent to 200
samples was chosen to assure overlap of a decent number of samples as the analysis slides
along the time series, but this may be increased to reduce runtime of the codes provided
in Appendix B because larger advances will reduce the number of windows generated. In
keeping with the decision to avoid the assumption of temporal signal stationarity, the mean
of the signal was removed from each window individually instead of from the entire signal.
This allows one to accommodate times with high seas or increased ship traffic. Since PCA
focuses on defining a new set of orthogonal variables, the next step in the derivation takes
the definition of the scalar inner product of the north and east components as:
〈E,N〉=∑EwinNwin = ET N, (4.3)
where the superscript T indicates the vector transpose, and defining the mean for the
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east component as:
¯Ewin =
1
win ∑i=1,...,win
Ei, (4.4)
and similarly, for the north component as:
¯Nwin =
1
win ∑i=1,...,win
Ni. (4.5)
Then, the covariance matrix is defined by taking the outer product:
Cov =
〈(E− E¯),(E− E¯)〉 〈(E− E¯),(N− N¯)〉
〈(N− N¯),(E− E¯)〉 〈(N− N¯),(N− N¯)〉
 . (4.6)
The principal component directions are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. The
azimuthal direction for the approaching ambient seismic noise is then identified by tak-
ing the four-quadrant arctangent of the eigenvectors. The eigenvector associated with the
largest eigenvalue is, physically, the long dimension of the particle motion ellipse. In the
quality control component of the PCA algorithm, the ratio between the maximal and min-
imal radii of the ellipse traced by the particle motion is used to determine whether a data
window is classified as good or bad as noted below.
4.2.2 Quality Control
A new set of eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors is calculated for each window in
the sliding window algorithm as defined in Section 4.2.1. The maximum eigenvalue is
found for each two-dimensional covariance matrix and then the ratio between this maxi-
mum eigenvalue and the minimum eigenvalue is calculated. When the ratio is high, the
ratio between the maximal and mimimal radii of the particle motion ellipse is also high,
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Figure 4.1: Plot of particle motion for a window with (a) high maximum-to-minimum
eigenvalue ratio and (b) low maximum-to-minimum eigenvalue ratio for data filtered over
a pass band of 0.167-0.334 Hz. Note that the motion in (a) is distinctly elliptical and the
minor axis of the ellipse is significantly smaller than the major axis. In (b), the particle mo-
tion is more circular than elliptical because the ratio between the maximum and minimum
eigenvalue is closer to 1.
producing a more linear trace of particle motion over time. This is easily visualized by
plotting particle motion (Figure 4.1). The plots in Figure 4.1 are of filtered data, which is
apparent because the motion appears smooth. For comparison, particle motion is plotted
again for a different, arbitrary good window of unfiltered data in Figure 4.2. The motion
appears much more sporadic, although the linear direction and amount of spread in the y-
and x-directions are similar in both plots.
It should be stated that the images plotted in Figure 4.1 reflect the extremes in the data
set. Although many windows did show particularly linear or non-linear particle motion,
many others were just somewhat linear or somewhat non-linear. To select particularly
linear data for further analysis, a cutoff criterion for the maximum-to-minimum eigenvalue
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Figure 4.2: Particle motion for unfiltered good window is much less smooth than the motion
plotted for filtered windows.
ratio was established so that windows with higher maximum-to-minimum eigenvalue ratios
were retained and windows with lower ratios were discarded. Two approaches may be used
for the selection process, and options for both are written into the function ratioanalysis.m
(provided in Appendix B) so that the user may select the approach of his or her choice.
The first sets the cutoff criterion as a simple percentage of the largest eigenvalue ratio for
any of the windows in the time series. The default value is 60%, but this can be changed
to include or exclude more data according to the user’s preference. The second approach
takes the mean value of the ratios of all time windows and sets the cutoff to 1.5 times one
standard deviation above the mean ratio value. Cutoff criteria were chosen as a suggestion
and not a rule and the potential need for an alternative cutoff scheme based on the results
found when analyzing real data is explored in Chapter 6. When a good window is identified,
the start time of that window, the ratio of the maximum-to-minimum eigenvalue, and the
azimuth are printed to a file. Analysis of good windows with the same start time that are
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identified in time series from both stations in each station pair continues along the track of
the typical analysis procedure presented in Chapter 3 to produce phase velocity curves, as
detailed below.
In addition to the selection of good data, it is also important to ensure that the record-
ings suit the assumption made for the rest of this analysis: that is, that the energy recorded
is mostly Rayleigh waves. After identifying good windows with PCA, plots of particle
motion in the Z direction versus the North and East direction during good windows were
created to ensure that the energy observed did indeed come from a signal mostly composed
of Rayleigh waves. The idea of plotting particle motion to establish wave types present
in a seismic record has also been approached by Vidale (1986). The plot in Figure 4.3 is
an example of one of these plots for a good window in the time series recorded at AKLV.
The retrograde ellipse motion is obvious. This is in keeping with the genearlly accepted as-
sumption that the ambient seismic noise is mostly composed of surface waves (i.e., Harmon
et al., 2008) and, in this case, seems to be predominantly composed of Rayleigh waves.
4.3 Application
4.3.1 Production of Phase Velocity Curves
As is typical for ambient noise analysis, the cross correlation step is performed to measure
the similarity of the energy received at each station in the array. One of the four stations
is first selected as the “source,” based on its proximity to the shore that the user believes is
most likely to be closer to the source of ambient seismic noise. Comparisons are then made
for time delays associated with signals that pass first through the “source” station and onto
the rest of the stations, just as one would for a controlled experiment with an impulsive
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Figure 4.3: Example of elliptical particle motion for a portion of recordings on the vertical,
north, and east channels of station AKLV over a good window of time. Signal has been
filtered over a pass band of 0.167-0.334 Hz.
signal. The cross correlation, XCAB, is calculated by averaging the product of two signals
obtained at different positions A and B over the length of an observation time:
XCAB(τ) =
1
T ∑i=1,...,n
xi(t)yi(t+ τ), (4.7)
where τ is the lag time between the two stations or geophones, x(t) is the waveform
received at station A, and y(t + τ) is the time-delayed waveform arriving at station B. T is
the length of the observed time series in units of time and n is the number of samples in
the time series (Bendat and Piersol, 1971). By calculating first the autocorrelation of the
station chosen as the virtual source, which will peak at zero, and then the cross correlation
of the virtual source with all of the other stations, one can observe the delay time associated
with travel from the virtual source station to the remaining stations in the array. The time
delay is determined by station distance and the velocity structure of the subsurface, but it
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is affected by the directivity of the incoming ambient energy. The 180-degree ambiguity
introduced by the calculation of the eigenvectors can then be resolved by observing the
location of the peak of the cross correlations between the virtual source station and the rest
of the stations: if the virtual source station is truly closest to the actual source of directive
ambient noise, all cross correlations with other, more distant stations will have a negative
(causal) lag. If the virtual source station is, in actuality, the farthest away, the lag will be
positive (acausal).
Preserving the large aperture to produce tightly spaced frequency steps, the raw sig-
nals from two of the available stations were cross correlated according to Equation 4.7 to
produce plots similar to Figure 4.4 for each station. Each signal was zero padded by the
number of points in the total signal to the next power of two before transforming into the
frequency domain to avoid circular correlation. A plot of the amplitude spectrum indicates
the range of frequencies over which phase information is relevant (Figure 4.5). Figure 4.6
shows the unwrapped phase changing over the range of high-amplitude frequencies found
in Figure 4.5. It is worth noting that phase angle for the entire frequency range, from DC
to Nyquist, plots erratically beyond the high amplitude portion of the bandwidth because
the phase of almost zero-amplitude frequencies is physically insignificant.
4.3.2 Calculating Phase Velocity Curves
Given the phase spectrum for the cross correlations of each station pair, one may obtain
the phase velocity dispersion curve for energy traveling from the “source” station to every
other station in the array. This is done by calculating the time shift, δ t, between stations at
each cyclic frequency, f, found in the high amplitude portion of the spectrum of the cross
correlation in Figure 4.5, using the phase angle φ measured at each frequency in the plot in
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Figure 4.4: Plot of cross correlation between station AKLV and AKUT for the 20-minute
period beginning at 6:00 pm on August 4, 2008. Note that the peak occurs near zero,
indicating a very brief delay time between the two stations. This is in agreement with the
directional arrival determined in the PCA analysis, which indicates an almost broadside
arrival of energy for the station pair AKLV-AKUT.
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Figure 4.5: Plot of the amplitude spectrum for the FFT of the cross correlation displayed
in Figure 4.4. At frequencies higher than approximately 1 Hz, the amplitude quickly drops
off and then remains close to zero.
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Figure 4.6: Plot of the unwrapped phase spectrum for the FFT of the cross correlation
displayed in Figure 4.4. This figure shows the unwrapped phase result for the portion of
the frequency bandwidth with the highest amplitude, as indicated in the plot in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.6 according to the formula:
δ t =− φ
2pi f
. (4.8)
Then, using the known station separation to calculate the phase velocity, vp, for each f :
vp =
∆A
δ t
, (4.9)
where ∆A is defined on Figure 4.7.
Alternatively, the phase velocity dispersion curve can be calculated by first filtering
the two signals, z1 and z2, by a cascade of narrow bandpass filters with center frequencies
within the portion of the amplitude spectrum of the cross correlation that shows the most
significant amplitude in Figure 4.5. Here, a fourth order Butterworth bandpass filter was
used with a low cut frequency that was 0.001 Hz less than the center frequency and a high
cut frequency that was 0.001 Hz larger than the center frequency. Note that the analysis
could be done with a wider frequency bandwidth for the filters, but velocities determined
by this approach will be closer to the measurement of group velocity rather than phase
velocity. Next, the cosine of the angle between two filtered signals recorded on the vertical
components, z1 and z2, was calculated as:
cosθ =
zT1 z2
||z1||||z2|| . (4.10)
The inverse cosine is calculated to obtain the angle θ between the two signals. The time
shift is then found by dividing θ by each center frequency, ω , used for the filtering opera-
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tion:
δ t =
θ
ω
. (4.11)
An angle, α , is computed based on the angle of approaching energy, known from PCA, and
the station geometry as pictured in Figure 4.7, by using what is known about the station
geometry relative to the North-East coordinate system used for UTM to find the distance
that an incoming ray “sees” between stations. In Figure 4.7, this distance is labeled ∆A.
First, one of the two stations is taken as a local origin. The angle φ of incoming energy is
measured relative to North in the PCA algorithm. The values ∆x, ∆y, and ∆r are calculated
based on the stations’ UTM coordinates in the function delr.m found in Appendix B. The
angle ψ is then calculated by taking the arctangent of the ∆x value divided by the ∆y value.
Adding together φ and ψ gives the angle β . Subtracting β from 180o if it is larger than 90o
ensures that the value is always an acute angle. Finally, the angle α is equal to 90o-β and
this allows one to find the distance ∆A by Equation 4.12. The calculations of the angles are
found in the function stationgeom3.m in Appendix B.
∆A = (∆r)(sinα). (4.12)
Using the calculated value of α for each good window, the apparent velocity for a
wave that passes from one station to the next at a particular frequency is corrected for the
azimuthal angle of the directional noise by:
vtrue =
sinα∆r
δ t
. (4.13)
The calculation of vtrue may then be plotted against the bandwidth. In a dispersive
medium, the lower frequencies are expected to arrive before the higher frequencies. Figure
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of a wave front passing through two stations of arbitrary orientation.
Note that the difference in time between the time 1 and time 2 noted in the figure is the
δ t of Equation 4.8, and this represents the time lapse for the same wavefront to pass from
one station to another. The distance labeled ∆A is the distance that a wavefront must travel
from Station 1 to Station 2, and is dependent on the direction, measured as φ degrees from
North, of incoming energy.
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5.7 in Chapter 5 shows the results of this analysis.
4.4 The Importance of Directive Energy for Sparse Net-
works
One of the primary considerations for the calculation and analysis of phase curves is the
assumption that stations are spaced less than one wavelength apart for the frequency of
interest. Assuming a plane wave model, if the majority of the ambient seismic noise sig-
nal was traveling so that the stations were arranged in a “down the line” configuration, a
new method would have to be used to work with frequencies where more than one cycle
will pass before the energy travels between the first and second station to avoid incorrect
measurement of phase angle. On the other hand, if the energy hits the station pair from
an angle slightly off broadside and if the source of the energy is far enough in the distance
that one may assume a relatively planar wavefront, as in Figure 4.7, the apparent distance
that the wavefront must travel between the first and second station (labeled ∆A on Figure
4.7) becomes much shorter. It is this that allows us to include the higher frequencies in the
ambient noise signal in the analysis of the resulting phase curves. Note that in the case of
Akutan, the maximum station-to-station distance is on the order of over 10,000 m between
stations AKGG and AKUT. Assuming a velocity of 3,000 m/s and frequencies over the
range of 0.01-1 Hz for microseisms from natural sources, the limit imposed by the wave
relationship indicates that only frequencies below 0.3 could be used for determining phase
velocities in the case of a down-the-line angle of incidence. If frequencies above 0.3 Hz
are of interest, one would have to determine a method of compensating for the completion
of more than one phase cycle over the distance between the stations. With the “apparent”
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distances on the order of 800-2000 m for the angles found for many “good” windows in the
PCA analysis, a much larger portion of the available bandwidth can be used without any
modifications.
Although this situation should not arise with good survey design in an active source
experiment, for passive recordings where the user has no control over the station geometry
the so-called “good” windows of directive energy where the direction is from an angle that
shortens the apparent path to a permittable distance may be the only portions of the signal
that can be used in standard analyses.
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Chapter 5
RESULTS
For application of the methods developed in Chapter 4, a twenty minute time period be-
ginning at 6:00 am on August 4, 2008 was chosen. The selection of this time period was
based on the limited amount of reported earthquake activity around the world and especially
nearby at this time, as determined by consulting the events catalog from IRIS (Incorporated
Research Institutions for Seismology, 2012b). The results of the IRIS search for events of
any magnitude occurring over the time period between August 1, 2008 and August 5, 2008
are shown in Figure 5.1.
The bandwidth of the ambient noise signal generally ranged from 0.01 - 2 Hz, as can
be seen in Figure 5.2. All of the signals had similar frequency content to this example.
It should be noted that the ambient noise power spectrum has the characteristics observed
of power spectra of ambient noise from any location: the microseism signal ranges over a
frequency of approximately 0.2 - 1 Hz and, below this, there is evidence of signal from the
earth’s hum (Rhie and Romanowicz, 2006).
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Figure 5.1: Plot of earthquakes of all magnitudes recorded from August 1, 2008 to August
5, 2008 near the Aleutian Islands, Alaska. Note that no earthquakes occurred in or around
the period from 6:00 - 6:20 am, the time of measurement for the signals used here for
analysis.
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Figure 5.2: Example of the power spectrum for one channel of one station used in analysis.
Frequency content of all time series was about the same. The majority of the spectral
amplitude occurs within the microseismic bandwidth, as expected, and spectral amplitude
above 2 Hz is almost zero.
5.1 PCA
The results from the PCA analysis and quality control algorithm were recorded for But-
terworth bandpass filtered signals with center frequencies ranging over the bandwidth of
the signal. The chart in Table 5.1 shows the number of good windows for each frequency
where the filter bandwidth covered one decade. This was done to explore whether or not
the number of good windows changed dramatically for each decade of frequency. Interest-
ingly, although not much variation was seen on the decade bandpass scale, once the signals
were filtered by much narrower bandpass filters, large differences in the numbers of “good”
windows began to become apparent.
To demonstrate the effects of applying PCA, the plot in Figure 5.3 shows the distribu-
tion of azimuths for each good window and bad window for stations AKLV and AKUT
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Results From PCA for Filtered Signals
Filter Parameters in Hz AKLV AKUT
Low Cut High Cut # Windows # Good Windows # Bad Windows % Good Windows # Good Windows # Bad Windows % Good Windows
0.05 0.10 73 1 72 1.4 2 71 2.7
0.10 0.20 153 4 149 2.6 9 144 5.9
0.15 0.30 233 17 216 7.3 19 214 8.2
0.20 0.40 312 21 291 6.7 22 290 7.1
0.25 0.50 393 28 365 7.1 25 368 6.4
0.30 0.60 473 33 440 7.0 29 444 6.1
0.35 0.70 554 42 512 7.6 38 516 6.9
0.40 0.80 631 45 586 7.1 49 582 7.8
0.45 0.90 707 49 658 6.9 61 646 8.6
0.50 1.00 793 67 726 8.4 58 735 7.3
0.55 1.10 875 61 814 7.0 63 812 7.2
0.60 1.20 945 54 891 5.7 67 878 7.1
0.65 1.30 1045 62 983 5.9 69 976 6.6
0.70 1.40 1104 54 1050 4.9 78 1026 7.1
0.75 1.50 1193 71 1122 6.0 107 1086 9.0
0.80 1.60 1269 83 1186 6.5 101 1168 8.0
0.85 1.70 1355 99 1257 7.3 94 1262 6.9
0.90 1.80 1421 100 1321 7.0 110 1311 7.7
0.95 1.90 1531 98 1433 6.4 108 1423 7.1
1.00 2.00 1572 116 1456 7.4 114 1458 7.3
Table 5.1: Example of good and bad window statistics for two stations, AKLV and AKGG,
over different bandwidths.
when a fourth order Butterworth bandpass filter is applied to the data at each station for a
pass band of 0.3-0.6 Hz before conducting the PCA. Figure 2.6 in Section 2.4 shows the
geographical distribution of the stations over the island.
Keeping in mind the 180-degree ambiguity introduced by calculation of the eigenvec-
tors, it appears that the majority of the good windows have azimuths within a range of
210 or 30 degrees from North for stations AKLV and AKUT over the frequency band of
0.3-0.6 Hz. At higher frequencies, it was noted that the dominant direction of incoming
energy shifted to azimuths of around 170 or 350 degrees from North (Figure 5.4), but this
analysis was over a frequency band that is above that which is commonly accepted for mi-
croseisms (Okada, 2003). Stations AKLV and AKUT are the most distant stations on the
island. Given the small differences in azimuthal approach of energy from the source, one
may assume that the source is located some significant distance offshore.
The suggestion of signal direction changing with frequency in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 mo-
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Figure 5.3: Histogram rose plots of azimuths at good windows for (a) AKLV and (b) bad
time windows for stations AKLV and AKUT. Note that the analysis to produce these figures
was conducted for data that had been filtered with a fourth order Butterworth bandpass filter
with a passband of 0.1-0.2 Hz. This bandwidth covers portion of the spectra for each station
where the largest spectral amplitudes are found. One may observe that performing PCA
and adding a quality control has selected very few good azimuths. The bad windows show
energy arriving from many sources. Compared to the plots in Figure 5.4, it is clear that
the isolation of a few good azimuths no longer occurs as one moves to frequencies above
the point where the spectral amplitude begins to decay. This could be a suggestion of the
signal source being mainly local noise above the microseism bandwidth.
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Figure 5.4: Histogram rose plots of azimuths at good and bad time windows for stations
AKLV and AKUT. The fourth order Butterworth bandpass filter used to produce these
figures had a passband of 0.75-1.5 Hz, above what is commonly accepted as the bandwidth
for microseisms. The cutoff point for the largest spectral amplitudes is around 1 Hz so
this bandwidth overlaps into the area with less signal strength. This shows that the higher
frequency noise is less likely to come from a dominant direction and may indicate that
higher frequency noise is a local effect.
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tivated changing the code to allow one to implement filters with much narrower pass bands
of ± 0.001 Hz around center frequencies. To ensure that evaluation would occur over the
same portion of data, the window definition was also changed from its original version,
where the length was defined as five times the number of samples in one wavelength of
each frequency, to the inflexible length of the number of samples in one wavelength of the
lowest frequency of interest, as described in Chapter 4. One of the primary consequences
of this decision was that the maximum ratios from PCA at the higher frequencies were
reduced, so the relatively strict cutoff criteria was also relaxed to allow windows with ra-
tios that were at least 40% of the maximum. In Chapter 6, this is discussed further. After
the narrowing of the pass band, it was discovered that several specific center frequencies
seemed to have many good windows whereas other center frequencies had very few good
windows or even no good windows.
5.2 Quality-Controlled Cross Correlations
The first insight gained from examining the cross correlations between station pairs con-
cerns the resolution of the 180-degree ambiguity introduced by the determination of the
eigenvectors in the PCA algorithm. Given the azimuth of approach, one may surmise that
the energy is directed either from the northeast or the southwest. To determine which of the
two directions is correct, the cross correlation between stations on opposite (north-south)
ends of the island was produced. Figure 5.5 shows the results for the input of AKRB as
the first station and AKLV as the second. It is noted that the lag appears to be acausal.
This implies that, instead of traveling from station AKRB to AKLV, the energy passes first
through AKLV. In this way, the direction of approaching energy is resolved: the energy is
approaching from the northeast. Given the average angle of approach for good windows in
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Figure 5.5: Cross correlation for AKRB (southern station) and AKLV (northern station).
The positive (acausal) lag indicates the energy passes from AKLV to AKRB rather than
from AKRB to AKLV.
stations AKGG and AKLV, it may be seen that the energy hits this particular station pair
at an angle of intersection of almost 90 degrees with the raypath. Indeed, the cross corre-
lations for good windows shared by these two stations shown in Figure 5.6 reveal that the
peak is just on the positive lags side of zero. This indicates that AKLV is slightly closer to
the noise source.
5.3 Construction of Phase Curves
Phase curves may be constructed in either of the ways documented in Chapter 4. To ensure
that the code written by the author was, in fact, performing as it should, an impulsive test
signal with predetermined dispersion was generated and the code was able to successfully
reproduce the phase velocity dispersion curve. An example of the resultant plot from one
good window of station pair AKLV-AKUT at 0.7576 Hz as calculated by the cross correla-
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Figure 5.6: Cross correlation for the two northernmost stations, AKGG and AKLV.
tion method discussed in Chapter 4 is shown in Figure 5.7. The inversion of resultant phase
velocity curves may be performed in the manner favored by the user.
To ensure that the results shown in Figure 5.7 were repeatable, a second data set consist-
ing of another seismically quiet period of time was tested using the code. For the twenty
minute period beginning at midnight on July 6, 2008, using stations AKRB and AKLV,
dispersion curves were extracted for shared good windows of time. As with the station
pair AKUT-AKLV, it was observed that some of the dispersion curves were not physically
realistic, whereas others were reasonable. A plot of a reasonable dispersion curve for the
second set of data is shown in Figure 5.9. Some of the irregularity in the unwrapped phase
is captured in the very low frequencies of the curve, but then the plot is more regular and
there is the suggestion of a higher mode at higher frequencies. It is worth noting that dis-
persion curves from any set of real data are generally irregular at the lowest frequencies,
but to test the robustness of the results a physically realistic forward model was also devel-
oped to compare to the extracted results. Values of layer thickness and shear velocity were
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Figure 5.7: Phase velocity dispersion curve from the first of the shared good windows in
the time series from station AKUT and AKLV. The filter used for the PCA analysis had
a center frequency of 0.7576 Hz and produced several good windows. Note that there is
strong dispersion. At frequencies below about 0.2 Hz, there is little signal, which explains
the steep dropoff to unreasonable slow velocities.
chosen based on the published values of compressional velocity from the Alaska Volcano
Observatory (Dixon et al., 2002). The plot of the forward model was for the fundamental
mode only, but produced a shape quite similar to the curves extracted for both data sets.
Despite the existence of sensible phase velocity dispersion curves for several “good”
windows produced by measuring the angle of energy arriving at 0.7576 Hz, it was apparent
that there was a need for additional selection criteria because there also existed several
windows at this frequency with nonsensical dispersion curves. An example of an unrealistic
dispersion curve is seen in Figure 6.1. A discussion of ideas for improvements to the
selection criteria is provided in Chapter 6, Section 6.5.
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Figure 5.8: Forward model produced for the case of a layer over a half-space. Top layer
shear velocity was set to 500 m/s (appropriate for unsaturated to saturated sandy material)
with a thickness of 600 m. The half-space velocity was set to 4000 m/s to represent bedrock.
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Figure 5.9: Phase velocity dispersion curve from shared good window for station pair
AKRB-AKLV on Julian Day 188 (July 6), 2008 from 12:00 am to 12:20 am. Note possible
arrival of a second mode above 0.6 Hz.
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Chapter 6
DISCUSSION
6.1 Introduction
The current body of research on the analysis of ambient seismic surface waves shows little
overlap between the works of scientists who are interested in characterizing the source of
the noise (see, for example Tanimoto (2007), Webb (2008), or Yang and Ritzwoller (2008))
and those who use the noise for inversion of velocity dispersion curves for imaging the
subsurface (references include Draganov et al. (2006), Nakata et al. (2011), and works
cited in previous chapters). In the field of source parameterization, there generally are not
attempts to use the findings about the source characteristics to inform inversion models.
In the field of subsurface modeling, variations in the behavior of the source are generally
not incorporated into analysis. Including information on the direction of arrival to produce
dispersive velocity curves as in Chapter 5 ensures that the correct travel time between
stations is used. Since the validity of the subsurface model produced from inversion of
dispersion curves is reliant on the validity of the travel time measurements between stations,
times with strongly directional energy should be isolated and analyzed to determine the
correction factor for an angled approach. This section is dedicated to exploring the meaning
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of the results in Chapter 5 and hypothesizing about the possible effects of incorporating the
information learned in this study into future inversion routines.
6.2 Frequency-Dependent Source Direction
An unexpected result shown in Chapter 5 is the difference in the direction of approach for
lower- versus higher-frequency passbands. The filters used to define the passbands for each
of the plots in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 are both within the range of the bandwidth assumed to be
appropriate for studying ambient seismic noise, although the range used for producing the
second plot begins to move out of the bandwidth with the highest amplitude. This implies
that signals at different frequencies may originate from different dispersive sources. That
conclusion was further enhanced by performing the PCA analysis on signals that had been
passed through a very narrow bandpass Butterworth filter.
In most cases, the ability to arrange for arrays that are dense enough and have a large
enough geographic footprint allows researchers to analyze data using the beamforming
method to determine the vector velocity of energy. However, in most of the literature
reviewed to prepare this manuscript, the direction determined from beamforming was for
the entire microseism bandwidth. Outside of the research on the 26 s microseism, there
was generally no analysis of narrowband signals. Based on the findings in this dissertation,
it is suggested that researchers who apply beamforming techniques to signals collected at
arrays with better raypath coverage also examine the ways that the direction of the velocity
vector changes with frequency.
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6.3 Quality Control
It is particularly interesting that, regardless of the bandwidth examined, the quality control
portion of PCA selected only certain azimuths out of the range of azimuths reported for
all windows (Chapter 5, Figures 5.3 and 5.4). Combined with the observation of erratic
particle motion found in so-called “bad” windows, as exemplified by the plot in Chapter
4, Figure 4.1, this is interpreted as an indication that local noise often contaminates the
records. The near-surface geology of the island is diverse, due to the number of volcanic
events affecting the stratigraphy at different points on the island (see Appendix C for details
on the geology of Akutan). Local noise may be due to these geology differences, and one
would especially expect to see differences in the case of station pairs AKLV-AKRB or
AKGG-AKUT, where the waves likely pass through the walls of both the currently-active
and ancestral calderas. The use of principal component analysis offers the possiblity of
reducing the amount of contamination in the phase spectrum from off-path noise sources
and allows one to interpret the results of the geology directly below the raypath.
In sparse arrays, it is otherwise impossible to determine when energy from off-path
sources are included in the records. This is, of course, less of a problem when the networks
used are particularly dense. For arrays with good station coverage, the additional informa-
tion from off-path effects may be acceptable as resolution of phase ambiguities is much
easier when there are more station pairs. In areas with sparse networks, the PCA algorithm
allows the user a way to sort out local noise from directional noise. This is the only robust
way to validate that the signals received at all stations are stationary stochastic processes
over the space dimension.
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6.4 Memory Management
Each of the time series analyzed in Chapter 5 were 20 minute long recordings with sam-
pling intervals of 0.02 seconds. Implementing the window size determined by the function
bpfilt3.m and the default quality control parameter in the function ratioanalysis.m, the num-
ber of windows for a signal filtered over a passband of 0.3-0.6 Hz was reduced from 473
windows down to less than 50 windows for each station. Out of those good windows, a
much smaller portion of simultaneously recorded windows (on the order of two or three)
were considered good for every station. Once the signals were passed through the very
narrow bandpass filters, there were even fewer shared good windows. The user may, of
course, relax the cutoff ratio, but this example serves to illustrate the point that PCA offers
the opportunity for a major reduction in the size of data files to be analyzed.
As seen in Table 5.1 in Chapter 5, the amount of windows of good data is around 7%
of any one time series, regardless of the decade of bandwidth over which the calculations
are taken. For shorter time series, such a reduction is not desirable. However, with six
months of data from four three-channel stations coming in at just over 30 GB, this analysis
suggests that a maximum of only 2.1 GB of data will be selected as “good.” The use of
PCA to develop a quality control parameter thus offers a way to reduce the size of a data
set while improving its quality.
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Figure 6.1: Phase velocity curve produced from measure of φ in filtered signals with center
frequency at 0.7576 Hz in one of the windows where each station reports an eigenvalue
ratio that is greater than the cutoff value. Note that the velocity units are in m/s, so the
magnitudes at higher frequencies reach values that are unrealistic for earth materials, and
at lower frequencies there does not appear to be dispersion, although the dispersion trend
is evident in the frequency range from approximately 0.4-0.6 Hz. This suggests the need
for a multistage selection criteria that incorporates both the original comparison between
a window’s maximum-to-minimum eigenvalue ratio and the maximum of that ratio at any
window as well as a comparison between the azimuths reported by PCA at each station.
6.5 Areas for Future Research
6.5.1 Improving Quality Control
After narrow bandpass filtering the signals over 0.01-1 Hz, it was noted that many of the
shared good windows produced unusual dispersion curves that could not represent the true
geology between the station pair (compare Figure 6.1 to Figure 5.7 in Chapter 5 for an
example).
Upon closer inspection, for the times that produced reasonable dispersion curves, the
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∆A and α that was calculated in Chapter 4 in Equation 4.12 were similar for each station
because the angles, φ , used to determine ∆A and α for each window as calculated by PCA
were approximately the same. Where unreasonable curves were produced, the angles for
the windows were very different. The rose plots in Figure 5.3 show that, although the PCA
quality control criterion does reduce the spread in azimuths of arrival, the signals recorded
in different good windows still may have very different directions of arrival when compared
to each other. In the function stationgeom3.m, the choice was made to average the azimuths
of the approaching energy for shared good windows in the time series recorded at the pair of
stations because it was assumed that the angles would be approximately equal if the source
of the noise was distant. The differences between some of the angles for good windows
suggests that this assumption is invalid. It would be best to add an additional quality control
parameter that would allow one to eliminate shared windows with very different azimuths
automatically. More detailed work on the causes of strong, simultaneous, local noise could
also prove interesting for understanding the geology of the subsurface that produces these
effects.
The choice to use a very long window length (equal to the number of samples in one
wavelength of the lowest frequency in the microseism bandwidth) offered the advantage of
allowing one to maintain a wide aperture and ensured that analysis was occurring for all
frequencies over the same window of data. However, the price of keeping a wide aperture
was the reduction of the maximum-to-minimum eigenvalue ratio in the good windows at
higher frequencies. It is of interest to consider a new definition of the window length that
is in fact dependent on frequency, but a full analysis of the implications of this choice is
beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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6.5.2 Applications
One of the original goals of the dissertation presented here was to work towards a mon-
itoring system for imaging the magma chamber below Akutan. It was thought that the
up-to-the-minute recordings of data from the permanent monitoring stations on Akutan
could be rapidly inverted to produce real-time images of the subsurface that would allow
scientists at AVO to detect any change in the size, shape, or depth of the magma chamber.
As it was quickly realized that other, preliminary challenges had to be addressed before
attempting to build such a system, the original goal was not accomplished. The work pre-
sented here would, however, serve to inform and improve any attempts to build the system
in the future as it offers a way to instantly reject any data that includes too much noise
from local sources. The improvement in data quality should lead to more reliable phase
velocity dispersion curves and thus more accurate inversion images. In general, the author
recommends that tomographic imaging studies in the future include an attempt to address
the source parameters since it appears that a lot of the data currently assumed to be suitable
for analysis may in fact be violating the principal of stationarity in space. Local noise does
not travel between stations and, just because it is in the bandwidth appropriate for ambient
seismic noise studies, it should not be included.
Another area for further research concerns the interesting findings in the differences
in angle of approach for different bandwidths within the range of that expected of mi-
crotremors. The change in direction of approaching noise happens fairly gradually over the
range from lower to higher frequency that was examined in the PCA analysis. As there is
no mention of this elsewhere in the literature, it appears to be a new discovery and warrants
investigation. The variation seems to suggest the source is complicated.
Finally, as noted in the literature on source parameters, one should expect to see differ-
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ences in frequency content and signal amplitude at different times during the year because
the primary natural source of ambient seismic noise is thought to be the interaction of waves
with shallow sea floor. The 26 second microseism spectral peak, for instance, appears to
have a larger amplitude during the winter months in the southern hemisphere when sea-
sonal storms create higher seas conditions at the source, off the coast of Africa (Holcomb,
1980). Since records of ambient seismic noise are available through IRIS for time periods
spanning many years, it is suggested that it may be possible to correlate the amplitude of
seismic noise with large storm events. In areas that are particularly difficult to access, it
may be of value to remotely monitor the weather for boating safety. More significantly,
the correlation of long-term seismic records with weather records could allow for assessing
climate variability over the past 25 years.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS
For areas that are not well-suited to active seismic experiments due to geographic isolation
or environmental sensitivity, the modeling the subsurface by ambient seismic signals is an
attractive option. Over the past several decades, incredible advances in memory storage and
data transfer speeds has allowed scientists at all levels to access data remotely and has thus
quickly redefined the idea of a “field site” to now include places that the researcher has
never seen in person. From remotely monitoring volcanoes to evaluating the earthquake
hazards for buildings, the number of applications for analysis of ambient seismic noise has
increased dramatically each year. Despite the advances, there still remain many places on
earth where long-term installations of broadband instruments, each with a price tag of well
over $10,000, is neither feasible nor practical. In these locations are included many of the
most quickly-evolving sites on earth: active volcanoes. Especially along the Aleutians,
where access to the islands is limited both by distance and by weather, direct observation
of volcanism is difficult.
Ambient noise data from sparse arrays of broadband seismometers on Akutan and other
volcanoes is available through IRIS, but the standard techniques of analysis include statisti-
cal methods that are impossible to implement with few stations and no control over station
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geometry. The need for a new method to assess the directional approach of ambient seis-
mic noise was addressed in this dissertation with the development of a principal component
analysis algorithm. The requirement for the numbers of stations needed for analysis was
reduced from four stations (for the most minimal SPAC array) to just two stations.
An additional benefit of implementing the principal component analysis algorithm was
the ease with which a quality control parameter could be established. By setting some
definite cutoff parameter based on the linearity of the signal received at a station in the array,
one is able to discern between times in the recordings where directional noise is received
through the ground from the ambient seismic source and times when the recordings featured
local signals that defied the necessary assumptions of stationarity for traditional analysis.
A comparison of the signal received at two stations by cross correlation resolves the 180-
degree ambiguity in the source direction by observing whether the cross correlation peaked
at a positive or negative lag. The amount of time that it took for a wave front to pass
from one station to another was then determined and the azimuth of approaching energy
was used to correct the apparent velocity. The phase velocity dispersion curves could then
be calculated either by using the information about the azimuthal approach of the energy
and station geometry directly or by sampling along the unwrapped phase spectrum of the
cross correlation to determine the change in delay time as a function of frequency and then
converting this to velocity using the calculated distance between stations. To ensure the
correct calculation of the dispersion curve, an additional selection criterion to ensure that
the energy in a shared good window is coming from the same direction for each signal.
Throughout the literature published by researchers interested in observing and deter-
mining the origins of different features of the ambient seismic spectrum, it is postulated
that there is, in fact, a source of the noise. Furthermore, studies suggest that the source
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may vary for different portions of the frequency spectrum (Tanimoto, 2007), and this was
confirmed here. It is interesting to note that the idea of a source at different locations for
different frequencies is not shared or, possibly, just not mentioned by researchers who use
ambient seismic recordings to produce velocity maps of the subsurface. Given the evidence
for the effects of directive noise from a specific source on travel times, as seen in the study
by Shapiro et al. (2006), the study herein first identifies times when there is highly direc-
tional noise and then offers a way to correct the apparent traveltimes to produce accurate
velocities for each frequency observed. The methods developed in this study will allow
the user to apply a correction to the velocity profiles of the subsurface by incorporating the
direction of the incoming energy into the calculations.
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Appendix A
DATA ACCESS
A.0.3 The IRIS Interface
To determine which seismic stations are available in a specific region, it is easiest to perform
a map search through IRIS by using the Timeseries Query Form request utility, found at:
htt p : //www.iris.edu/SeismiQuery/timeseries.htm (A.1)
and clicking the map icon or entering the latitude and longitude of a bounding box
around the area of interest, as in Figures A.1 and A.2.
The search results can be viewed in a list and chart as in Figure 2.7 or as a map with
stations placed by their latitude and longitude coordinates.
htt p : //www.iris.edu/data available/[network]?timewindow = [start]− [end] (A.2)
where [network] is the two-character network code of interest (e.g., AV for the network
named Alaska Volcano Observatory), [start] is the start time of the window of interest, and
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Figure A.1: IRIS interface for performing a map search to find station coverage for an area
of interest. Click the map icon to select a bounding box, which will automatically enter the
latitudes and longitudes of its location, or manually enter values for latitude and longitude
of a bounding box in the region highlighted by the yellow square.
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Figure A.2: A search for stations on Akutan was conducted over the bounding box selected
using the map interface outlined in red.
[end] is the end time of that window. The format for the start and end times is YYYY/M-
M/DD, so that
htt p : //www.iris.edu/data available/AV ?timewindow = 2010/08/01−2010/09/07
(A.3)
searches from the first day in August of 2010 to the seventh day in September of 2010.
After searching the database to see if there are recordings over the period of interest, one
must perform a breq fast request to obtain the data by ftp transfer or some other, physical
medium. The request is of the format:
STA NN YYYY MM DD HH MM SS.T T T T YYYY MM DD HH MM SS.T T T T # CH1CH2CHn LI
(A.4)
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where STA is the three- or four-digit station code and NN is the two-digit network
code. The first YYYY MM DD HH MM SS.TTTT block is the start time of the request
and the second is the end time. YYYY is the four-digit year, MM is the two-digit month,
DD is the two-digit day, HH is the two-digit hour, MM is the two-digit minute, SS is the
two-digit second, TTTT is the four-digit expression of the fraction of the second. The
indicates the number of channel designators in the request and the CH1...CHn are the
channel designators of interest (i.e., N, E, or Z for north channel, east channel, or vertical
channel). LI is the location identifier, which is an optional parameter. The wildcard ? can
be used for the channels to fetch any available data. When using the wildcard for all three
channels, use the number 1 for the number of channel designators so that an example may
be:
AKLV AV 2010 06 01 00 00 00.0000 2010 08 30 00 00 00.0000 1 ??? (A.5)
to retrieve data from station AKLV in the AV network from June 1, 2010 at midnight
to August 30, 2010 at midnight, where the indicator for the number of channels is set
to 1 because the wildcards ??? are used. Note that this example fails to retrieve data
because AKLV was not recording in this time period. This emphasizes the need to perform
an inquiry on data holdings before submitting a request. Requests can either be emailed
directly to IRIS by following the form requirements as in the following example:
.NAME Kathryn Decker
.INST Boise State University
.MAIL 1910 University Drive, Mail Stop #1536, Boise, ID 83702
.EMAIL katiedecker@u.boisestate.edu
.PHONE 315 794-3455
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.FAX 208 426-3888
.MEDIA Electronic (FTP)
.ALTERNATE MEDIA DVD
.ALTERNATE MEDIA EXABYTE - 5 gigabyte
.LABEL AkutanSummer
.QUALITY B
.END
AKLV AV 2010 06 01 00 00 00.0000 2010 08 30 00 00 00.0000 1 ???
where as many lines as necessary may be used for requesting data from various stations.
The choice of “B” for QUALITY selects the highest quality of data available for the time
period of interest. Details for how to format other, more complicated requests are available
on the BREQ FAST Manual website IRIS (2012).
A.0.4 Extracting Data from SEED Format
Extraction of data from the SEED volume into one of several possible formats is done us-
ing the rdseed software published by IRIS. rdseed can be downloaded for free from IRIS
at Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (2012c). The manual, also found at
Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (2012c), offers detailed information on
the options available for the format of extraction of information from the SEED volume.
Since the download for a period of six months as recorded at four three-channel stations
comes as a SEED volume containing about 30GB of data, recordings over shorter periods
of time for any station within the volume were extracted by using the start- and endtime
options for the rdseed utility. Although the start and end time for a select portion of data
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can be arbitrarily chosen by the user for any time span contained in the SEED volume, the
default buffer setting for the rdseed program breaks the extracted file down into smaller,
more manageable files of approximately 20 minutes in duration, plus or minus a few sec-
onds’ worth of samples. For a starting point, this default limit on the length time series was
accepted and analysis was conducted on series of approximately 20 minutes.
Only the SAC file type option was used for extracting data with rdseed for this study.
This choice was based on the anticipation that, at a later stage of the research, analysis
would be extended to longer time series. The SEG-Y header size has a sample limit of
32,767, which worked only for time series shorter than 10 minutes for series with sampling
intervals of 0.02 s. Since it was assumed that this was not long enough for producing robust
results under the planned processing flow, the SAC file format was chosen as an alternative
to downsampling to accommodate the SEG-Y header format. Thus, for a starting point,
the readsac2.c utility written by Dr. Paul Michaels was used to convert the file from SAC
to regular ASCII text files. The program readsac2.c is included in Appendix B. After
conversion to ASCII, an awk script can easily be written to trim the time series from each
channel of each station down to reflect the latest start time and the earliest end time of all
stations. This script is also included in Appendix B. The ASCII files were then imported
into Matlab (version 7.10, R2010a) for analysis.
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Appendix B
CODE
B.1 C Codes
The utility readsac2.c and its associated files is used to convert files from SAC to ASCII
format.
B.1.1 readsac2.c
/ / | $Id : r e a d s a c 2 . c , v 1 . 7 2012−06−03 0 5 : 1 0 : 4 9 pm Exp $
|
/ / Pau l M i c h a e l s <pm@cgiss . b o i s e s t a t e . edu>
# i n c l u d e < s t d i o . h>
# i n c l u d e < s t d l i b . h>
# i n c l u d e < f l o a t . h>
# i n c l u d e <math . h>
# i n c l u d e < s t r i n g . h>
# i n c l u d e <t ime . h>
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# i n c l u d e < . . / i n c l u d e / b sac . h>
/ / compi l e command : gcc −Wall −lm r e a d s a c . c −o r e a d s a c
/ / r e a d s a e v e n l y s pa ce d SAC f i l e and o u t p u t s t o s t d o u t
/ / Two Columns : s a m p l e t i m e d a t a v a l u e
/ / p r o t o t y p e s
i n t GetHeader ( c h a r i n f i l e [ ] , i n t NZDTTM[ ] , s t r u c t
h e a d e r ∗hd ) ;
vo id D i s p l a y H e a d e r ( s t r u c t h e a d e r hd , i n t NZDTTM
[ ] ,
do ub l e ∗ t z e r o , i n t ∗ np t s , f l o a t ∗ d e l t ) ;
i n t GetSacData ( i n t np t s , c h a r i n f i l e [ ] , f l o a t ∗
s1 ) ;
i n t main ( i n t a rgc , c h a r ∗ a rgv [ ] )
{
/ / . . . d e c l a r e v a r i a b l e s
FILE ∗h1 ;
i n t j ;
f l o a t ∗ s1 ;
do ub l e tm ;
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f l o a t d e l t ;
do ub l e t z e r o ; / / t ime z e r o GMT Hr Min Sec
msec==>s e c o n d s
do ub l e s t i m e ; / / s t a r t t ime t o e x t r a c t
do ub l e e t i m e ; / / end t ime t o e x t r a c t
i n t n p t s ;
i n t NZDTTM[ 6 ] ={0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ;
c h a r i n f i l e [ 8 0 ] ;
c h a r h e l p [3]=”−h ” ;
s t r u c t h e a d e r hd ;
/ / . . . t e s t f o r command l i n e h e l p ?
i f ( ( a r g c ==2 && ! s t r cmp ( a rgv [ 1 ] , h e l p ) ) | | argc <4)
{
/ / . . . h e l p d i s p l a y
p u t s ( ” ” ) ;
p u t s ( ” ” ) ;
p u t s ( ”USAGE: r e a d s a c 2 i n f i l e s t a r t ( s ) end ( s ) >
o u t f i l e ” ) ;
p u t s ( ” i f bo th s t a r t and end = −1, j u s t dump h e a d e r
i n f o ” ) ;
p u t s ( ” ” ) ;
r e t u r n ( 1 ) ;
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}
e l s e {
s t r c p y ( i n f i l e , a rgv [ 1 ] ) ;
s t i m e = a t o f ( a rgv [ 2 ] ) ;
e t i m e = a t o f ( a rgv [ 3 ] ) ;
} / / e n d i f
/∗ Get SAC Header f o r I n p u t F i l e ∗ /
i f ( GetHeader ( i n f i l e ,NZDTTM,&hd ) == 1 ) go to e x i t 1 ;
/∗ Echo command ∗ /
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” \n ” ) ;
f o r ( j =0 ; j<a r g c ; j ++) f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” %s ” , a rgv [ j
] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” \n ” ) ;
/∗ D i s p l a y Header , e x t r a c t some v a l u e s ∗ /
D i s p l a y H e a d e r ( hd ,NZDTTM,& t z e r o ,& np t s ,& d e l t ) ;
/∗ Check f o r e v e n l y s p ac ed d a t a ∗ /
i f ( hd . LEVEN != 1 ) {
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ”ABORT ! ! ! ! Data n o t e v e n l y s pa ce d \n
” ) ;
r e t u r n ( 1 ) ;} / / e n d i f
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/ / b a i l o u t i f −1 f o r bo th s t a r t and end t i m e s
i f ( s t i m e == −1.0 && e t i m e == −1.0 ) go to s k i p i t ;
/ / . . . dynamic a l l o c a t i o n o f memory f o r d a t a
s1= c a l l o c ( np t s , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ;
i f ( s1 ==NULL)
{
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ”ABORT: s1 can ’ t a l l o c a t e enough
t r a c e memory ” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” n p t s = %d ” , n p t s ) ;
go to e x i t s 1 ;
}
/∗ Read Data from I n p u t F i l e ∗ /
i n t r c o d e ;
i f ( ( r c o d e = GetSacData ( np t s , i n f i l e , s1 ) ) != 0 ) {
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” ERROR: r e a d i n g d a t a r c o d e=%d\n ” ,
r c o d e ) ;
go to e x i t 1 ; } / / e n d i f
/ / . . . Compute s t a r t and end sample
i n t j s t a r t , j e n d ;
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s t i m e = s t ime−t z e r o ;
e t i m e = et ime−t z e r o ;
j s t a r t = f l o o r ( ( s t i m e / d e l t + 0 . 5 ) ) ;
j e n d = f l o o r ( ( e t i m e / d e l t + 0 . 5 ) ) ;
/ / . . . check f o r dumb c h o i c e s , f i x u p
i f ( j s t a r t < 0 | | j s t a r t >j e n d ) {
j s t a r t =0 ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ”WARNING! ! r e s e t j s t a r t t o z e r o \n ” ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” e i t h e r end t ime < s t a r t t ime , o r
s t a r t < t z e r o=%f \n ” ,
t z e r o ) ;}
i f ( j end>n p t s | | j e n d < j s t a r t ) {
j e n d = n p t s ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ”WARNING! ! r e s e t j e n d t o n p t s=%d \n ” ,
n p t s ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” e i t h e r end t ime < s t a r t t ime , o r
end t ime t o o l a r g e \n ” ) ;}
f o r ( j = j s t a r t ; j<j e n d ; j ++) {
/ / tm =( f l o a t ) j ∗ d e l t ; / / f o r f i r s t sample = t ime z e r o
tm =( d ou b l e ) j ∗ ( do ub l e ) d e l t + t z e r o ; / / f o r
s e c o n d s i n t o day GMT
f p r i n t f ( s t d o u t , ”%.3 f %f \n ” , tm , s1 [ j ] ) ;
}
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e x i t 1 :
/ / f c l o s e ( h1 ) ;
e x i t s 1 :
f r e e ( s1 ) ;
s k i p i t :
r e t u r n ( r c o d e ) ;
} / / endmain
/ / = =FUNCTIONS========= GetHeader FUNCTION
======================================
i n t GetHeader ( c h a r i n f i l e [ ] , i n t NZDTTM[ ] ,
s t r u c t h e a d e r ∗hd )
{
FILE ∗h1 ;
/ / . . . open i n p u t f i l e
i f ( ( h1= fopen ( i n f i l e , ” rb ” ) ) ==NULL )
{
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” \ n ABORT ! ! E r r o r open ing f i l e %s
” , i n f i l e ) ;
r e t u r n ( 1 ) ;
}
/ / . . . r e a d h e a d e r
i f ( f r e a d ( hd , s i z e o f ( c h a r ) ,158∗4 , h1 ) !=158∗4)
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{
p u t s ( ”ABORT−−E r r o r r e a d i n g i n p u t f i l e ” ) ;
r e t u r n ( 1 ) ;
}
NZDTTM[ 0 ] = (∗ hd ) .NZYEAR;
NZDTTM[ 1 ] = (∗ hd ) . NZJDAY;
NZDTTM[ 2 ] = (∗ hd ) .NZHOUR;
NZDTTM[ 3 ] = (∗ hd ) . NZMIN;
NZDTTM[ 4 ] = (∗ hd ) . NZSEC ;
NZDTTM[ 5 ] = (∗ hd ) .NZMSEC;
f c l o s e ( h1 ) ;
r e t u r n ( 0 ) ;
} / / end GetHeader
//============== D i s p l a y H e a d e r FUNCTION
=================================
vo id D i s p l a y H e a d e r ( s t r u c t h e a d e r hd , i n t NZDTTM
[ ] ,
do ub l e ∗ t z e r o , i n t ∗ np t s , f l o a t ∗ d e l t )
{
/∗ S t a t i o n ∗ /
c h a r KSTNM[ 8 ] = ” \0 ” ;
s t r n c p y (KSTNM, hd .KSTNM, 7 ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” \ n S t a t i o n Name : %s \n ” ,KSTNM) ;
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f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” S t a t i o n L a t i t u d e = %f d e g r e e s (+
Nor th ) \n ” , hd . STLA) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” S t a t i o n L o n g i t u d e = %f d e g r e e s (+
E a s t ) \n ” , hd . STLO) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” S t a t i o n E l e v a t i o n = %f m e t e r s \n ” , hd .
STEL ) ;
c h a r KCMPNM[ 8 ] = ” \0 ” ;
s t r n c p y (KCMPNM, hd .KCMPNM, 7 ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Component : %s \n ” ,KCMPNM) ;
/∗ copy t ime d a t e t o a r r a y ∗ /
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” \ n Year=%d ” ,NZDTTM[ 0 ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” J u l i a n Day=%d ” ,NZDTTM[ 1 ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” \ n Hour=%d ” ,NZDTTM[ 2 ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Minute=%d ” ,NZDTTM[ 3 ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Second=%d ” ,NZDTTM[ 4 ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” mSecond=%d ” ,NZDTTM[ 5 ] ) ;
/ / . . . C a l c u l a t e t z e r o
∗ t z e r o = ( do ub l e ) (NZDTTM[1]∗86400 + NZDTTM[ 2 ]∗3 6 0 0
+ NZDTTM[ 3 ]∗6 0 + NZDTTM[ 4 ] + ( ( d ou b l e ) NZDTTM[ 5 ] )
/ 1 0 0 0 . 0 ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” \ n
==========================================\n ” ) ;
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f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” \ n a b s o l u t e t z e r o = %.3 f s e c o n d s \n
” ,∗ t z e r o ) ;
/ / . . . C a l c u l a t e a b s o l u t e end t ime
do ub l e e t i m e ;
e t i m e =∗ t z e r o +hd . E ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” a b s o l u t e end t ime %.3 f s e c o n d s \n ” ,
e t i m e ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r
,”==========================================\n ” ) ;
/∗ Echo Check of key h e a d e r v a l u e s ∗ /
∗ n p t s =hd . NPTS ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” \ n n p t s=%d \n ” ,∗ n p t s ) ;
∗ d e l t =hd . DELTA;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” d e l t=%f \n ” ,∗ d e l t ) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Begin Time : %.3 f s e c o n d s \n ” , hd . B) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” End Time : %.3 f s e c o n d s \n ” , hd . E ) ;
/∗ Echo t y p e o f d a t a ∗ /
s w i t c h ( hd . IFTYPE ) {
c a s e 1 :
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f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Type : t ime s e r i e s d a t a \n ” )
;
b r e a k ;
c a s e 2 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Type : r e a l and imag
s p e c t r u m \n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
c a s e 3 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Type : s p e c t r a l f i l e ,
a m p l i t u d e and phase \n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
c a s e 4 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Type : g e n e r a l x vs y d a t a \
n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
c a s e 5 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Type : g e n e r a l x , y , z (3−D)
f i l e \n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
} / / e n d s w i t c h
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” SCALE=%f \n ” , hd . SCALE) ;
s w i t c h ( hd . IDEP ) {
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c a s e 5 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” X−d a t a Type : UNKNOWN \n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
c a s e 6 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” X−d a t a Type : d i s p l a c e m e n t (
nm) \n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
c a s e 7 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” X−d a t a Type : v e l o c i t y (nm /
s e c ) \n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
c a s e 5 0 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” X−d a t a Type : v e l o c i t y
s i g n a l i n v o l t s \n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
c a s e 8 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” X−d a t a Type : a c c e l (nm / s e c /
s e c ) \n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
} / / e n d s w i t c h
i f ( hd .DEPMEN != −12345.0) {
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Data Maximum = %f \n ” , hd .
DEPMAX) ;
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f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Data Mean = %f \n ” , hd .
DEPMEN) ;
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” Data Minimum = %f \n ” , hd .
DEPMIN) ;
} / / e n d i f
i f ( hd . IZTYPE != −12345.0) {
s w i t c h ( hd . IZTYPE ) {
c a s e 5 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” R e f e r e n c e Time : UNKNOWN \n
” ) ;
b r e a k ;
c a s e 9 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” R e f e r e n c e Time : Zero t ime
i s s t a r t o f f i l e \n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
c a s e 1 0 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” R e f e r e n c e Time : Zero t ime
i s 0000 of GMT day \n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
c a s e 1 1 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” R e f e r e n c e Time : Zero t ime
i s e v e n t o r i g i n \n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
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c a s e 1 2 :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” R e f e r e n c e Time : Zero t ime
i s 1 s t a r r i v a l \n ” ) ;
b r e a k ;
d e f a u l t :
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” R e f e r e n c e Time : IZTYPE=%d
\n ” ,
hd . IZTYPE ) ;
} / / e n d s w i t c h
} / / e n d i f
} / / end D i s p l a y H e a d e r
//========= GetSacData FUNCTION
=========================================
i n t GetSacData ( i n t np t s , c h a r i n f i l e [ ] , f l o a t ∗
s1 )
{
FILE ∗h1 ;
/ / . . . open i n p u t f i l e
i f ( ( h1= fopen ( i n f i l e , ” rb ” ) ) ==NULL )
{
f p r i n t f ( s t d e r r , ” \ n ABORT ! ! E r r o r open ing f i l e %s
” , i n f i l e ) ;
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r e t u r n ( 1 ) ;
}
/ / move t o end of h e a d e r
f s e e k ( h1 , 1 5 8∗4 , SEEK SET ) ;
/ / r e a d d a t a
i f ( f r e a d ( s1 , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) , np t s , h1 ) != n p t s )
{ p u t s ( ” e r r o r r e a d i n g d a t a ” ) ;
r e t u r n ( 1 ) ;
}
/ / c l o s e i n p u t d a t a f i l e
f c l o s e ( h1 ) ;
r e t u r n ( 0 ) ;
} / / end GetSacData
B.1.2 sub4.h
/∗ |−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−|
| sub4 . h |
| a u t h o r : P . M i c h a e l s |
| d a t e d : 21 May 1997 |
| |
| p u r p o s e : i n c l u d e f i l e f o r s u b r o u t i n e l i b r a r y |
| sub4 . l i b |
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| |
|−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−|
∗ /
/ / . . . f u n c t i o n p r o t o t y p e s
/ / BASIC BSEGY FUNCTIONS
/ / P r i n t C o p y r i g h t l a b e l , t ime , d a t e t o s c r e e n
vo id c r l a b l ( c h a r p i d [ ] ) ;
/ / P r i n t Help P a n e l t o s c r e e n
vo id h l p l a b l ( c h a r msg1 [ ] , c h a r msg2 [ ] ) ;
/ / P r i n t C o p y r i g h t l a b e l , t ime , d a t e t o f i l e h3
vo id f c r l a b l ( c h a r p i d [ ] , FILE ∗h3 ) ;
/ / G e n e r a t e o u t p u t and l i s t i n g f i l e names
vo id names ( c h a r i n f i l e [ ] , c h a r p i d [ ] , c h a r o f i l e [ ] ,
c h a r s u f f i x [ ] ) ;
/ / Count t r a c e s , r e t u r n number samples , i n t e r v a l
i n t i n c h k ( i n t ∗ n t r a c e s , i n t ∗ np t s ,
f l o a t ∗ f samin , s t r u c t h e a d e r hd , FILE ∗h1 ) ;
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/ / Read a bsegy h e a d e r + t r a c e from f i l e h1
i n t c b s e g i n ( i n t j r e c , f l o a t s1 [ ] , i n t np t s ,
s t r u c t h e a d e r ∗hd , FILE ∗h1 ) ;
/ / Wr i t e a bsegy h e a d e r + t r a c e t o f i l e h2
i n t c b s e g o u t ( i n t j r e c , f l o a t s1 [ ] , i n t np t s ,
s t r u c t h e a d e r ∗hd , FILE ∗h2 ) ;
/ / Compute e x b a r p a r a m e t e r s and draw p r o g r e s s b a r
vo id b a r g r i d ( i n t n t r a c e s , f l o a t ∗ bar , i n t ∗ i b a r , i n t ∗
i n v b a r ) ;
/ / Wr i t e a p r o g r e s s b a r s t e p f o r j r e c i n t o n t r a c e s
vo id e x b a r ( i n t n t r a c e s , f l o a t bar , i n t i b a r , i n t
i n v b a r , i n t j r e c ) ;
/∗ Compute x , y , z c o o r d i n a t e s and r a n g e of s h o t and
r e c e i v e r s
∗ sx = p o i n t e r s h o t x−coord .
∗ sy = p o i n t e r s h o t y−coord .
∗ sz = p o i n t e r s h o t z−coord .
∗ sd = p o i n t e r s h o t d e p t h
∗ rx = p o i n t e r r e c e i v e r x−coord .
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∗ ry = p o i n t e r r e c e i v e r y−coord .
∗ r z = p o i n t e r r e c e i v e r z−coord .
∗ r a n g e = p o i n t e r r a n g e from s h o t t o
r e c e i v e r
hd = segy h e a d e r s t r u c t u r e
∗ /
vo id f i n d x y z ( f l o a t ∗ sx , f l o a t ∗ sy , f l o a t ∗ sz , f l o a t ∗
sd ,
f l o a t ∗ rx , f l o a t ∗ ry , f l o a t ∗ rz , f l o a t ∗ range ,
s t r u c t h e a d e r hd ) ;
/ / SIGNAL PROCESSING FUNCTIONS
/∗ Boxcar smooth ing
n p t s =number o f samples
i w i d e = wid th o f box i n samples
n t i m e s =number o f t i m e s t o a p p l y
i s i g n −1=box c a r smoo the r ( s i n c ˆ n t i m e s
)
0= high−p a s s 1− s i n c ˆ n t i m e s
+1= high−p a s s (1− s i n c ) ˆ n t i m e s
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s1 = i n p u t t r a c e a r r a y
s2 = o u t p u t t r a c e a r r a y
r e t u r n s : 0= s u c c e s s 1= a b o r t , can ’ t a l l o c a t e memory
( o r i n v a l i d p a r a m e t e r s )
∗ /
i n t c b o x i t ( i n t np t s , i n t iwide , i n t i s i g n , i n t n t imes ,
f l o a t s1 [ ] , f l o a t s2 [ ] ) ;
/∗ Find max and min v a l u e s
n p t s =number o f samples
s1 = i n p u t t r a c e
isw1 0=max and min of s1
1=max and min of a b s o l u t e v a l u e
( s1 )
∗ fmax = p o i n t e r t o max v a l u e
∗ fmin = p o i n t e r t o min v a l u e
∗kmx = p o i n t e r t o max v a l u e i n d e x
∗kmn = p o i n t e r t o min v a l u e i n d e x
∗ /
vo id fmax min ( i n t np t s , f l o a t s1 [ ] ,
f l o a t ∗ fmax , f l o a t ∗ fmin , i n t isw1 , i n t ∗kmx , i n t
∗kmn ) ;
/∗ S i n g l e Po le smoothe r ARMA o p e r a t o r
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n p t s =number o f samples
s1 = i n p u t t r a c e a r r a y
f s am in = sample i n t e r v a l ( s )
t c o n d = decay c o n s t a n t ( amp=>1/ e ) ( s )
s2 = o u t p u t t r a c e a r r a y
r e t u r n s : 0= s u c c e s s 1= i n v a l i d p a r a m e t e r s
∗ /
i n t o n e p o l e ( i n t np t s , f l o a t f samin , f l o a t tcond ,
f l o a t s1 [ ] , f l o a t s2 [ ] ) ;
/∗ N o r m a l i z a t i o n F u n c t i o n
n p t s =number o f samples
s1 = i n p u t t r a c e a r r a y
∗ f s c a l 0= n o r m a l i z e by L2 norm
= s c a l e f a c t o r 1 / ( ∗ f s c a l )
s2 = o u t p u t t r a c e a r r a y
r e t u r n s : 0= s u c c e s s 1= i n v a l i d p a r a m e t e r s
∗ /
i n t fnorm ( i n t np t s , f l o a t ∗ f s c a l , f l o a t s1 [ ] , f l o a t
s2 [ ] ) ;
/∗ Compute Mean A b s o l u t e Value
n p t s =number o f samples
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s1 = i n p u t t r a c e a r r a y
r e t u r n s MAV as f l o a t v a l u e
∗ /
f l o a t mav ( i n t np t s , f l o a t s1 [ ] ) ;
/∗ L e a s t S q u a r e s L i n e a r o r E x p o n e n t i a l F i t t o x , y d a t a
isw1 0= L i n e a r 1= Log e f o r y−v a r i a b l e
∗ /
vo id l s q u f i t ( f l o a t x [ ] , f l o a t y [ ] , i n t np t s , i n t isw1 ,
f l o a t ∗ s l o p e , f l o a t ∗ i n t r c p t , f l o a t ∗ l s q e , f l o a t ∗
r2 ) ;
B.1.3 c bsegy.h
/ / . . . segy h e a d e r
/ / $ Id : c b s e g y . h , v 1 . 4 2012−03−07 0 0 : 0 7 : 5 7 pm Exp $
/ / NOTE: long i n t (8 b y t e s 64 b i t , 4 b y t e s 32 b i t ) i n t (4 b y t e s
bo th 64 & 32 b i t )
s t r u c t h e a d e r
{
i n t t s n l ; / / T race s e q u e n c e number w i t h i n
l i n e 01−−04
i n t t s n t ; / / T race s e q u e n c e number w i t h i n
r e e l 05−−08
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i n t o f r n ; / / O r i g i n a l F i e l d Record Number
09−−12
i n t t n o f r ; / / T race number o r i g i n a l f l d
r e c o r d 13−−16
i n t espn ; / / Energy Source p o i n t number
17−−20
i n t cdp ; / / CDP ensemble number
21−−24
i n t t n c d p ; / / T race number w i t h i n CDP
ensemble 25−−28
s h o r t i n t t i c ; / / T race ID code (1 = s e i s m i c
d a t a ) 29−−30
s h o r t i n t nvs ; / / V e r t i c a l s t a c k f o l d
31−−32
s h o r t i n t nhs ; / / H o r i z o n t a l s t a c k f o l d
33−−34
s h o r t i n t duse ; / / Data use (1= p r o d u c t i o n ; 2=
t e s t ) 35−−36
i n t i d i s t ; / / S h o t p o i n t−R e c e i v e r d i s t a n c e (
m) 37−−40
i n t i r e l ; / / S t a t i o n e l e v a t i o n (m)
41−−44
i n t i s h e ; / / S u r f a c e e l e v a t i o n o f s o u r c e (
m) 45−−48
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i n t i s h d ; / / Source d e p t h (m)
49−−52
i n t d e l r ; / / Datum e l e v a t i o n o f r e c e i v e r
53−−56
i n t d e l s ; / / Datum e l e v a t i o n o f s o u r c e
57−−60
i n t wds ; / / Water d e p t h o f s o u r c e
61−−64
i n t wdr ; / / Water d e p t h o f r e c e i v e r
65−−68
s h o r t i n t smul1 ; / / S c a l a r m u l t r / d i v r , b y t e s 41−68
69−−70
s h o r t i n t smul2 ; / / S c a l a r m u l t r / d i v r , b y t e s 73−88
71−−72
i n t i s h l o ; / / S h o t p o i n t c o o r d i n a t e − x (
E a s t +) 73−−76
i n t i s h l a ; / / S h o t p o i n t c o o r d i n a t e − y (
Nor th +) 77−−80
i n t i r l o ; / / R e c e i v e r c o o r d i n a t e − x (
E a s t +) 81−−84
i n t i r l a ; / / R e c e i v e r c o o r d i n a t e − y (
Nor th +) 85−−88
s h o r t i n t c u n i t s ; / / Coord . U n i t s (1=m 2= s e c . o f
a r c ) 89−−90
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s h o r t i n t wvel ; / / Wea the r ing v e l o c i t y (m/ s )
91−−92
s h o r t i n t swvel ; / / S u b w e a t h e r i n g v e l o c i t y (m/ s )
93−−94
s h o r t i n t u t i m e s ; / / Uphole t ime a t s o u r c e
95−−96
s h o r t i n t u t imeg ; / / Uphole t ime a t group
97−−98
s h o r t i n t s s t a t i ; / / Source s t a t i c c o r r e c t i o n ( ms )
99−100
s h o r t i n t g s t a t i ; / / Group s t a t i c
101−102
s h o r t i n t t s t a t i ; / / T o t a l s t a t i c
103−104
s h o r t i n t i s t i m e ; / / Lag t ime A
105−106
s h o r t i n t i b t i m e ; / / Lag t ime B
107−108
s h o r t i n t i c t i m e ; / / Delay r e c o r d i n g t ime ( msec )
109−110
s h o r t i n t mtimes ; / / Mute s t a r t t ime
111−112
s h o r t i n t mtimee ; / / Mute end t ime
113−114
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s h o r t i n t l e n g t h ; / / Number o f samples i n t h i s
t r a c e 115−116
s h o r t i n t i s i ; / / Sample i n t e r v a l ( m i c r o s e c . )
117−118
s h o r t i n t g a i n t ; / / Gain (1= f i x e d 2= b i n a r y 3=
f l o a t ) 119−120
s h o r t i n t gc ; / / Gain c o n s t a n t
121−122
s h o r t i n t g idb ; / / I n s t r u m e n t o r i n i t i a l g a i n i n
DB 123−124
s h o r t i n t t c o r r ; / / C o r r e l a t e d (1= no ; 2= yes )
125−126
s h o r t i n t t s s w e e ; / / S t a r t sweep f r e q u e n c y ( hz )
127−128
s h o r t i n t t e s we e ; / / End sweep f r e q u e n c y ( hz )
129−130
s h o r t i n t t s l e n g ; / / Sweep l e n g t h i n m i l l i s e c o n d s
131−132
s h o r t i n t t s t y p e ; / / Sweep t y p e
133−134
s h o r t i n t t s t t s ; / / Sweep t r a c e t a p e r ( msec ) a t
s t a r t 135−136
s h o r t i n t t s t t e ; / / Sweep t r a c e t a p e r ( msec ) a t
end 137−138
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s h o r t i n t t t t y p e ; / / Taper t y p e
139−140
s h o r t i n t a i f ; / / A n t i a l i a s f i l t e r f r e q u e n c y
141−142
s h o r t i n t a i s ; / / A n t i a l i a s f i l t e r s l o p e
143−144
s h o r t i n t n i f ; / / Notch f i l t e r f r e q u e n c y
145−146
s h o r t i n t n i s ; / / Notch f i l t e r s l o p e
147−148
s h o r t i n t f l c ; / / Low c u t f r e q u e n c y
149−150
s h o r t i n t f h c ; / / High c u t f r e q u e n c y
151−152
s h o r t i n t s l c ; / / Low c u t s l o p e
153−154
s h o r t i n t shc ; / / High c u t s l o p e
155−156
s h o r t i n t t y e a r ; / / Shot Time − y e a r
157−158
s h o r t i n t t d a y ; / / Shot Time − day
159−160
s h o r t i n t t h o u r ; / / Shot Time − hour (24 hour
c l o c k ) 161−162
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s h o r t i n t tmin ; / / Shot Time − minu te o f hour
163−164
s h o r t i n t t s e c ; / / Shot Time − second of minu te
165−166
s h o r t i n t t b c o d e ; / / Time b a s i s code (2 = GMT)
167−168
s h o r t i n t twf ; / / T race w e i g t h i n g f a c t o r
169−170
s h o r t i n t ggrp1 ; / / Geoph group r o l l s w i t c h f i r s t
pos171−172
s h o r t i n t gg tp ; / / Geoph group t r c pos 1 on f l d
r e c 173−174
s h o r t i n t e r r l t ; / / Time code t r a n s l a t o r e r r o r
l i g h t 175−176
s h o r t i n t daca ; / / D i s t a n c e−az imu th c a l c
a l g o r i t h m 177−178
s h o r t i n t edc ; / / E a r t h d imens ion code
179−180
i n t mst ; / / (BSEGY F i r s t Break P i c k s )
181−184
s h o r t i n t s h t a z i ; / / Source p o l a z i ( deg ) E a s t =90
deg 185−186
s h o r t i n t c h a r g e ; / / Charge s i z e i n grams
187−188
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s h o r t i n t s h t v e r ; / / Source p o l a n g l e ( deg . ) Down
=180 189−190
s h o r t i n t sday ; / / Shot t ime − Day
191−192
s h o r t i n t s h o u r ; / / Shot t ime − Hour
193−194
s h o r t i n t smin ; / / Shot t ime − Minute
195−196
s h o r t i n t s s e c o ; / / Shot t ime − Sec
197−198
/ / i n t s smic ; / / Shot t ime − Microsecond
199−202
s h o r t i n t s smic1 ; / / l ong i n t e g e r s p l i t s a c r o s s
a l i g n m e n t
s h o r t i n t s smic2 ; / / use 2 s h o r t i n t e g e r s
s h o r t i n t az im u t ; / / Azimuth o f r e c from s h o t ( deg
) 203−204
s h o r t i n t g e o a z i ; / / Geoph p o l Azm of a x i s ( deg ) E
=90 205−206
s h o r t i n t g eo ve r ; / / Geoph p o l Ver t . deg . Down=180
207−208
i n t t t r a c e ; / / add t o g e t t r a c e s t a r t t ime
209−212
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c h a r s c r s [ 4 ] ; / / i n s t r u m e n t name
213−216
c h a r de p lo y [ 4 ] ; / / Deployment name
217−220
c h a r spname [ 4 ] ; / / S h o t p o n t name
221−224
c h a r r s t na m [ 4 ] ; / / R e c e i v e r s i t e name
225−228
c h a r s h o t i d [ 4 ] ; / / Shot name
229−232
c h a r l i n e i d [ 4 ] ; / / L ine name
233−236
c h a r geoor [ 4 ] ; / / Geophone o r i e n t a t i o n
237−240
} ;
/∗
|−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−|
| Note : b y t e s 181−240 a r e u n a s s i g n e d or f o r o p t i o n a l use
as d e f i n e d |
| by Bar ry e t a l . ( 1 9 7 5 )−” D i g i t a l Tape S t a n d a r d s ”−
SEG |
|−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−|
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∗ /
B.1.4 bsac.h
/ / . . . b s ac h e a d e r (SAC Compa t ib l e Header S t r u c t u r e f o r BSAC)
/ / $ Id : b sac . h , v 1 . 5 2012−03−07 0 0 : 0 7 : 5 7 pm Exp $
/ / P . M i c h a e l s <c g i s s . b o i s e s t a t e . edu>
/ / Based on t h e S e i s m i c A n a l y s i s Code Data Format p u b l i s h e d
by IRIS
/ / u s u a l l y i n d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e i s t ime , d e p e n d e n t a
s e i s m i c s i g n a l
/ / REF : h t t p : / / www. i r i s . edu / s o f t w a r e / s a c
s t r u c t h e a d e r
{
f l o a t DELTA; / / sample i n t e r v a l ( r e q u i r e d )
f l o a t DEPMIN ; / / min v a l u e d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e
f l o a t DEPMAX; / / max v a l u e d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e
f l o a t SCALE ; / / UNUSED s c a l e f a c t o r t o m u l t i p l y
dep . v a r .
f l o a t ODELTA; / / o b s e r v e d sample i n t e r v a l i f
d i f f e r e n t from d e l t a
f l o a t B ; / / b e g i n i n g v a l u e o f i n d e p . v a r i a b l e
( r e q u i r e d )
f l o a t E ; / / en d i ng v a l u e o f i n d e p . v a r i a b l e (
r e q u i r e d )
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f l o a t O; / / e v e n t o r i g i n t ime s e c o n d s ( s e c . )
wr t r e f e r e n c e t ime
f l o a t A; / / f i r s t a r r i v a l t ime s e c o n d s ( s e c . )
wr t r e f e r e n c e t ime
f l o a t I009 ; / / i n t e r n a l s a c word 09
f l o a t T0 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d t ime p i c k ( s e c . ) wr t
r e f e r e n c e t ime
f l o a t T1 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d t ime p i c k ( s e c . ) wr t
r e f e r e n c e t ime
f l o a t T2 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d t ime p i c k ( s e c . ) wr t
r e f e r e n c e t ime
f l o a t T3 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d t ime p i c k ( s e c . ) wr t
r e f e r e n c e t ime
f l o a t T4 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d t ime p i c k ( s e c . ) wr t
r e f e r e n c e t ime
f l o a t T5 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d t ime p i c k ( s e c . ) wr t
r e f e r e n c e t ime
f l o a t T6 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d t ime p i c k ( s e c . ) wr t
r e f e r e n c e t ime
f l o a t T7 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d t ime p i c k ( s e c . ) wr t
r e f e r e n c e t ime
f l o a t T8 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d t ime p i c k ( s e c . ) wr t
r e f e r e n c e t ime
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f l o a t T9 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d t ime p i c k ( s e c . ) wr t
r e f e r e n c e t ime
f l o a t F ; / / f i n i ( end of e v e n t t ime ( s e c . ) wr t
r e f e r e n c e t ime
f l o a t RESP0 ; / / i n s t r u m e n t r e s p o n s e p a r a m e t e r ( n o t
c u r r e n t l y used )
f l o a t RESP1 ; / / i n s t r u m e n t r e s p o n s e p a r a m e t e r ( n o t
c u r r e n t l y used )
f l o a t RESP2 ; / / i n s t r u m e n t r e s p o n s e p a r a m e t e r ( n o t
c u r r e n t l y used )
f l o a t RESP3 ; / / i n s t r u m e n t r e s p o n s e p a r a m e t e r ( n o t
c u r r e n t l y used )
f l o a t RESP4 ; / / i n s t r u m e n t r e s p o n s e p a r a m e t e r ( n o t
c u r r e n t l y used )
f l o a t RESP5 ; / / i n s t r u m e n t r e s p o n s e p a r a m e t e r ( n o t
c u r r e n t l y used )
f l o a t RESP6 ; / / i n s t r u m e n t r e s p o n s e p a r a m e t e r ( n o t
c u r r e n t l y used )
f l o a t RESP7 ; / / i n s t r u m e n t r e s p o n s e p a r a m e t e r ( n o t
c u r r e n t l y used )
f l o a t RESP8 ; / / i n s t r u m e n t r e s p o n s e p a r a m e t e r ( n o t
c u r r e n t l y used )
f l o a t RESP9 ; / / i n s t r u m e n t r e s p o n s e p a r a m e t e r ( n o t
c u r r e n t l y used )
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f l o a t STLA ; / / s t a t i o n l a t i t u d e ( d e g r e e s ,
p o s i t i v e n o r t h )
f l o a t STLO ; / / s t a t i o n l o n g i t u d e ( d e g r e e s e a s t
p o s i t i v e )
f l o a t STEL ; / / s t a t i o n e l e v a t i o n ( m e t e r s )
f l o a t STDP ; / / s t a t i o n d e p t h below s u r f a c e (
m e t e r s )
f l o a t EVLA; / / e v e n t l a t i t u d e ( d e g r e e s , p o s i t i v e
n o r t h )
f l o a t EVLO; / / e v e n t l o n g i t u d e ( d e g r e e s , p o s i t i v e
e a s t )
f l o a t EVEL ; / / e v e n t e l e v a t i o n ( m e t e r s )
f l o a t EVDP; / / e v e n t d e p t h ( m e t e r s )
f l o a t MAG; / / e v e n t magn i tude
f l o a t USER0 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d s t o r a g e a r e a
f l o a t USER1 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d s t o r a g e a r e a
f l o a t USER2 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d s t o r a g e a r e a
f l o a t USER3 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d s t o r a g e a r e a
f l o a t USER4 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d s t o r a g e a r e a
f l o a t USER5 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d s t o r a g e a r e a
f l o a t USER6 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d s t o r a g e a r e a
f l o a t USER7 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d s t o r a g e a r e a
f l o a t USER8 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d s t o r a g e a r e a
f l o a t USER9 ; / / u s e r d e f i n e d s t o r a g e a r e a
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f l o a t DIST ; / / s t a t i o n t o e v e n t d i s t a n c e KM
f l o a t AZ; / / e v e n t t o s t a t i o n az imu th ( d e g r e e s )
f l o a t BAZ; / / s t a t i o n t o e v e n t az imu th ( d e g r e e s )
f l o a t GCARC; / / s t a t i o n t o e v e n t g r e a t c i r c l e a r c
l e n g t h ( d e g r e e s )
f l o a t I054 ; / / i n t e r n a l , word 54
f l o a t I055 ; / / i n t e r n a l , word 55
f l o a t DEPMEN; / / mean v a l u e o f d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e
f l o a t CMPAZ; / / component az imu th ( d e g r e e s
c l o c k w i s e from n o r t h )
f l o a t CMPINC ; / / component i n c l i n a t i o n ( d e g r e e s
from v e r t i c a l )
f l o a t XMINIMUM; / / minimum x−v a l u e s p e c t r a l
f i l e s on ly
f l o a t XMAXIMUM; / / maximum x−v a l u e s p e c t r a l
f i l e s on ly
f l o a t YMINIMUM; / / minimum y−v a l u e s p e c t r a l
f i l e s on ly
f l o a t YMAXIMUM; / / maximum y−v a l u e s p e c t r a l
f i l e s on ly
f l o a t U063 ; / / unused word 63
f l o a t U064 ; / / unused word 64
f l o a t U065 ; / / unused word 65
f l o a t U066 ; / / unused word 66
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f l o a t U067 ; / / unused word 67
f l o a t U068 ; / / unused word 68
f l o a t U069 ; / / unused word 69
i n t NZYEAR; / /GMT y e a r c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o
r e f e r e n c e ( z e r o t ime ) i n f i l e
i n t NZJDAY; / /GMT j u l i a n day
i n t NZHOUR; / /GMT j u l i a n hour
i n t NZMIN; / /GMT minu te
i n t NZSEC ; / /GMT second
i n t NZMSEC; / /GMT m i l l i s e c o n d
i n t NVHDR;
i n t NORID ;
i n t NEVID ;
i n t NPTS ; / / number o f samples i n s i g n a l (
r e q u i r e d )
i n t I080 ; / / i n t e r n a l , word 80
i n t NWFID;
i n t NXSIZE ;
i n t NYSIZE ;
i n t U084 ; / / unused word 84
i n t IFTYPE ; / / Type o f f i l e ( r e q u i r e d ) ( s e e i n c /
SacHeader . h o r e x t f u n c . h )
/∗ 1 = ITIME = t ime s e r i e s d a t a
2 = IRLIM = r e a l & imag s p e c t r u m
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3 = IAMPH = s p e c t r a l f i l e , a m p l i t u d e and
phase
4 = IXY = g e n e r a l x vs y d a t a
5 = IXYZ = g e n e r a l x , y , z (3−D) f i l e
∗ /
i n t IDEP ; / / Type o f i n d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e
/∗ 5 = IUNKN = x d a t a t y p e unknown
6 = IDISP = x d a t a d i s p l a c e m e n t d a t a (nm)
7 = IVEL = x d a t a v e l o c i t y i n nm / second
50 = IVOLTS =x d a t a v e l o c i t y s i g n a l i n
v o l t s
8 = IACC = x d a t a a c c e l (nm / s e c / s e c )
∗ /
i n t IZTYPE ; / / r e f e r e n c e t ime e q u i v a l e n c e :
/∗ 5 = IUNKN = unknown
9 = IB = z e r o t ime : s t a r t o f f i l e
10 = IDAY = z e r o t ime : 0000 of GMT day
11 = IO = z e r o t ime : e v e n t o r i g i n
12 = IA = z e r o t ime : 1 s t a r r i v a l
13−22 = ITn = u s e r d e f i n e d p i c k t ime n , n
= 0 . . 9
IT0 =13 , IT1 =14 , . . . . IT9 =22
∗ /
i n t U088 ;
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i n t IINST ; / / t y p e o f r e c o r d i n g i n s t r u m e n t ( n o t
c u r r e n t l y used )
i n t ISTREG ; / / s t a t i o n g e o g r a p h i c r e g i o n ( n o t
used )
i n t IEVREG ; / / e v e n t g e o g r a p h i c r e g i o n ( n o t used )
i n t IEVTYP ; / / e v e n t t y p e
/∗ 5 = IUNKN = unknown
37 = INUCL = n u c l e a r e v e n t
38 = IPREN = nuke pre−s h o t
39 = IPOSTN = n u c l e a r pos t−s h o t e v e n t
40 = IQUAKE = e a r t h q u a k e
41 = IPREQ = f o r e s h o c k
42 = IPOSTQ = a f t e r s h o c k
43 = ICHEM = c h e m i c a l e x p l o s i o n
72 = IQB = q u a r r y o r mine b l a s t c o n f i r m e d
by q u a r r y
73 = IQB1 = q u a r r y o r mine b l a s t w i th
d e s i g n e d
s h o t i n f o = r i p p l e f i r e d
74 = IQB2 = q u a r r y o r mine b l a s t w i th
o b s e r v e d s h o t i n f o−r i p p l e
f i r e d
75 = IQBX = q u a r r y o r mine b l a s t , s i n g l e
s h o t
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80 = IME = mar ine e x p l o s i o n
77 = IEQ = e a r t h q u a k e
78 = IEQ1 = e a r t h q u a k e s i n a swarm or
a f t e r s h o c k s e q u e n c e
79 = IEQ2 = f e l t e a r t h q u a k e
44 = IOTHER = o t h e r
∗ /
i n t IQUAL ;
i n t ISYNTH ;
i n t IMAGTYP;
i n t IMAGSRC;
i n t U097 ; / / unused word 97
i n t U098 ; / / unused word 98
i n t U099 ; / / unused word 99
i n t U100 ; / / unused word 100
i n t U101 ; / / unused word 101
i n t U102 ; / / unused word 102
i n t U103 ; / / unused word 103
i n t U104 ; / / unused word 104
i n t LEVEN; / / REQUIRED even sp ac e d d a t a =
l o g i c a l t r u e = 1
i n t LPSPOL ; / / l o g i c a l 1= t r u e 0= f a l s e
i n t LOVROK; / / l o g i c a l 1= t r u e 0= f a l s e
i n t LCALDA; / / l o g i c a l 1= t r u e 0= f a l s e
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i n t U109 ; / / unused word 109
c h a r KSTNM[ 8 ] ; / / s t a t i o n name (8 c h a r =2
words )
c h a r KEVNM[ 1 6 ] ; / / e v e n t name
c h a r KHOLE [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KO[ 8 ] ;
c h a r KA[ 8 ] ;
c h a r KT0 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KT1 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KT2 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KT3 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KT4 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KT5 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KT6 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KT7 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KT8 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KT9 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KF [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KUSER0 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KUSER1 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KUSER2 [ 8 ] ;
c h a r KCMPNM[ 8 ] ;
c h a r KNETWK[ 8 ] ;
c h a r KDATRD[ 8 ] ;
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c h a r KINST [ 8 ] ;
} ;
B.2 Matlab Codes
All Matlab codes used in the analysis of data and generation of figures for this dissertation
were written in Matlab 7.10 R2010a. The computer used was a Dell Optiplex 960 with the
Ubuntu Lucid Lynx version 10.04 LTS operating system.
The file datasetup4.m includes the commands to call all other functions from the direc-
tory AllCode3. It includes some plotting commands, as well.
%d a t a s e t u p 2 .m d i f f e r s from d a t a s e t u p .m i n t h a t i t p a s s e s
nar row
%b a n d p a s s e d s i g n a l s i n t o t h e PCA a l g o r i t h m . Each s i g n a l i s
f i l t e r e d u s i n g
%t h e same c o e f f i c i e n t s a s what was used t o d e t e r m i n e t h e
t ime s h i f t and
%t r u e v e l o c i t y .
%Th i s s c r i p t p r e p a r e s d a t a f o r e n t r y i n t o t h e PCA f u n c t i o n .
c l e a r a l l
%l o a d t h e d a t a o f i n t e r e s t : E , N, and Z c h a n n e l s f o r s t a t i o n
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1 , s t a t i o n 2
l o a d GGE;
l o a d GGN;
l o a d GGZ;
l o a d LVE;
l o a d LVN;
l o a d LVZ;
l o a d RBE;
l o a d RBN;
l o a d RBZ;
l o a d UTE;
l o a d UTN;
l o a d UTZ;
l o a d GGLVRBUT;
%s t o r e each s t a t i o n as a v a r i a b l e : da ta1 , d a t a 2
% data1E =GGE;
% data1N=GGN;
% data1Z =GGZ;
% data2E =LVE;
% data2N=LVN;
% data2Z =LVZ;
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staUTM=GGLVRBUT;
GGEt=GGE( : , 1 ) ;
d t =GGEt ( 2 )−GGEt ( 1 ) ;
n p t s = l e n g t h ( GGEt ) ;
d f = 1 / ( n p t s ∗ d t ) ;
%e n t e r t h e p o s i t i o n i n UTM of s t a t i o n 1 , s t a t i o n 2
UTMGG=[ staUTM ( 1 , 2 ) , staUTM ( 1 , 3 ) ] ; %GG( E a s t i n g , N o r t h i n g )
UTMLV=[ staUTM ( 2 , 2 ) , staUTM ( 2 , 3 ) ] ; %LV( E a s t i n g , N o r t h i n g )
UTMRB=[ staUTM ( 3 , 2 ) , staUTM ( 3 , 3 ) ] ; %RB( E a s t i n g , N o r t h i n g )
UTMUT=[ staUTM ( 4 , 2 ) , staUTM ( 4 , 3 ) ] ; %UT( E a s t i n g , N o r t h i n g )
%User choose one s t a t i o n as UTM1, second s t a t i o n as UTM2
%UTM1= i n p u t ( ’ choose UTMGG, UTMLV, UTMRB, or UTMUT f o r
s t a t i o n 1 ’ )
%UTM2= i n p u t ( ’ choose UTMGG, UTMLV, UTMRB, or UTMUT f o r
s t a t i o n 2 ’ )
UTM1=UTMLV;
UTM2=UTMUT;
i f (UTM1==UTMGG)
d a t a 1 z =GGZ( : , 2 ) ;
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d a t a 1 e =GGE( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 1 n =GGN( : , 2 ) ;
e l s e i f (UTM1==UTMLV)
d a t a 1 z =LVZ ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 1 e =LVE ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 1 n =LVN( : , 2 ) ;
e l s e i f (UTM1==UTMRB)
d a t a 1 z =RBZ ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 1 e =RBE ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 1 n =RBN( : , 2 ) ;
e l s e i f (UTM1==UTMUT)
d a t a 1 z =UTZ ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 1 e =UTE ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 1 n =UTN( : , 2 ) ;
end
i f (UTM2==UTMGG)
d a t a 2 z =GGZ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 2 e =GGE( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 2 n =GGN( : , 2 ) ;
e l s e i f (UTM2==UTMLV)
d a t a 2 z =LVZ ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 2 e =LVE ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 2 n =LVN( : , 2 ) ;
e l s e i f (UTM2==UTMRB)
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d a t a 2 z =RBZ ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 2 e =RBE ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 2 n =RBN( : , 2 ) ;
e l s e i f (UTM2==UTMUT)
d a t a 2 z =UTZ ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 2 e =UTE ( : , 2 ) ;
d a t a 2 n =UTN( : , 2 ) ;
end
t =GGEt ;
z d a t a 1 = da t a1z ’ ;
e d a t a 1 = da t a1e ’ ;
n d a t a 1 = da ta1n ’ ;
z d a t a 2 = da t a2z ’ ;
e d a t a 2 = da t a2e ’ ;
n d a t a 2 = da ta2n ’ ;
f r 1 =0: n p t s /2−1;
f r 1 = f r 1 / ( n p t s ∗ d t ) ;
Z1= f f t ( zda t a1−mean ( z d a t a 1 ) ) ;
% f i g u r e
% p l o t ( f r 1 , abs ( Z1 ( 1 : n p t s / 2 ) ) )
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%c a l c u l a t e t h e d i s t a n c e between t h e two s t a t i o n s
[ d e l r , aa , bb ]= d e l r (UTM1,UTM2) ;
%s e t up c a s c a d e o f nar rowband f i l t e r s
%fbwcf = l i n s p a c e ( 0 . 0 1 , 1 , 5 0 ) ; %l o o k s t h e b e s t so f a r
fbwcf = l i n s p a c e ( 0 . 0 1 , 1 , 5 0 ) ;
%f l o w e s t = fbwcf ( 1 ) ;
f d i f f = 0 . 0 0 1 ;
f o r j =1 : l e n g t h ( fbwcf ) ;
f l o ( j ) = fbwcf ( j )− f d i f f ;
f h i ( j ) = fbwcf ( j ) + f d i f f ;
[ adv , win , b , a ] = b p f i l t 3 ( dt , f l o ( j ) , f h i ( j ) ) ;
% z d a t a 1 f = f i l t e r ( b , a , z d a t a 1 ) ;
% Z1f= f f t ( z d a t a 1 f−mean ( z d a t a 1 f ) ) ;
% f i g u r e
% p l o t ( f r 1 , abs ( Z1f ( 1 : n p t s / 2 ) ) )
%s e t i n i t i a l c o n d i t i o n s
j 1 =1; %s t a r t a t p o s i t i o n 1
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j 2 = j 1 +( win−1) ; %l a s t p o i n t = end of window
% t 1 =1;
% t 2 = t 1 +( win−1) ;
c o u n t e r =0;
%c a l l PCA f u n c t i o n
[ dmfXE1 , dmfXN1 , evecs1 , evecs2 , e v a l s 1 , e v a l s 2 , r a t i o 1 , r a t i o 2 , xx1
, xx2 , yy1 , . . .
yy2 , azim1 , azim2 , n p t s ] = pca2s t aGen ( win , eda t a1 , eda t a2 ,
nda ta1 , nda ta2 , . . .
j1 , j2 , c o u n t e r , adv , b , a ) ;
%a n a l y z e t h e r e s u l t i n g r a t i o s t o f i n d good and bad t ime
windows
[ good t r adeg1 , good t r adeg2 , b a d t r a d e g 1 , b a d t r a d e g 2 , goodaz1deg ,
goodaz2deg , . . .
goodt ime1 , goodt ime2 , maxra t io1 , m a x r a t i o 2 ]= r a t i o a n a l y s i s (
azim1 , azim2 , np t s , adv , win , r a t i o 1 , . . .
r a t i o 2 , GGEt ) ;
% commented t o r e d u c e # of f i g u r e s g e n e r a t e d
% [ fEd1 , fNd1 , t imes tamp1 , gwst1 , gr1 , f i ]= p a r t i c l e m o t i o n (
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good t r adeg1 , . . .
% GGEt , eda t a1 , nda ta1 , zda t a1 , f l o , b , a , win ) ;
%
%c a l c u l a t e c r o s s c o r r e l a t i o n s f o r good windows a t bo th
s t a t i o n s
[ numcomm12 ( j ) , goodindx12 , s t12 , . . .
g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ]= p l o t x c o r r g w i n 1 2 2 ( goodt ime1 , goodt ime2 , . . .
GGEt , win , eda t a1 , eda t a2 , zda t a1 , z d a t a 2 ) ;
s t 1 2 c { j }= s t 1 2 ;
good indxc { j }= goodindx12 ;
% %f i n d t h e v a l u e o f d e l t a x and a l p h a f o r each good az imuth :
NEEDS FIXING ,
% b a s i c a l l y want t o do t h i s l oop f o r a l l e l e m e n t s o f
good indxc { j }
[ d e l t a x ( j ) , a l p h a ( j ) , goodaz1s , goodaz2s ]= s t a t i o n g e o m 3 ( d e l r , aa ,
bb , goodaz1deg , . . .
goodaz2deg , numcomm12 ( j ) , good t r adeg1 , good t r adeg2 ,
g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 , goodindx12 ) ;
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goodaz1sc { j }= goodaz1s ;
goodaz2sc { j }= goodaz2s ;
% %f i n d t h e t r u e v e l o c i t i e s a s a f u n c t i o n o f f r e q u e n c y
% [ vt ruegeom ( j ) , d e l t a t ( j ) ]= r e a l d a t a t i m e s h i f t 5 ( goodindx12 , . . .
% zda t a1 , zda t a2 , d e l r , d e l t a x ( j ) , . . .
% dt , a l p h a ( j ) , fbwcf ( j ) , b , a , win ) ;
end
%n o t e t h a t good indxc {1 ,16} i s a v e c t o r c o n t a i n i n g t h e s t a r t
i n d i c e s o f good
%windows f o r t h e f r e q u e n c y 0 .3131 Hz . Th i s i s a
p a r t i c u l a r l y w e l l
%p o p u l a t e d e n t r y i n goodindxc , w i th 274 good windows .
%good3131= good indxc {1 , 1 6} ;
good3131= good indxc {1 , 4 7} ;
[ f f ]= method2 ( good3131 , win , a lpha , d e l r , np t s , df , d t , zda t a1 ,
z d a t a 2 ) ;
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The following functions were written over the period from May 2011-September 2012.
B.2.1 delr.m
f u n c t i o n [ d e l r , aa , bb ]= d e l r (UTM1,UTM2)
%Thi s f u n c t i o n p e r f o r m s a v e l o c i t y
%c o r r e c t i o n on t h e a p p a r e n t v e l o c i t y ,
%based on t h e s t a t i o n geomet ry and v e l o c i t y
%model from t h e USGS f o r Akutan .
%The o u t p u t i s v e l o c i t y , c o r r e c t e d f o r
%t h e a n g l e o f approach , and t h e
%c r o s s−c o r r e l a t i o n o f t h e two s t a t i o n s .
%d t = t ime sample i n t e r v a l
%t = t i m e s e r i e s from s t a t i o n s
%d e l x = d i s t a n c e between s t a t i o n s
%azim = a n g l e o f a p p r o a c h i n g e ne r gy
%z d a t a 1 = z component o f t h e f i r s t d a t a r e c o r d i n g
%z d a t a 2 = z component o f t h e second d a t a r e c o r d i n g
%v t r u e = t r u e v e l o c i t y , c o r r e c t e d f o r a z i m u t h a l a r r i v a l
%XC12 = c r o s s c o r r e l a t i o n o f s t a t i o n 1 ,2
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%c a l c u l a t e t h e d i s t a n c e between t h e two s t a t i o n s o f c h o i c e
%UTM1, UTM2 a r e o f t h e f o r m a t ( E a s t i n g , N o r t h i n g )
aa=UTM1( 1 , 1 )−UTM2( 1 , 1 ) ; %d i f f e r e n c e between E a s t i n g
bb=UTM1( 1 , 2 )−UTM2( 1 , 2 ) ; %d i f f e r e n c e between N o r t h i n g
cc2 =( aa ˆ 2 ) +( bb ˆ 2 ) ; %P y t h a g o r e a n Thm t o
%f i n d d i s t a n c e between 1 and 2
d e l r = s q r t ( cc2 ) ; %d i s t be tween s t a t i o n 1 and 2 i n m e t e r s
B.2.2 bpfilt3.m
f u n c t i o n [ adv , win , b , a ] = b p f i l t 3 ( dt , f l o , f h i )
%{ i n p u t t h e t ime p o r t i o n o f t h e ( da t a , t ime )
%f o r m a t f i l e t o c a l c u l a t e t h e
%t ime i n t e r v a l , d t , and choose a lower c u t o f f f r e q u e n c y
%f o r t h e B u t t e r w o r t h
%b a n d p a s s f i l t e r . NOTE: s i n c e t h e t ime v e c t o r s a r e
%tr immed t o match t h e
%s h o r t e s t v e c t o r i n t h e body of t h e main code , GGEt
%i s t h e same as
%GGNt , GGZt , LVEt , LVNt , and LVZt . The o u t p u t from t h i s
%f u n c t i o n c o n s i s t s o f
%b and a , r e s p e c t i v e l y t h e n u m e r a t o r and d e n o m i n a t o r
%c o e f f i c i e n t s o f t h e
%f i l t e r . The f i l t e r may t h e n be a p p l i e d t o each window
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%i n t h e PCA a l g o r i t h m . win , t h e t h i r d o u t p u t , i s t h e
%window l e n g t h d e t e r m i n e d from
%t h e p e r i o d o f t h e lo wc u t p o r t i o n o f t h e f i l t e r and t h e d t .
%}
%b p f i l t 3 .m d i f f e r s from b p f i l t 2 .m i n t h a t t h e l o w e s t
%f r e q u e n c y i n fbwcf i s no l o n g e r used f o r d e f i n i n g
%t h e window l e n g t h . A d e f a u l t window l e n g t h i s
%used i n s t e a d .
f l o w e s t = 0 . 0 1 ;
T=1/ f l o w e s t ; %p e r i o d ( s ) o f t h e l o w e s t f i n fbwcf
nsamp= c e i l ( T / d t ) ; %# of samples i n 1 w a v e l e n g t h ;
%c e i l t o g e t i n t e g e r v a l u e
win=nsamp ∗1 ; %s e t window l e n g t h t o # o f sample p o i n t s x2
%win=nsamp ∗5 ; %s e t window l e n g t h t o # o f sample p o i n t s x5
adv =200; %advance t h e window by 500 samples each t ime
f s =1/ d t ; %sa m p l i n g f r e q u e n c y
fnyq =( f s / 2 ) ∗2∗ p i ; %n y q u i s t f r e q u e n c y i n r a d / s
%f h i = f l o ∗2 ; %look a t a p a s s b a n d s p a n n i n g one o c t a v e
wlo =( f l o ∗2∗ p i ) / fnyq ; %a n g u l a r f r e q n o r m a l i z e d by n y q u i s t
whi =( f h i ∗2∗ p i ) / fnyq ; %a n g u l a r f r e q n o r m a l i z e d by n y q u i s t
Wn=[ wlo , whi ] ; %d e f i n e p a s s b a n d
[ b , a ]= b u t t e r ( 4 ,Wn) ;
%[b , a ]= b u t t e r ( 2 ,Wn) ;
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B.2.3 pca2staGen.m
f u n c t i o n [ dmfXE1 , dmfXN1 , evecs1 , evecs2 , e v a l s 1 , e v a l s 2 , r a t i o 1
, . . .
r a t i o 2 , xx1 , xx2 , yy1 , yy2 , azim1 , azim2 , n p t s ] = pca2s t aGen (
win , . . .
eda t a1 , eda t a2 , nda ta1 , nda ta2 , j1 , j2 , c o u n t e r , adv , b , a )
n p t s = l e n g t h ( e d a t a 1 ) ;
dmXE1= e d a t a 1 ( j 1 : j 2 )−mean ( e d a t a 1 ( j 1 : j 2 ) ) ; %demean each
window
dmXE2= e d a t a 2 ( j 1 : j 2 )−mean ( e d a t a 2 ( j 1 : j 2 ) ) ;
dmXN1= n d a t a 1 ( j 1 : j 2 )−mean ( n d a t a 1 ( j 1 : j 2 ) ) ;
dmXN2= n d a t a 2 ( j 1 : j 2 )−mean ( n d a t a 2 ( j 1 : j 2 ) ) ;
dmX1=[dmXE1 ;dmXN1 ] ;
dmX2=[dmXE2 ;dmXN2 ] ;
Xs1 = ( 1 / win ) ∗ (dmX1∗dmX1 ’ ) ;
Xs2 = ( 1 / win ) ∗ (dmX2∗dmX2 ’ ) ;
[ evecs1 , e v a l s 1 ]= e i g ( Xs1 ) ;
[ evecs2 , e v a l s 2 ]= e i g ( Xs2 ) ;
w h i l e ( j2<np t s−adv )
c o u n t e r = c o u n t e r +1;
%winnumber ( c o u n t e r ) = c o u n t e r +1;
j 1 = j 1 +adv ;
j 2 = j 1 +( win−1) ;
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% t 1 = t 1 +adv ;
% t 2 = t 2 +( win−1) ;
dmXE1= e d a t a 1 ( j 1 : j 2 )−mean ( e d a t a 1 ( j 1 : j 2 ) ) ;
dmXE2= e d a t a 2 ( j 1 : j 2 )−mean ( e d a t a 2 ( j 1 : j 2 ) ) ;
dmXN1= n d a t a 1 ( j 1 : j 2 )−mean ( n d a t a 1 ( j 1 : j 2 ) ) ;
dmXN2= n d a t a 2 ( j 1 : j 2 )−mean ( n d a t a 2 ( j 1 : j 2 ) ) ;
dmfXE1= f i l t e r ( b , a , dmXE1) ;
dmfXE2= f i l t e r ( b , a , dmXE2) ;
dmfXN1= f i l t e r ( b , a , dmXN1) ;
dmfXN2= f i l t e r ( b , a , dmXN2) ;
dmfX1 =[dmfXE1 ; dmfXN1 ] ;
dmfX2 =[dmfXE2 ; dmfXN2 ] ;
Xs1 = ( 1 / win ) ∗ ( dmfX1∗dmfX1 ’ ) ;
Xs2 = ( 1 / win ) ∗ ( dmfX2∗dmfX2 ’ ) ;
%f i n d t h e e i g e n v e c t o r s and e i g e n v a l u e s o f Xs
[ evecs1 , e v a l s 1 ]= e i g ( Xs1 ) ;
[ evecs2 , e v a l s 2 ]= e i g ( Xs2 ) ;
[ maxeval1 , i n de x1 ]=max ( max ( e v a l s 1 ) ) ;
[ maxeval2 , i n de x2 ]=max ( max ( e v a l s 2 ) ) ;
[ mineval1 , i ndex21 ]= min ( d i a g ( e v a l s 1 ) ) ;
[ mineval2 , i ndex22 ]= min ( d i a g ( e v a l s 2 ) ) ;
%d e t e r m i n e t h e r a t i o o f each window ’ s max : min e i g e n v a l s
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r a t i o 1 ( c o u n t e r ) =maxeval1 / mineva l1 ;
r a t i o 2 ( c o u n t e r ) =maxeval2 / mineva l2 ;
mj1= ev ec s1 ( : , i nd ex 1 ) ∗15000;
mj2= ev ec s2 ( : , i nd ex 2 ) ∗15000;
xx1 ( c o u n t e r ) =mj1 ( 1 ) ;
xx2 ( c o u n t e r ) =mj2 ( 1 ) ;
yy1 ( c o u n t e r ) =mj1 ( 2 ) ;
yy2 ( c o u n t e r ) =mj2 ( 2 ) ;
%8/2/12 u p d a t e : azim i s now azim ( c o u n t e r )
%f i n d azim of each window
azim1 ( c o u n t e r ) =( p i / 2 )−a t a n 2 ( mj1 ( 1 ) , mj1 ( 2 ) ) ;
azim2 ( c o u n t e r ) =( p i / 2 )−a t a n 2 ( mj2 ( 1 ) , mj2 ( 2 ) ) ;
i f ( azim1 ( c o u n t e r )<0)
azim1 ( c o u n t e r ) =360+ azim1 ( c o u n t e r ) ;
end
i f ( azim2 ( c o u n t e r )<0)
azim2 ( c o u n t e r ) =360+ azim2 ( c o u n t e r ) ;
end
end
B.2.4 ratioanalysis.m
f u n c t i o n [ good t r adeg1 , good t r adeg2 , b a d t r a d e g 1 , . . .
b a d t r a d e g 2 , goodaz1deg , goodaz2deg , goodt ime1 , . . .
goodt ime2 , maxra t io1 , m a x r a t i o 2 ]= r a t i o a n a l y s i s ( azim1 , . . .
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azim2 , np t s , adv , win , r a t i o 1 , r a t i o 2 , GGEt )
%t h i s f u n c t i o n i d e n t i f i e s t h e r a t i o s above and below t h e
%c u t o f f r a t i o and c r e a t e s f i l e s wi th m a t r i c e s o f t h e
%form [ c o l 1 = s t a r t t ime of a window , c o l 2
%= r a t i o f o r t h a t window , c o l 3 = az imuth o f t h a t window ]
m a x r a t i o 1 =max ( r a t i o 1 ) ;
m a x r a t i o 2 =max ( r a t i o 2 ) ;
%m i n r a t i o 1 =min ( r a t i o 1 ) ;
%m i n r a t i o 2 =min ( r a t i o 2 ) ;
%u s e r c h o o s e s c u t o f f p a r a m e t e r
%c u t o p t = i n p u t ( ’ Choose c u t o f f p a r a m t e r : 1 = 60% of max ,
%2 = 1 .5∗1SD above mean ’ )
c u t o p t =1;
i f ( c u t o p t ==1)
c u t o f f 1 =0 .2∗ m a x r a t i o 1 ;
c u t o f f 2 =0 .2∗ m a x r a t i o 2 ;
e l s e i f ( c u t o p t ==2) %o r i g i n a l l y 1 . 5 , n o t 1 . 2
c u t o f f 1 =1 .2∗ s t d ( r a t i o 1 ) +mean ( r a t i o 1 ) ;
c u t o f f 2 =1 .2∗ s t d ( r a t i o 2 ) +mean ( r a t i o 2 ) ;
end
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b1= f i n d ( r a t i o 1 <c u t o f f 1 ) ; %i n d i c e s where r a t i o 1 < c u t o f f
b2= f i n d ( r a t i o 2 <c u t o f f 2 ) ;
g1= f i n d ( r a t i o 1 >c u t o f f 1 ) ; %i n d i c e s where r a t i o 1 > c u t o f f
g2= f i n d ( r a t i o 2 >c u t o f f 2 ) ;
r a t i o b 1 = r a t i o 1 ; %e s t a b l i s h new v e c t o r t o r e c o r d bad r a t i o s
r a t i o b 2 = r a t i o 2 ;
r a t i o 1 ( b1 ) =0; %t h i s s e t s t h e v a l u e o f any r a t i o <c u t o f f
%(bad r a t i o s ) t o z e r o i n t h e new v e c t o r
r a t i o 2 ( b2 ) =0;
r a t i o b 1 ( g1 ) =0; %t h i s s e t s t h e v a l u e o f any good r a t i o s t o
z e r o
r a t i o b 2 ( g2 ) =0;
%match t h e t i m e s t a m p s from t h e nonze ro columns of r a t i o 1 ,
r a t i o 2
T=GGEt ;
i 1 =1;
i 2 = i 1 +( win−1) ;
c o u n t e r 2 =0;
t imewin =T ( i 1 : i 2 ) ; %f i r s t t ime window (200 p o i n t s )
t ime1 = t imewin ( 1 ) ; %f i r s t t ime stamp on f i r s t 200− p t t ime
window
w h i l e ( i2<np t s−adv )
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c o u n t e r 2 = c o u n t e r 2 +1;
i 1 = i 1 +adv ;
i 2 = i 1 +( win−1) ;
t imewin =T ( i 1 : i 2 ) ;
t ime1 ( c o u n t e r 2 ) = t imewin ( 1 ) ;
end
%make m a t r i x o f good r a t i o s and t i m e s
t r g 1 =[ r a t i o 1 ; t ime1 ] ;
t r g 2 =[ r a t i o 2 ; t ime1 ] ;
%make m a t r i x o f bad r a t i o s and t i m e s
t r b 1 =[ r a t i o b 1 , t ime1 ] ;
t r b 2 =[ r a t i o b 2 , t ime1 ] ;
%f i n d t h e i n d i c e s o f nonze ro v a l u e s o f r a t i o v e c t o r ( good
r a t i o s )
i n d i c e s 1 = f i n d ( r a t i o 1 ) ;
i n d i c e s 2 = f i n d ( r a t i o 2 ) ;
%same f o r bad r a t i o s
i n d i c e s b 1 = f i n d ( r a t i o b 1 ) ;
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i n d i c e s b 2 = f i n d ( r a t i o b 2 ) ;
%g o o d r a t i o i s a l l o f nonze ro samples o f r a t i o
g o o d r a t i o 1 = n o n z e r o s ( r a t i o 1 ) ;
g o o d r a t i o 2 = n o n z e r o s ( r a t i o 2 ) ;
%s i m i l a r l y , b a d r a t i o
b a d r a t i o 1 = n o n z e r o s ( r a t i o b 1 ) ;
b a d r a t i o 2 = n o n z e r o s ( r a t i o b 2 ) ;
%s e l e c t s t a r t t i m e s f o r t h e good windows
goodt ime1 =[ t ime1 ( i n d i c e s 1 ) ] ’ ;
goodt ime2 =[ t ime1 ( i n d i c e s 2 ) ] ’ ;
%and now bad windows
bad t ime1 =[ t ime1 ( i n d i c e s b 1 ) ] ’ ;
bad t ime2 =[ t ime1 ( i n d i c e s b 2 ) ] ’ ;
%f i n d t h e good a z i m u t h s
goodaz1=azim1 ( i n d i c e s 1 ) ’ ;
goodaz2=azim2 ( i n d i c e s 2 ) ’ ;
badaz1 =azim1 ( i n d i c e s b 1 ) ’ ;
badaz2 =azim2 ( i n d i c e s b 2 ) ’ ;
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%c o n v e r t az ims t o d e g r e e s
goodaz1deg=goodaz1 ∗ ( 1 8 0 / p i ) ;
goodaz2deg=goodaz2 ∗ ( 1 8 0 / p i ) ;
badaz1deg = badaz1 ∗ ( 1 8 0 / p i ) ;
badaz2deg = badaz2 ∗ ( 1 8 0 / p i ) ;
%make m a t r i c e s o f good r a t i o , good t ime , good az imuth
g o o d t r a d e g 1 =[ g o o d r a t i o 1 , goodt ime1 , goodaz1deg ] ;
g o o d t r a d e g 2 =[ g o o d r a t i o 2 , goodt ime2 , goodaz2deg ] ;
%make m a t r i c e s o f bad r a t i o , bad t ime , bad az imuth
b a d t r a d e g 1 =[ b a d r a t i o 1 , badt ime1 , badaz1deg ] ;
b a d t r a d e g 2 =[ b a d r a t i o 2 , badt ime2 , badaz2deg ] ;
B.2.5 particlemotion.m
f u n c t i o n [ fEd1 , fNd1 , t imes tamp1 , gwst1 , gr1 , f i ]= p a r t i c l e m o t i o n (
good t r adeg1 , . . .
GGEt , eda t a1 , nda ta1 , zda t a1 , f l o , b , a , win )
%t h i s f u n c t i o n p r o d u c e s fEd1 and fEd1 , which can be p l o t t e d
by t h e command :
% p l o t ( fEd1 , fNd2 , ’ gs ’ )
%t o produce a graph of t h e p a r t i c l e mot ion f o r t h e f i r s t s i x
good windows
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%of t h e PCA f o r eda t a1 , n d a t a 1
%l i n e s f o r p l o t t i n g a r e commented out , 9 / 2 3 / 1 2
z d a t a 1 = zda t a1 ’ ;
f o r i = 1 : 6
t imes t amp1 ( i ) = g o o d t r a d e g 1 ( i , 2 ) ; %s e l e c t t ime stamp of
each s t a r t t ime
gwst1 ( i ) = f i n d ( GGEt== t imes t amp1 ( i ) ) ; %f i n d t h e i n d e x f o r
each t imes t amp
gr1 ( i ) = g o o d t r a d e g 1 ( i , 1 ) ; %s e l e c t t h e r a t i o o f t h e good
window
f i ( i ) = i +1 ; %c r e a t e a f i g u r e i n d e x
Ed1= e d a t a 1 ( gwst1 ( i ) : gwst1 ( i ) +win )−mean ( e d a t a 1 ( gwst1 ( i ) :
gwst1 ( i ) +win ) ) ;
Nd1= n d a t a 1 ( gwst1 ( i ) : gwst1 ( i ) +win )−mean ( n d a t a 1 ( gwst1 ( i ) :
gwst1 ( i ) +win ) ) ;
Zd1= z d a t a 1 ( gwst1 ( i ) : gwst1 ( i ) +win )−mean ( z d a t a 1 ( gwst1 ( i ) :
gwst1 ( i ) +win ) ) ;
fEd1= f i l t e r ( b , a , Ed1 ) ;
fNd1= f i l t e r ( b , a , Nd1 ) ;
fZd1= f i l t e r ( b , a , Zd1 ) ;
% f i g u r e ( f i ( i ) ) %p l o t t h e good and t h e bad wi th t h i s
o p t i o n OR
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% %f i g u r e %p l o t t h e good and t h e z wi th t h i s o p t i o n
% p l o t ( fEd1 , fNd1 , ’ gs ’ )
% a x i s s q u a r e
% t i t l e ({ [ ’ e d a t a 1 v n d a t a 1 f o r good t ime window s t a r t i n g
wi th . . .
% t ime ’ , num2s t r ( t imes t amp1 ( i ) ) ] , [ ’ r a t i o ’ ,
num2s t r ( g r1 ( i ) ) ] , . .
% [ ’ low c u t f r e q u e n c y i n Hz = ’ , num2s t r ( f l o ) ] } )
% f i g u r e
% p l o t ( fZd1 , fEd1 , ’ cs ’ )
% a x i s s q u a r e
% t i t l e ( ’ P a r t i c l e mot ion f o r Z v . Eas t ’ )
% f i g u r e
% p l o t ( fZd1 , fNd1 , ’ cs ’ )
% a x i s s q u a r e
% t i t l e ( ’ p a r t i c l e mot ion f o r Z v . North ’ )
end
B.2.6 plotxcorr gwin12 2.m
f u n c t i o n [ numcomm12 , goodindx12 , s t12 , . . .
g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ]= p l o t x c o r r g w i n 1 2 2 ( goodt ime1 , goodt ime2 , . . .
GGEt , win , eda t a1 , eda t a2 , zda t a1 , z d a t a 2 )
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%t h i s f u n c t i o n i d e n t i f i e s good s t a r t windows i n bo th t h e
f i r s t and second
%d a t a s e r i e s .
%f i n d where t h e r e ’ s a good window i n bo th s t a t i o n s
s t 1 2 = i n t e r s e c t ( goodt ime1 , goodt ime2 ) ;
%c o u n t t h e number o f t h e s e good windows ove r t h e whole
s e r i e s
numcomm12= l e n g t h ( s t 1 2 ) ;
%t h e f o l l o w i n g p l o t o p t i o n s a r e commented o u t t o r e d u c e
r u n t i m e
%f i n d i n d e x of good t ime
%
% i f ( numcomm12>0)
% f o r i i =1 : numcomm12
% goodindx12 ( i i ) = f i n d ( GGEt== s t 1 2 ( i i ) ) ;
% g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ( i i ) =GGEt ( goodindx12 ( i i ) ) ;
% g s t a r t d a t a 1 2 ( i i ) = e d a t a 1 ( goodindx12 ( i i ) ) ;
% g o o d s t a r t s 1 2 =[ g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ( i i ) , g s t a r t d a t a 1 2 ( i i ) ] ;
%s t o r e v a l u e s o f t h e good s t a r t i n g t ime / d a t a p o i n t i n a
m a t r i x f o r l a t e r use
% gooddata1E = e d a t a 1 ( goodindx12 ( i i ) : goodindx12 ( i i ) +
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win ) ;
% gooddata2E = e d a t a 2 ( goodindx12 ( i i ) : goodindx12 ( i i ) +
win ) ;
% goodt ime12 =GGEt ( goodindx12 ( i i ) : goodindx12 ( i i ) +win )
;
% gooddata1Z = z d a t a 1 ( goodindx12 ( i i ) : goodindx12 ( i i ) +
win ) ;
% gooddata2Z = z d a t a 2 ( goodindx12 ( i i ) : goodindx12 ( i i ) +
win ) ;
% dmgood1E=gooddata2E−mean ( gooddata2E ) ;
% dmgood2E=gooddata2E−mean ( gooddata2E ) ;
% [ c12E , l ags12E ]= x c o r r ( dmgood1E , dmgood2E ) ;
% f i g u r e
% stem ( lags12E , c12E ) ;
% t i t l e ({ [ ’ x c o r r f o r f i r s t good window , . . .
% E c h a n n e l s o f 1 and 2 ’ ] , [ ’ s t a r t t ime ’ ,
num2s t r ( goodt ime12 ( i i ) ) ] } )
% x l a b e l ( ’ Lags i n Number o f Samples ’ )
% y l a b e l ( ’ Ampl i tude ( Not Normal ized ) ’ )
% dmgood1Z=gooddata1Z−mean ( gooddata1Z ) ;
% dmgood2Z=gooddata2Z−mean ( gooddata2Z ) ;
% [ c12Z , l ags12Z ]= x c o r r ( dmgood1Z , dmgood2Z ) ;
% f i g u r e
% stem ( lags12Z , c12Z ) ;
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% t i t l e ({ [ ’ x c o r r f o r f i r s t good window , Z c h a n n e l s
o f 1 and 2 ’ ] , . . .
% [ ’ s t a r t t ime ’ , num2s t r ( goodt ime12 ( i i ) ) ] } )
% x l a b e l ( ’ Lags i n Number o f Samples ’ )
% y l a b e l ( ’ Ampl i tude ( Not Normal ized ) ’ )
% end
% e l s e
% goodindx12 =0;
% end
% %j u s t do i t f o r t h e f i r s t good window
% i f ( numcomm12>0)
% goodindx12 ( 1 ) = f i n d ( GGEt== s t 1 2 ( 1 ) ) ;
% g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ( 1 ) =GGEt ( goodindx12 ( 1 ) ) ;
% g s t a r t d a t a 1 2 ( 1 ) = e d a t a 1 ( goodindx12 ( 1 ) ) ;
% g o o d s t a r t s 1 2 =[ g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ( 1 ) , g s t a r t d a t a 1 2 ( 1 ) ] ;
% gooddata1E = e d a t a 1 ( goodindx12 ( 1 ) : goodindx12 ( 1 ) +win ) ;
% gooddata2E = e d a t a 2 ( goodindx12 ( 1 ) : goodindx12 ( 1 ) +win ) ;
% goodt ime12 =GGEt ( goodindx12 ( 1 ) : goodindx12 ( 1 ) +win ) ;
% gooddata1Z = z d a t a 1 ( goodindx12 ( 1 ) : goodindx12 ( 1 ) +win ) ;
% gooddata2Z = z d a t a 2 ( goodindx12 ( 1 ) : goodindx12 ( 1 ) +win ) ;
% dmgood1E=gooddata2E−mean ( gooddata2E ) ;
% dmgood2E=gooddata2E−mean ( gooddata2E ) ;
% [ c12E , l ags12E ]= x c o r r ( dmgood1E , dmgood2E ) ;
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% % f i g u r e
% % stem ( lags12E , c12E ) ;
% % t i t l e ({ [ ’ x c o r r f o r f i r s t good window , E c h a n n e l s o f
1 and 2 ’ ] , . . .
% [ ’ s t a r t t ime ’ , num2s t r ( goodt ime12 ( 1 ) ) ] } )
% % x l a b e l ( ’ Lags i n Number o f Samples ’ )
% % y l a b e l ( ’ Ampl i tude ( Not Normal ized ) ’ )
% dmgood1Z=gooddata1Z−mean ( gooddata1Z ) ;
% dmgood2Z=gooddata2Z−mean ( gooddata2Z ) ;
% [ c12Z , l ags12Z ]= x c o r r ( dmgood1Z , dmgood2Z ) ;
% % f i g u r e
% % stem ( lags12Z , c12Z ) ;
% % t i t l e ({ [ ’ x c o r r f o r f i r s t good window , Z c h a n n e l s o f
1 and 2 ’ ] , . . .
% [ ’ s t a r t t ime ’ , num2s t r ( goodt ime12 ( 1 ) ) ] } )
% % x l a b e l ( ’ Lags i n Number o f Samples ’ )
% % y l a b e l ( ’ Ampl i tude ( Not Normal ized ) ’ )
% e l s e
% goodindx12 =0;
% g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 =0;
% end
%do i t f o r a l l good windows
i f ( numcomm12>0)
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f o r i 0 =1: numcomm12
goodindx12 ( i 0 ) = f i n d ( GGEt== s t 1 2 ( i 0 ) ) ;
g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ( i 0 ) =GGEt ( goodindx12 ( i 0 ) ) ;
g s t a r t d a t a 1 2 ( i 0 ) = e d a t a 1 ( goodindx12 ( i 0 ) ) ;
g o o d s t a r t s 1 2 =[ g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ( i 0 ) , g s t a r t d a t a 1 2 ( i 0 ) ] ;
gooddata1E = e d a t a 1 ( goodindx12 ( i 0 ) : goodindx12 ( i 0 ) +win ) ;
gooddata2E = e d a t a 2 ( goodindx12 ( i 0 ) : goodindx12 ( i 0 ) +win ) ;
goodt ime12 =GGEt ( goodindx12 ( i 0 ) : goodindx12 ( i 0 ) +win ) ;
gooddata1Z = z d a t a 1 ( goodindx12 ( i 0 ) : goodindx12 ( i 0 ) +win ) ;
gooddata2Z = z d a t a 2 ( goodindx12 ( i 0 ) : goodindx12 ( i 0 ) +win ) ;
dmgood1E=gooddata2E−mean ( gooddata2E ) ;
dmgood2E=gooddata2E−mean ( gooddata2E ) ;
[ c12E , l ags12E ]= x c o r r ( dmgood1E , dmgood2E ) ;
% f i g u r e
% stem ( lags12E , c12E ) ;
% t i t l e ({ [ ’ x c o r r f o r f i r s t good window , E c h a n n e l s o f 1
and 2 ’ ] , . . .
% [ ’ s t a r t t ime ’ , num2s t r ( goodt ime12 ( 1 ) ) ] } )
% x l a b e l ( ’ Lags i n Number o f Samples ’ )
% y l a b e l ( ’ Ampl i tude ( Not Normal ized ) ’ )
dmgood1Z=gooddata1Z−mean ( gooddata1Z ) ;
dmgood2Z=gooddata2Z−mean ( gooddata2Z ) ;
[ c12Z , l ags12Z ]= x c o r r ( dmgood1Z , dmgood2Z ) ;
% f i g u r e
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% stem ( lags12Z , c12Z ) ;
% t i t l e ({ [ ’ x c o r r f o r f i r s t good window , Z c h a n n e l s o f 1
and 2 ’ ] , . . .
% [ ’ s t a r t t ime ’ , num2s t r ( goodt ime12 ( 1 ) ) ] } )
% x l a b e l ( ’ Lags i n Number o f Samples ’ )
% y l a b e l ( ’ Ampl i tude ( Not Normal ized ) ’ )
end
e l s e
goodindx12 =0;
g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 =0;
end
B.2.7 stationgeom3.m
f u n c t i o n [ d e l t a x , a lpha , goodaz1s , goodaz2s ]= s t a t i o n g e o m 3 ( d e l r ,
aa , bb , goodaz1deg , . . .
goodaz2deg , numcomm12 , good t r adeg1 , good t r adeg2 ,
g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 , goodindx12 )
%
% %c a l c u l a t e t h e a n g l e between t h e r a y p a t h from s t a t i o n A t o
s t a t i o n B and
% %North
% p s i = a t a n ( aa / bb ) ; %aa i s e a s t i n g , bb i s n o r t h i n g
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% %s e t p h i = t h e a v e r a g e o f t h e az imu th a t t h e f i r s t s t a t i o n
and t h e azim of
% %t h e second s t a t i o n f o r each good window : t h i s i s t h e
number o f d e g r e e s
% %o f f o f n o r t h
% i f numcomm12>0
% f o r i i =1 : numcomm12
% wheresg1 ( i i ) = f i n d ( g o o d t r a d e g 1 ( : , 2 ) == g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ( i i ) ) ;
% wheresg2 ( i i ) = f i n d ( g o o d t r a d e g 2 ( : , 2 ) == g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ( i i ) ) ;
% goodaz1s ( i i ) =goodaz1deg ( wheresg1 ( i i ) ) ;
% goodaz2s ( i i ) =goodaz2deg ( wheresg2 ( i i ) ) ;
% %%%FIX THIS : need t o s u b t r a c t t h e a n g l e s from 180
% i f goodaz1s ( i i )>180
% goodaz1s ( i i ) = goodaz1s ( i i ) −180;
% e l s e
% goodaz1s ( i i ) = goodaz1s ( i i ) ;
% end
% i f goodaz2s ( i i )>180
% goodaz2s ( i i ) = goodaz2s ( i i ) −180;
% e l s e
% goodaz2s ( i i ) = goodaz2s ( i i ) ;
% end
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%
%
% %t a k e a v e r a g e a n g l e o f a p p r o a c h i n g e ne r gy f o r each
good window
% p h i ( i i ) = ( ( goodaz1s ( i i ) + goodaz2s ( i i ) ) / 2 ) ∗ ( p i / 1 8 0 ) ; %
c o n v e r t t o r a d
% %i d e n t i f y t h e u n i t v e c t o r p o i n t i n g t o w a r d s t h e s o u r c e
% xx1 ( i i ) = s i n ( p h i ( i i ) ) ;
% yy1 ( i i ) = cos ( p h i ( i i ) ) ;
% zz1 =[ xx1 ( i i ) ; yy1 ( i i ) ] ;
% matzz1 ( : , i i ) =zz1 ; %f i r s t c o l =xx1 ( 1 ) , yy1 ( 1 ) ; 2nd c o l =
xx1 ( 2 ) , yy1 ( 2 ) ;
% %i d e n t i f y t h e u n i t v e c t o r p o i n t i n g from one s t a t i o n t o
a n o t h e r
% xx2= abs ( aa ) ;
% yy2= abs ( bb ) ;
% %xx2=aa ;
% %yy2=bb ;
% zz2 =[ xx2 ; yy2 ] ;
% %f i n d i n n e r p r o d u c t be tween t h e two v e c t o r s
% i n p r o d z z 1 2 ( : , i i ) =matzz1 ( : , i i ) ’∗ zz2 ;
% normzz1 ( : , i i ) =norm ( matzz1 ( : , i i ) ) ; %i t ’ s a u n i t v e c t o r
−> s h o u l d = 1
% normzz2=norm ( zz2 ) ;
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% c o s b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) = i n p r o d z z 1 2 ( : , i i ) . / ( normzz1 ( : , i i ) ∗
normzz2 ) ;
% b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) = acos ( c o s b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) ) ;
% %be s u r e t h a t b e t a i s a c u t e
% i f b e t a p r i m e ( i i )>( p i / 2 ) ;
% %b e t a ( i i ) =(2∗ p i )−b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) ; t h i s i s
s u b t r a c t i n g from 3 6 0 . .
% b e t a ( i i ) =pi−b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) ;
% e l s e
% b e t a ( i i ) = b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) ;
% end
% a l p h a ( i i ) =( p i / 2 )−b e t a ( i i ) ;
% d e l t a x ( i i ) = d e l r ∗ ( s i n ( a l p h a ( i i ) ) ) ; %h y p o t e n u s e ∗ s i n (
a l p h a ) = d e l t a x
% end
% e l s e
% a l p h a =0;
% d e l t a x =0;
% end
% i f numcomm12>0
% f o r i i =1 : l e n g t h ( numcomm12 )
% wheresg1 ( i i ) = f i n d ( g o o d t r a d e g 1 ( : , 2 ) == g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ( i i ) ) ;
% wheresg2 ( i i ) = f i n d ( g o o d t r a d e g 2 ( : , 2 ) == g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ( i i ) ) ;
% goodaz1s ( i i ) =goodaz1deg ( wheresg1 ( i i ) ) ;
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% goodaz2s ( i i ) =goodaz2deg ( wheresg2 ( i i ) ) ;
% %%%FIX THIS : need t o s u b t r a c t t h e a n g l e s from 180
% i f goodaz1s ( i i )>90
% goodaz1s ( i i ) = goodaz1s ( i i ) −180;
% e l s e
% goodaz1s ( i i ) = goodaz1s ( i i ) ;
% end
% i f goodaz2s ( i i )>90
% goodaz2s ( i i ) = goodaz2s ( i i ) −180;
% e l s e
% goodaz2s ( i i ) = goodaz2s ( i i ) ;
% end
%
%
% %t a k e a v e r a g e a n g l e o f a p p r o a c h i n g e ne r gy f o r each
good window
% p h i ( i i ) = ( ( goodaz1s ( i i ) + goodaz2s ( i i ) ) / 2 ) ∗ ( p i / 1 8 0 ) ; %
c o n v e r t t o r a d
% %i d e n t i f y t h e u n i t v e c t o r p o i n t i n g t o w a r d s t h e s o u r c e
% xx1 ( i i ) = s i n ( p h i ( i i ) ) ;
% yy1 ( i i ) = cos ( p h i ( i i ) ) ;
% zz1 =[ xx1 ( i i ) ; yy1 ( i i ) ] ;
% matzz1 ( : , i i ) =zz1 ; %f i r s t c o l =xx1 ( 1 ) , yy1 ( 1 ) ; 2nd c o l =
xx1 ( 2 ) , yy1 ( 2 ) ;
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% %i d e n t i f y t h e u n i t v e c t o r p o i n t i n g from one s t a t i o n t o
a n o t h e r
% xx2= abs ( aa ) ;
% yy2= abs ( bb ) ;
% %xx2=aa ;
% %yy2=bb ;
% zz2 =[ xx2 ; yy2 ] ;
% %f i n d i n n e r p r o d u c t be tween t h e two v e c t o r s
% i n p r o d z z 1 2 ( : , i i ) =matzz1 ( : , i i ) ’∗ zz2 ;
% normzz1 ( : , i i ) =norm ( matzz1 ( : , i i ) ) ; %i t ’ s a u n i t v e c t o r
−> s h o u l d = 1
% normzz2=norm ( zz2 ) ;
% c o s b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) = i n p r o d z z 1 2 ( : , i i ) . / ( normzz1 ( : , i i ) ∗
normzz2 ) ;
% b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) = acos ( c o s b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) ) ;
% %be s u r e t h a t b e t a i s a c u t e
% i f b e t a p r i m e ( i i )>( p i / 2 ) ;
% %b e t a ( i i ) =(2∗ p i )−b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) ; t h i s i s
s u b t r a c t i n g from 3 6 0 . .
% b e t a ( i i ) =pi−b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) ;
% e l s e
% b e t a ( i i ) = b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) ;
% end
% a l p h a ( i i ) =( p i / 2 )−b e t a ( i i ) ;
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% d e l t a x ( i i ) = d e l r ∗ ( s i n ( a l p h a ( i i ) ) ) ; %h y p o t e n u s e ∗ s i n (
a l p h a ) = d e l t a x
% end
% e l s e
% a l p h a =0;
% d e l t a x =0;
% goodaz1s =0;
% goodaz2s =0;
% end
%t r y i t f o r f i r s t good window
i f numcomm12>0
f o r i i =1
wheresg1 ( i i ) = f i n d ( g o o d t r a d e g 1 ( : , 2 ) == g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ( i i ) ) ;
wheresg2 ( i i ) = f i n d ( g o o d t r a d e g 2 ( : , 2 ) == g s t a r t t i m e 1 2 ( i i ) ) ;
goodaz1s ( i i ) =goodaz1deg ( wheresg1 ( i i ) ) ;
goodaz2s ( i i ) =goodaz2deg ( wheresg2 ( i i ) ) ;
%%%FIX THIS : need t o s u b t r a c t t h e a n g l e s from 180
i f goodaz1s ( i i )>90
goodaz1s ( i i ) = goodaz1s ( i i ) −180;
e l s e
goodaz1s ( i i ) = goodaz1s ( i i ) ;
end
i f goodaz2s ( i i )>90
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goodaz2s ( i i ) = goodaz2s ( i i ) −180;
e l s e
goodaz2s ( i i ) = goodaz2s ( i i ) ;
end
%t a k e a v e r a g e a n g l e o f a p p r o a c h i n g e ne r gy f o r each good
window
p h i ( i i ) = ( ( goodaz1s ( i i ) + goodaz2s ( i i ) ) / 2 ) ∗ ( p i / 1 8 0 ) ; %
c o n v e r t t o r a d
%i d e n t i f y t h e u n i t v e c t o r p o i n t i n g t o w a r d s t h e s o u r c e
xx1 ( i i ) = s i n ( p h i ( i i ) ) ;
yy1 ( i i ) = cos ( p h i ( i i ) ) ;
zz1 =[ xx1 ( i i ) ; yy1 ( i i ) ] ;
matzz1 ( : , i i ) =zz1 ; %f i r s t c o l =xx1 ( 1 ) , yy1 ( 1 ) ; 2nd c o l =
xx1 ( 2 ) , yy1 ( 2 ) ;
%i d e n t i f y t h e u n i t v e c t o r p o i n t i n g from one s t a t i o n t o
a n o t h e r
xx2= abs ( aa ) ;
yy2= abs ( bb ) ;
%xx2=aa ;
%yy2=bb ;
zz2 =[ xx2 ; yy2 ] ;
%f i n d i n n e r p r o d u c t be tween t h e two v e c t o r s
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i n p r o d z z 1 2 ( : , i i ) =matzz1 ( : , i i ) ’∗ zz2 ;
normzz1 ( : , i i ) =norm ( matzz1 ( : , i i ) ) ; %i t ’ s a u n i t v e c t o r
−> s h o u l d = 1
normzz2=norm ( zz2 ) ;
c o s b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) = i n p r o d z z 1 2 ( : , i i ) . / ( normzz1 ( : , i i ) ∗
normzz2 ) ;
b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) = acos ( c o s b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) ) ;
%be s u r e t h a t b e t a i s a c u t e
i f b e t a p r i m e ( i i )>( p i / 2 ) ;
%b e t a ( i i ) =(2∗ p i )−b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) ; t h i s i s s u b t r a c t i n g
from 3 6 0 . .
b e t a ( i i ) =pi−b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) ;
e l s e
b e t a ( i i ) = b e t a p r i m e ( i i ) ;
end
a l p h a ( i i ) =( p i / 2 )−b e t a ( i i ) ;
d e l t a x ( i i ) = d e l r ∗ ( s i n ( a l p h a ( i i ) ) ) ; %h y p o t e n u s e ∗ s i n ( a l p h a
) = d e l t a x
end
e l s e
a l p h a =0;
d e l t a x =0;
goodaz1s =0;
goodaz2s =0;
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end
B.2.8 method2.m
f u n c t i o n [ f f ]= method2 ( good3131 , win , a lpha , d e l r , np t s , df , d t ,
zda t a1 , z d a t a 2 )
%t h i s i s t h e f u n c t i o n v e r s i o n o f method 2 f o r d e t e r m i n i n g
t h e phase
%v e l o c i t y d i s p e r s i o n curve , which u s e s c r o s s c o r r e l a t i o n o f
two s i g n a l s
%d u r i n g a good window .
f =0: np t s −1;
f =( f ∗ df ) ;
f s =1 / d t ;
NFFT = 2ˆ nextpow2 ( win ) ;
f f = f s / 2∗ l i n s p a c e ( 0 , 1 , NFFT / 2 + 1 ) ;
f o r i 2 =1: l e n g t h ( good3131 ) ;
matz1= z d a t a 1 ( good3131 ( i 2 ) : good3131 ( i 2 ) +win ) ;
matz2= z d a t a 2 ( good3131 ( i 2 ) : good3131 ( i 2 ) +win ) ;
z1m=matz1−mean ( matz1 ) ;
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z2m=matz2−mean ( matz2 ) ;
Z1m= f f t ( z1m , NFFT) / win ;
Z2m= f f t ( z2m , NFFT) / win ;
Z1m= c o n j (Z1m) ;
x c o r r 1 2 =Z2m .∗Z1m ;
angw= a n g l e ( x c o r r 1 2 ) ;
UWw=unwrap ( angw ) ;
xx= l i n s p a c e ( . 1 , 1 , 1 5 ) ;
yy= s p l i n e ( f f ,UWw( 1 : NFFT / 2 + 1 ) , xx ) ;
maxgoodxx= f i n d ( xx ==1) ;
f o r j j =1 : maxgoodxx ;
phaseangsw ( j j ) =yy ( xx==xx ( j j ) ) ;
d e l t s w ( j j )=−phaseangsw ( j j ) / ( 2 ∗ p i ∗xx ( j j ) ) ;
v t r u e s w ( j j ) =( s i n ( a l p h a ( 1 6 ) ) ∗ d e l r ) / d e l t s w ( j j ) ;
goodxxw=xx ( 1 : j j ) ;
end
p l o t ( goodxxw , v t r u e s w )
t i t l e ( ’ r e a l d a t a phase v e l o c i t y d i s p e r s i o n curve ’ )
x l a b e l ( ’ f r e q u e n c y ( Hz ) ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ v e l o c i t y (m/ s ) ’ )
drawnow ; pause ( 2 )
end
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Appendix C
GEOLOGY OF THE ALEUTIANS AND ALASKA
C.1 Introduction
The geology of southern Alaska is complex and, in its most extreme geographic locations,
is still poorly understood. To familiarize the reader with the geologic setting of Akutan,
where the methods developed in Chapter 4 are applied, and to inform the reading of results
and discussion Chapters 5 and 6, an overview of the geology both for Alaska as a whole
and Akutan specifically is provided here. As this project was originally conceived with the
intent to build a fully automated early warning system based on the methods developed
here, an understanding of the historic and prehistoric volcanic behavior of Akutan is also
desirable. This chapter begins with a description of the geological and concludes with a
brief review of the volcanic activity along the arc and at Akutan.
C.2 General Geological Setting
Alaska geology may be broken down into four major physiographic subdivisions (Det-
terman et al., n.d.). The northernmost physiographic province consists of the Interior
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Plains division of North America. The Arctic Coastal Plain, an area of current interest
for petroleum exploration, is entirely contained within this province. South of the Arc-
tic Coastal Plain are the units comprising the Cordillera orogenic belt of North America.
From north to south, they are the Rocky Mountains System, corresponding to the north-
ern Cordillera, the Intermontane Plateaux System, consisting of the region now referred
to as Interior Alaska, and the Pacific Mountains System, which is the Alaskan extent of
the southern Cordillera. Unlike Interior Alaska, which remained mostly unglaciated in
the Pleistocene and allowed for overland travel from Eurasia, the northern and southern
Cordillera were mostly covered in ice during the glaciations. Glacial topography is evident
throughout (Plafker and Berg, 1994).
The Aleutian Arc is the western extent of the Alaska Range, which is a part of the
large Pacific Mountains System that follows the west coast of North America. Underly-
ing the southern Cordillera is an intraoceanic arc terrane, oceanic plateaux with extensive
intrusions of mid-Cretaceous to Paleogene-aged plutons, accretionary prisms that formed
due to the unusually high rate of sediment deposition into the intraoceanic arc, and flysch
basins, all ranging in age from Proterozoic to Cenozoic. The mountainous topography on
the mainland formed as a result of the ongoing accretion along the northern Gulf of Alaska.
The Aleutian Islands, however, are composed of Cenozoic volcanic rock from stratovolca-
noes formed north of the Aleutian Megathrust boundary. There are at least 36 volcanoes
that have been active since 1760 along the island chain (Coats, 1950) and they are spaced,
with few exceptions, at about 60-70 km apart (Fournelle et al., 1994). The western Aleutian
magmatic arc is built on relatively young oceanic crust while the eastern portion overlays
the older accreted crust of the southern Cordillera (Plafker and Berg, 1994). The volcanism
along the arc occurs along a linear, segmented front with a decrease in activity from east to
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west. Historic volcanic activity is at its maximum at the area of greatest convergence be-
tween the Pacific and North American plate and at its least in the west, where the boundary
tends towards transform movement (Fournelle et al., 1994).
Petroleum exploration and the construction of the infrastructure needed to transport
gas and oil from Prudhoe Bay, a supergiant field on the North Slope, was the primary
driver for geological and geophysical exploration of Alaska from the time of the discovery
of Prudhoe Bay in 1968 through the 1980s. Exploration techniques included exploratory
drilling, aeromagnetic mapping, ship-borne magnetic, gravity, and seismic surveys, and
mapping of permafrost near the proposed track of the Trans-Alaska pipeline. The efforts
of the National Science Foundation-funded Deep Sea Drilling Program revealed the first
data on stratigraphy of the boundary between the oceanic and continental crust. Along the
subduction boundary, extensive research was and still is currently devoted to mapping the
complex structure of the megathrust and upper crust. In response to the eruption at Mount
Spurr volcano in 1992, the USGS established the Alaska Volcano Observatory to study
volcanology and geophysics in the region and to develop early-warning systems for the
active volcanoes on both the mainland and along the Aleutians (Plafker and Berg, 1994).
Despite the increase in exploration, geological mapping, and geophysical and vol-
canological investigations over the latter half of the last century, many details of the ge-
ology and subsurface in Alaska remain vague. Where there is no interest in oil or mineral
exploration, the geophysical research is limited to analyses of the recordings collected at
permanent seismic networks or temporary field installments. The number of mapping and
subsurface investigations has increased with time but, given the great size of Alaska, a
comprehensive picture is still incomplete. Even for active volcanoes, the isolation and
limited commercial interest in some locations has left us with only geological maps and
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no understanding of the magmatic systems below the surface. For Akutan Volcano, the
most detailed geological information specifically limited to the island is contained in the
geological map by Richter et al. (1998).
At the time of publication of this document, the subsurface of Akutan Volcano has not
been modeled. Many challenges are presented in the study of Akutan: it is located near
the halfway point on the east-west stretch of the Aleutians and can be accessed only by
boat or amphibious aircraft (Aku, 2012), and the permanent seismic network of broadband
stations that allow deeper glimpses of the subsurface is particularly sparse with only four
out of five total stations featuring overlapping time windows of more than a couple of
months. The sparsity of stations, remote nature of the site, and need for analysis to develop
an early-warning system to protect residents, air traffic, and commercial enterprises are all
trademark challenges of geophysical investigations in Alaska.
C.3 Geology of Aleutian Islands - An Overview
Unimak Pass marks the division between the two geologically dissimilar portions of the
Aleutian Islands. West of the division is the Aleutian Ridge segment. To the east is the
Alaska Peninsula-Kodiak Island segment. Although the two sections have shared a similar
evolutionary history since the Eocene, there is evidence of significantly different earlier
histories. The primary focus of this portion of the text is on the geology of the western
portion of the Aleutians, which includes Akutan Island. A broad outline of the geologic
history of the Alaska Peninsula-Kodiak Island segment is also given in order to provide
regional context and a point of comparison. Figure C.1 serves as a visual guide to the fol-
lowing overview. In this figure, blue, yellow, and pink highlighting indicates the timespan
of the Lower Series, Middle Series, and Upper Series, respectively, and serves to demon-
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strate the relationship between the named formations and the chronostratigraphic units.
Straight lines between units are used for conformable contacts. Wavy lines show unconfor-
mities. Patterned sections represent missing geological record. When dashed versions of
the straight and wavy lines are used, the precise date of the boundary is unknown. Question
marks show uncertain contacts. The supplemental Table C.1 provides a description of each
formation named in the stratigraphic columns.
C.3.1 Aleutian Ridge
The submarine basement structure of the Aleutian Ridge was formed from the volcaniclas-
tic products of a long period of Tertiary volcanism. The Ridge has been volcanically active
for at least 55 million years (Vallier et al., 1994). Magmatism seems to have reached a
peak every 2.5 million years for the past 10 million years, and every 5 million years over
the period from 10-20 mya (Fournelle et al., 1994). Along the arc, the rate of subduction,
presence and absence of particular lithofacies, and structural features vary with location
and in time. The ridge is segmented and rotation of the blocks has occurred due to stresses
from the formation of strike-slip faulting in response to the change in spreading direction
of the (now extinct) Kula plate, approximately 56-55 Ma (Lonsdale, 1988). The date of
this directional change is marked elsewhere by the change in orientation of the Hawai-
ian Islands with respect to the Emperor Seamount chain. Later, westward translation and
oblique stress affected the geographical movement of the blocks due to the oblique collsion
of the Pacific plate with the North American plate (Vallier et al., 1994).
Dating the different geological units is challenging because similar lithologies and
stratigraphic sequences are found in units of all ages. Many of the rocks are volcanoclas-
tic debris or igneous in nature without any fossils and, in the sequences where fossils are
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found, there is a lack of index fossils. Due to the long period of extrusive volcanic activ-
ity and prevalence of plutonic intrusions, potassium-argon dating is generally inconclusive
because large portions of the strata have been thermally altered. Although some specific
studies were conducted to map the geology on particular islands in the Aleutians (see Gates
et al. (1971) and Hein and McLean (1980), for example), with named formations from
these studies shown on the stratigraphic columns of Figure C.1, large portions of the ge-
ologic record are absent and dates of formations are uncertain. In order to correlate the
units found in the Aleutian Ridge with those found on the mainland and in the Alaska
Peninsula-Kodiak Island sector of the Aleutians, the use of three chronostratigraphic units
is generally preferred over lithological unit definitions. Divisions are based on the results
of seismic reflection studies in the Adak-Amlia portion of the Aleutians (to the west of
Akutan), where stratigraphic boundaries appear as reflectors that can be traced to shore and
correlated with well logs and geologic observations of outcrops (Vallier et al., 1994). Each
chronostratigraphic unit corresponds to a stage in the ridge development.
Ridge building along the Aleutian Arc occurred due to the subduction of the now-
extinct Kula plate below the North American plate. The Kula plate was first identified
during analysis of magnetic mapping surveys over the Pacific Ocean by Hayes and Heirt-
zler (1968). The distinctive east-west striking magnetic anomalies, with older anomalies to
the south, indicated the existence of a plate that had been mostly consumed over time. The
Kula plate was the first extinct plate recognized by scientists and the direction and rate of
motion were estimated from the array of magnetic anomalies. Its history included a split
from the Farallon plate due to rifting during the Late Cretaceous, followed by a spread-
ing rate from a Kula-Pacific plate ridge of 45-35 mm/yr until approximately 43 Ma when
Kula plate likely fused with the Pacific plate (Lonsdale, 1988). The ancestral plate spread-
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ing rates are significantly different than the current rate of convergence between the North
American and Pacific plates, which is approximately 85-90 mm/yr (Vallier et al., 1994).
The accretion from the Kula-Farallon ridge was subducted beneath the North American
plate and the rate of spreading at this margin cannot be determined. Although early pub-
lications claimed that the Kula plate had been completely subducted beneath the North
American plate margin along the Aleutian Arc, one small remanent of the spreading center
and a portion of the Kula plate itself can be found to the south of Attu Island (Lonsdale,
1988). Estimates for the date of cessation of spreading at the Kula-Pacific ridge range from
56 Ma (Byrne, 1979), when magnetic data shows a change in the configuration of the triple
junction between the Kula, Pacific, and Farallon plates that realigned the spreading centers
and required the extinction of the Kula-Pacific ridge, to 43 Ma (Engebretson et al., 1984),
when the plate changed direction and the Kula-Farallon spreading center rotated into align-
ment with the Pacific-Farallon spreading direction. The evolving nature of the spreading
centers associated with the Kula, Farallon, and Pacific plates spurred and then ceased the
volcanism and construction of the Aleutian ridge. The rotation of the Kula Plate is also a
likely explanation for the apparent movement of the continental terranes from the Pacific
Northwest in a westward and counterclockwise direction to their current position along the
Gulf of Alaska (Lonsdale, 1988). The definitions of the Aleutian Arc chronostratigraphic
series’ start and end dates is based on the evolution of the tectonic stress regimes, subduc-
tion rates, and spreading rates of the Kula, Pacific, and Farallon Plates.
The lower series (LS) rocks found on the islands along the Aleutian Ridge are more
heavily metamorphosed than the younger units but are otherwise difficult to date. The ma-
jority of the LS was probably emplaced beginning at the time of the rotational change in
the direction of the motion and subsequent subduction of the Kula plate, when the major
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period of ridge building began (Lonsdale, 1988). The underthrusting, which occurred in a
northerly direction and was likely rapid, spurred a period of intense volcanism and growth
of the Aleutian Arc (Vallier et al., 1994). Assuming that spreading at the Kula-Pacific
spreading center had ceased at around 43 Ma, by approximately 37 Ma, ridge building and
igneous activity had slowed significantly in response. This is therefore taken to be the cut-
off age for the LS. The LS rocks are comprised of tholeiitic, calc-alkaline, and transitional
volcanics, plutonic rocks, and smaller-scale subsurface sills and dikes, as well as occa-
sional deeper plutonic intrusions. Metamorphism to greenschist, prehnite-pumpellyite, and
zeolite facies is common throughout. The LS also includes deeper mafic plutonic rock that
may represent the basement rock of the ridge. Discontinuous thick layers are evident in the
offshore seismic sections and the top of the LS is a strong reflector. In the back arc sec-
tions, the boundary between the Cretaceous igneous ocean crust is indistinct in the seismic
records but it is thought that the LS merges with or overlies the crust. In the forearc section,
the sedimentary rocks of the LS are mostly turbidites and debris flows.
Above the LS, the middle series (MS) consists of mostly sedimentary rocks formed
after ridge building had ceased, during a time of erosion and sedimentation with minimal
surificial volcanic activity. Products of erosion formed a 2-3 km thick sediment blanket
over the fore- and back arc basins, suggesting a slow rate of subsidence and minimal struc-
tural relief (Vallier et al., 1994). Plutonic activity occurred in two significant phases during
the formation of the MS. The first, which includes the emplacement of the large Hidden
Bay pluton, has been dated between 36 and 28 Ma and was mostly island-arc tholeiitic
in composition. The later plutonic intrusions were calc-alkaline in nature and developed
over the period from 20 - 9 Ma. The change in composition between the two episodes of
plutonism may reflect a change in tectonic events, but more research is needed to confirm
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the causes (Vallier et al., 1994). Interestingly, it was the discovery of plutonic silica-rich
rocks that spurred our current understanding of the relative ages of the volcanic and plu-
tonic formations throughout the Aleutians. Felsic outcrops were identified by Capps (1934)
on his brief excursion to the shore on Unalaska Island. The observations that the islands
were mostly volcanic and that several other islands had smaller coarse grained, more fel-
sic, intrusions led to the correction of the then-common assumption that the felsic rocks
predated the volcanoes and the volcanoes had intruded through the granites (Capps, 1934).
The cutoff age for the MS occurs at the start of renewed igneous activity along the ridge
during the early Pliocene or latest Miocene.
The upper series (US) begins at 5.3 Ma. The period of renewed volcanism marking the
emplacement of the US rock is not extensive enough to counteract the significant erosion
of the topographic highs along the arc. The sediments in the US fill the fore-arc basins
and the Aleutian Trench. The sediments also drape over the summit platform and form the
main constituent of the accretionary wedge beneath the trench. Overall, the Ridge segment
does not show evidence of westward travel since the Eocene.
C.3.2 Alaska Peninsula-Kodiak Island
The Alaska Peninsula-Kodiak Island (AP-KI) group is divided into discrete terranes with a
contact between the shallow-marine and continental rocks of the northern portion and the
deep-marine formations of the southern portion occurring along the Border Ranges Fault
(Vallier et al., 1994). The rocks forming the Alaska Peninsula and northern sections of its
adjacent islands are mostly Permian to Holocene age, and most of the outcrops in the area
are volcanic and plutonic igneous or shallow marine or coastal sedimentary rocks with pre-
dominantly volcanic and plutonic parent rocks, dating from the Paleozoic to Holocene. The
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southern section, which includes the southern portion of Kodiak Island, the outer Shumagin
Islands, and the Sanak Islands, is instead composed of flysch deposits from the Late Cre-
taceous and Paleogene with plutonic intrusions into the Cretaceous rocks of approximately
60 Ma.
The AP-KI Group has a significantly longer geological history than the Aleutian Ridge
and has been more extensively studied. During the Cenozoic, this portion of the Aleutians
had characteristics of a continental-oceanic plate subduction margin rather than an island
arc. During the Mesozoic, the AP-KI was likely an island arc at tropical rather than sub-
Arctic latitudes and has moved northward since the Triassic. The Paleozoic history of
the AP-KI region is poorly constrained and mostly unknown. Although there is a lack of
early Late Cretaceous rock in the AP-KI portion of the arc, rocks from later in the Late
Cretaceous are present and allow for the observation of continued erosion of the paleo-arc
and deposition of the sediments into the paleo-Aleutian trench. It does not appear that
there was significant volcanic activity in this portion of the Aleutian Arc during the Late
Cretaceous. The Meshik Formation, which consists of volcanic rocks and their associated
volcaniclastics, is the first formation to suggest renewed volcanism in the AP-KI region.
Volcanic activity continued and, in fact increased at the time of the shift in direction of
the Kula plate. Significant plutons formed in this portion of the arc at or around the same
time as the emplacement of the Hidden Bay pluton and the Finger Bay volcanics along
the ridge segment. Another round of hypabyssal igneous activity occurring at the same
time as the more recent plutonic activity along the ridge has also been preserved. Rapid
uplift and erosion occurred during the late Miocene and, while the southern portion of this
region has large deposits of volcaniclastic rocks from a second round of magmatism, the
northern portion has instead a history of mostly sedimentary processes. The Quaternary
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rock units are mostly sedimentary and show evidence of periods of glaciation throughout
their emplacement (Vallier et al., 1994).
Although the rocks of the AP-KI Group are easily separated into lithological groups
rather than chronostratigraphic groups due to the existence of more well-defined ages and
units, it is possible to loosely correlate the named formations of the AP-KI Group and the
LS, MS, and US rocks of the Aleutian Ridge, as is indicated on Figure C.1.
C.3.3 Geology of Akutan Volcano
The current city of Akutan is located on the eastern shore of the island and is located in
an area with abandoned beach deposits, undifferentiated volcanics, undifferentiated col-
luvium, tephra, and volcanic domes. Figure 2.6 in Chapter 2 provides a Google Earth-
generated image of the island.
The majority of scientific literature published about this portion of the Aleutians focuses
on anthropological history, effects on and of freight shipping through Unimak Pass, and
biology. Geological studies are few in number and are motivated mostly by the potential for
geothermal resources. On Akutan itself, geophysical studies are limited to analyses of the
passive and earthquake-source data collected at the permanent seismic network stations and
very near-surface seismic refraction and electromagnetic investigations of the geothermal
resources at Hot Springs Bay (Motyka and Nye, 1988). Remote sensing studies of the
island mostly focus on the large earthquake swarm event of 1996, which opened cracks in
the ground trending at N 60◦ W (Lu et al., 2000).
A map of Akutan Island, constructed by Richter et al. in 1998, is the most detailed
reference available on the geology of Akutan. The map has been republished here on
Plate I. The most recent caldera is on the summit of present-day Akutan Volcano, which
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is located on the northern portion of the island, while an ancestral caldera wall built in the
late Pleistocene is found farther inland. The younger caldera contains at least three lakes,
first noted by Byers and Barth (1953), small glaciers, and areas of perennial snow cover,
as well as a 200 m high and 1 km wide cinder cone where all historic volcanic activity has
taken place (Waythomas et al., 1998). The rim of the modern caldera was breached by a
lava flow in 1978 that almost reached the Bering Sea. Older lava flows and lahar deposits
have been mapped throughout the western portion of the island and are from the modern as
well as the ancestral Akutan volcano (Richter et al., 1998). To the east, older 1.5-3.3 Ma
volcanic rocks were deposited by eruptions at the ancestral Akutan caldera and eruptions
of other, offshore volcanoes. Analysis of the older deposits suggests a major drop in sea
level during the Pliocene, as the earlier deposits were below water and the later deposits
occurred in a terrestrial environment.
Outside of the modern cone, four eruptive centers have been found. The Lava Point
flow on the northwest shore of the island represents the youngest of these eruptive centers
and was likely emplaced some time after 1800 A.D., based on the unweathered appearance
of the cinder cone and aa lavas that it produced (Waythomas et al., 1998). Cascade Bight is
the next youngest, with a smaller flow dated at 0.15 Ma. Flat Top has the most significant
amount of activity out of all of the satellite eruptive centers and dates for these flows have
an age of approximately 0.25 Ma. The oldest center consists of a series of domes arranged
linearly along Long Valley, with a date of 0.58 Ma (Richter et al., 1998). The rocks from
the ancestral Akutan eruptions are more mafic than those erupted in modern times from
the main cinder cone and the older rocks from the flows at the satellite centers. Dating
of the volcaniclastic rocks and observations of lahar stratigraphy date the modern caldera
forming eruption at approximately 1611 years B.P (Richter et al., 1998). Motyka and Nye
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report in their 1988 publication on the geothermal resources of Akutan that, in the earliest
published geological study of Akutan (Finch, 1935), it was noted that Dr. T.A. Jaggar
had visited the island twice and had correlated the exposed geology with the units of the
Alaska Peninsula, but unfortunately these results were not published. This author thus
assumes, based on the ages of the most recent volcanics on Akutan, that the rocks fall into
the US and are likely members of either the Morzhovoi Volcanics or the group of Volcanic
Rocks indicated on Figure C.1 in the Alaska Peninsula stratigraphic column. In addition to
the aforementioned cracks opened by the earthquake swarm in 1996, structure on Akutan
Island trends mostly WNW. Dikes tend to follow this trend in the east, but in the west a
more chaotic arrangement may hint at a radial distribution around the main peak of Akutan
or around the ancestral volcano (Richter et al., 1998; Motyka and Nye, 1988) .
C.4 Quaternary Volcanism
For this study, we wish to understand the current and historical nature of volcanic eruptions
on and near Akutan Island to understand the range of risks from an eruption of Akutan at
present. This motivates the exploration of the subsurface at the site of Akutan Volcano. The
general history of eruptions in the Aleutians is known, but the remoteness of the site may
preclude knowledge of every single eruption and, in many cases, it is difficult to establish
the exact source for volcanic rock deposits.
Akutan Volcano is a composite volcano, or stratovolcano, composed of layers of lava
flow, volcaniclastic debris, and tephra (Waythomas et al., 1998). The caldera-forming erup-
tion of Akutan in the Late Quaternary was one of at least twelve such eruptions along the
Aleutian Arc. It is thought that ten of the twelve eruptions during this time were signifi-
cant enough to produce the climate changes during the late Quaternary (Miller and Smith,
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1987). This in turn resulted in the exposure of the land bridge from Russia to North Amer-
ica. Radiometric carbon dating of organic material found beneath pyroclastic flow deposits
on Akutan Island yields an age of 5200 +/-200 years (Miller and Smith, 1987). The other
eleven caldera-forming eruptions occurred at Okmok, Makushin, Fisher, Emmons Lake,
Aniakchak, Black Peak, Veniaminof, Ugashik, Katmai, Kaguyak, and the well-studied No-
varupta volcanoes (Miller and Smith, 1987). Most of these volcanoes have had historic
eruptions.
Geological evidence has informed the current understanding of prehistoric eruptive pat-
terns. The earliest ash deposits in the populated area neaer the harbor are 9500 years old
and are likely to be from more distant eruptions to the west of the island. In the harbor area
itself, the earliest evidence of ash from Akutan is approximately 6100 years old. At Reef
Bight, Akutan ash appears in the stratigraphic record at about 8500 B.P. Lahar deposits
at Reef Bight predate the ash deposits and are assumed to be the oldest evidence of an
older Holocene eruption of the volcano, whereas other lahar and volcaniclastic deposits are
also present and were emplaced during Holocene eruptions dated later than 8500 B.P. It is
thought that these more recent deposits may be from the eruption that formed the ancestral
caldera (Waythomas et al., 1998). In Long Valley and Broad Bight, a 1-2 m thick tephra
deposit, followed by pyroclastic flow and lahar deposits, were likely emplaced during the
eruption that formed the current caldera approximately 1600 years ago. It is not clear
whether the island was populated at the time of this eruption (Turner, 1972). Evidence of
minor eruptive activity from 470-600 years ago also is found in the form of thin ash layers
in Cascade Bight and, possibly, correlative lahars in Flat Bight (Waythomas et al., 1998).
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C.5 Eruptive History at Akutan
The formation and eruptive history of Akutan seems to match the evolutionary development
of large volcanoes in the oceanic sector of the Aleutians as outlined by Fournelle et al.
(1994): first, thin basalt lava flows with interbedding layers of tephra are deposited from
eruptions at a main vent to form a shield-style volcano. Next, the eruptions continue to
produce materials and the proportion of pyroclastic materials to basalt flows increases. The
deposits of pyroclastic material maintain a higher angle of repose than the relatively flat
lava flows and begin to build up the sides of the stratocone. As the stratocone is built, new
vents begin to form away from the main vent on the sides of the shield. The cones formed
at the new vents are built at the same time as the main stratocone. As buildup continues,
composition of the magmas at the main cone become increasingly silica-rich while the
magmas at the satellite vents remain basaltic. As the composition of magma at the main
cone becomes dacitic, a dome is built and, eventually, the cycle culminates in a large silicic
eruption. In the case of Akutan, this eruption was large enough to form a caldera. Once
the main eruption has occurred, volcanism at the satellite cones subsides and the majority
of new activity occurs in the caldera. After the volcanism in the caldera comes to an end,
a new stratocone is built in the same fashion to the west of the first cone. This style of
volcanism is significantly different from the pattern of continental volcanism, where there
are few satellite vents and stratovolcanoes tend to form in clustered arrangements rather
than in linear formations, as in the oceanic sector. On land, basaltic compositions are
rare and magmas tend to be silicic (Fournelle et al., 1994). Smaller volcanic centers are
also found in the oceanic sector, but they do not show evidence of satellite vents and tend
to produce summit and flank domes in their final stages of activity rather than extrusive
eruptions. Others formed in ways similar to the large volcanoes but do not have calderas
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and produce crystalline lavas. Cinder cones are found at other locations and, while rare,
tend to occur in large clusters around stratovolcanoes. Their presence may be indicative of
fissure-style eruptions (Fournelle et al., 1994).
The current episode of active volcanism along the Aleutian Arc appears to have started
approximately 1 Ma (Fournelle et al., 1994). Today, Akutan has a maximal elevation of
approximately 1,100 m above sea level as defined by the National Geodetic Vertical Datum
of 1929 (Waythomas et al., 1998). The hot springs, subject of an extensive investigation
by the Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys (Motyka and Nye, 1988),
occur in the glacially-carved Hot Springs Valley. A fumarole field is found to the south
of the hot springs on the flank of the volcano. The diameter of the current Akutan caldera
is about 2 km and it ranges in depth from 60-365 m. Extrapolating from this size and the
mappable extent of associated pyroclastic flows, as well making as comparisons to more
thoroughly studied caldera-forming eruptions, has resulted in an estimated eruptive volume
of under 10 km 3 (Miller and Smith, 1987). This suggests a Volcanic Explosivity Index
(VEI) of ≥ 6. Although the eruptive volume necessary for climate-affecting eruptions is
assumed to be between 10-50 km3, an understanding of the eruptive history of Akutan is
necessary for estimating current and understanding future volcanic hazards.
In the historical period between 1790 and 1980, Akutan Volcano has erupted 28 times,
which placed it second on the list of most active Aleutian volcanic vents after Shishaldin
Volcano (Fournelle et al., 1994). Since then, it has erupted at least five more times and
has thus gained first place on the list (AVO, 2012a), although the ranking is somewhat
uncertain because not all eruptions are likely observed for the more remote volcanoes in
the Aleutians. The majority of the recent eruptions are small-to-moderate explosions in VEI
category 2 (Lu et al., 2000) and only four eruptions since 1911 have resulted in volcanic
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ash falling on the harbor (Waythomas et al., 1998). Products of the recent eruptions tend
to be tholeiitic basalts or andesites. The most recent reported eruption occurred in 1992.
Several false alarms have been reported since then, but were eventually credited to steam
from the fumarolic field on the flank of the volcano and geothermal activity in Hot Springs
Valley (AVO, 2012b).
Perhaps the most notable event over the last 20 years was the earthquake swarm of 1996.
At the time, the closest seismometers were located at Dutton Volcano, approximately 260
km to the East. More than 80 earthquakes of magnitudes >3.5 were recorded there on
March 11 over an 11 hour period. Three days later, a 19-hour long swarm with over 120
earthquakes at magnitudes >3.5 were recorded. Thousands of other, smaller quakes were
not recorded due to the distance between the monitoring station and the source. Although
the largest earthquake out of the two active days had a magnitude of 5.3 (Waythomas et al.,
1998), the final, additive total of the seismic moment for the swarm is on par with that of a
single magnitude 6.0 earthquake and the energy released during the swarm was greater than
or equal to the energy released before the eruptions of Mount St. Helens, Mount Spurr, and
Redoubt (Lu et al., 2000). The lack of seismic stations on Akutan was reconciled with the
emergency installation of four seismometers that were able to measure several thousand
additional earthquakes from March 18-August (Waythomas et al., 1998). After the quakes,
cracks in the ground were found between Lava Point and the southeast shore of the island,
all trending at N60◦W to N70◦W, which is approximately parallel to the motion of the
Pacific plate relative to the North American plate. This trend direction is appropriate for
the current tectonic stress regime (Lu et al., 2000). The largest concentration of cracks was
in a zone of approximately 500 m by 3 km, beginning at Lava Point and ending near the
summit of Akutan volcano.
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Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometry studies measured an upward motion on
the western flank of Akutan and an overall downward motion on the eastern side of the
island as a result of the swarm event. Lu et al. (2000) concluded that the bulge on the west-
ern flank of the volcano was due to the intrusion of approximately 0.2 km3 of magma into
a reservoir located approximately 13 km below the surface. The resulting pressurization in
the magma chamber forced magma to a point less than 1 km below the surface, which pro-
duced the bulge. The cause of the subsidence in the eastern portion of the island is not well
understood. In 2007, an earthquake of magnitude 8.2 in Kurile Islands generated seismic
activity along the ground cracks opened in 1996. Later that year, remote sensing methods
again detected inflation on the western portion of the island, but there was no subsequent
eruption (AVO, 2012b). Events like these are poorly understood and point to the potential
for unexpected eruptions. This lends credence to the need for continuous monitoring to
provide early warning.
C.6 Volcanic Hazards Associated with Eruptions at Aku-
tan
Hazards associated with volcanic eruptions in general include volcanic ash clouds, ash fall-
out, pyroclastic flows and surges, floods or lahars, lava flows, avalanches, volcanic gases,
earthquakes, tsunamis, and rock fall avalanches. A few comments on the types of likely
hazards for eruptions of Akutan in particular are warranted.
Historical eruptions of Akutan tend to be Strombolian. Strombolian eruptions gener-
ally do not emit large amounts of ash, and ash from most recent eruptions has not traveled
beyond the harbor (Waythomas et al., 1998). The caldera-forming eruptions during pre-
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historic times, however, would have produced much more significant quantities of ash and
eruptions of this style may occur again in the future. The primary risk associated with ash
is for air traffic. Over 5,000 aircraft fly through oceanic air space that could be affected by
ash plumes from Aleutian volcanoes per month (William Comer, 2012, personal communi-
cation). To provide a general idea of the area affected by eruptions, the Puff Model, created
by NOAA to model the spreading of ash clouds from eruptions along the Aleutians, was
run with an assumption of the likely maximum height of volcanic ash clouds from Akutan’s
historical eruptions (National Weather Forecast Service Office, 2012). Particle amount and
horizontal diffusivity were chosen randomly as 6,000 and 6,000 m2/s, respectively, since
the intent was simply to show the spreading direction for the ash cloud rather than simulat-
ing an actual eruption. The plume height was chosen as 5 km to reflect a likely maximum
for a Strombolian eruption of the type that has occurred in recent history at Akutan. Plume
base was arbitrarily selected to be 1,000 m. Figure C.2 shows the general movement of
particles away from the source over a 12-hour period. Ash plumes from larger eruptions
could disrupt air traffic over the Northern Pacific and mainland Alaska for days.
On the island, ash fallout from eruptions in 1911, 1948, and 1989 was reported at
Akutan Harbor (Waythomas et al., 1998). The fine particulate nature of ash decreases air
quality and can lead to health problems for sensitive members of the population. Pyroclastic
flow and surge deposits have been less of a hazard of historical eruptions as they seem to
be limited to the flanks of the volcano and, in some eruptions, may not have breached
the caldera on the summit of the volcano (Waythomas et al., 1998; Richter et al., 1998).
Lahars and floods are primarily concerns during the winter and spring eruptions when there
is snow on the volcano. In past eruptions, lahar deposits have traveled down topographic
lows formed by runoff streams and have almost reached the waterfronts at Broad Bight and
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(d) (e)
Figure C.2: Spread of ash at (a) 0:00 UTC, (b) 3:00 UTC, (c) 6:00 UTC, (d) 9:00 UTC,
and (e) 12:00 UTC. Plots generated with the Puff Model to represent possible results of a
large Strombolian eruption on Akutan.
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Cascade Bight (Richter et al., 1998), but since only the easternmost portion of the island
is inhabited this does not pose a risk to settlements or structures. The lava flow towards
Cascade Bight originated at the Cascade Bight peripheral volcanic center rather than at
the main caldera. Lava flows on Akutan tend to move at rates of only tens of meters per
hour and are not much of a hazard to people, but occasional blocky fronts to the lava flows
may pose a risk of avalanches (Waythomas et al., 1998). The remaining possible volcanic
hazards are either unlikely to occur during the typical Strombolian eruption for Akutan or
are uncommon (Waythomas et al., 1998).
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Appendix D
DERIVATIONS
D.1 Introduction
The SPAC method and the maximum likelihood method referenced in Chapter 3 are de-
rived completely in a number of references, including the textbook by Aki and Richards
(1980). The versions provided in this Appendix are informed by the derivations that have
come before it and are printed in abbreviated form here to serve as a quick and convenient
reference for the reader.
D.2 Derivation of the Spatial Autocorrelation Coefficient
Considering the case of two stations, for the case of a wave of frequency ω , the function of
ground motion at the first station where the origin may be arbitrarily set is u(0,0,ω, t) and
the ground motion at the second station, located at point (r, θ ), is u(r,θ ,ω, t). The spatial
autocorrelation function φ(r,θ ,ω) is then written as
φ(r,θ ,ω) = u(0,0,ω, t)u(r,θ ,ω, t), (D.1)
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where the bar represents an averaged velocity in the time domain. Taking the spatial au-
tocorrelation function for the station at the origin, φ(0,ω), and using it to compute the
directional average of the autocorrelation function over the circular array yields the spatial
autocorrelation coefficient,
ρ(r,ω) =
1
2piφ(0,ω)
∫ 2pi
0
φ(r,θ ,ω)dθ . (D.2)
An integration of this equation easily shows that ρ(r,ω) is defined by a zeroth order Bessel
function J0 of the first kind,
ρ(ω,r) = J0(rk), (D.3)
where r indicates the radius of the circular array and k is the wavenumber. A substitution
of the relationship between wave number k and phase velocity, c,
k = ω/c(ω), (D.4)
allows the SPAC to be written as
ρ(r,ω) = J0
(
ωr
c(ω)
)
, (D.5)
where c(ω) is the phase velocity for frequency ω . A quick substitution of the relationship
ω = 2pi f yields
ρ( f ,r) = J0(2pi f rupslopec( f )). (D.6)
This presentation of the derivation is based on the derivations by Aki (1957), Chavez-
Garcia et al. (2005), Estrella and Gonzalez (2003), and Okada (2003).
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D.3 Derivation of the Maximum Likelihood Method
To derive the MLM, first consider a normally distributed observed dataset dt,i for t =
(1,2, ...,N) where N is the number of time samples in the data set, and i = (1,2, ...,M)
where M is the number of stations where signals are observed. The actual signal portion of
dt,i is st,i and the noise portion is nt,i, so that:
dt,i = st,i+nt,i. (D.7)
To first consider the simple case of one moment in time as recorded at multiple stations (N
= 1), rewrite Equation (D.7) using only the subscript i as:
di = si+ni. (D.8)
Assume that di is a Gaussian distribution with mean si. The variance between d j and dk
(where j and k are elements in the set i) is represented as
ρ j,k =< n j,nk > . (D.9)
The M x M matrix with ρ j,k as the element at its jth row and kth column is represented as
ρ . Then, define Φ as the inverse of matrix ρ and represent the element at the jth row and
kth column as φ j,k. For d = [d1,d2, ...,dM], an M-dimensional vector, the joint probability
density function (jdf) for the multivariate normal distribution of the observed normally-
distributed datasets at each of the M sensors at only one point in time is then (Aster et al.,
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2005; Aki and Richards, 1980; Okada, 2003):
f (d1,d2, ...,dM) =
√
det(Φ)
(2pi)M
exp
[
−1
2
M
∑
j,k=1
φ j,k(d j− s j)(dk− sk)
]
, (D.10)
where det is the determinant of a matrix. Assuming the same signal is recorded at each
of the sensors in the array, s1 = s2 = ...= sM = s. To maximize the probability that a given
di occurs, s is chosen to minimize the summation in Equation (D.10) (Capon, 1969), the
weighted least squares criteria. It is found that the function is minimized when
s =
∑Mj,k=1φ j,kdk
∑Mj,k=1φ j,k
. (D.11)
which is the weighted average of the data. For the case where the noise component of
the observed signal at each station is not correlative between the stations, the matrix Φ will
be diagonal, and
s =
∑Mk=1 dk/ρk
∑Mk=1 1/ρk
. (D.12)
As seen in Equation (D.11), the weighting acts to boost the contribution from the station
with the least noise (Aki and Richards, 1980). The expansion of this brief analysis for the
case of finite time series of sample length N rather than single time observations requires
only the inclusion of the time shifting effect as a wave travels from station to station in
the observed data and the inclusion of a second summation in the joint probability density
function over the time dimension. To incorporate a finite number of sample times, the
observed data equation as
dt,i = st,i+nt+ti,i, (D.13)
where s is now a time series signal common to each station, and ti is defined as in (3.1).
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For the informative case of only one station, the jdf is now
f (t1, t2, ...tN) =
√
det(Φ)
(2pi)N
exp
[
−1
2
N
∑
l,m=1
φ lm(dl− sl)(dm− sm)
]
, (D.14)
where l and m represent times in the range of t.
The unique trait of Capon’s maximum likelihood method becomes apparent when one
considers the term s = [s1,s2, ...,sN ]. It is assumed that the shape of the signal is known,
but the amplitude is unknown so that the total expression for s may be written as
s = c f , (D.15)
where f is the shape factor and c is the amplitude factor. Substituting this definition into
the exponent term in the expression (D.14), finding the derivative with respect to c, setting
this equal to zero, and exploiting the symmetry of Φ, the maximum likelihood estimate for
signal amplitude is found to be
cest = (dTΦ f ) · ( f TΦd), (D.16)
where the superscript T indicates the vector transpose. It is easily proven that the estimate
of amplitude does not distort the signal (Aki and Richards, 1980). The variance of the
signal is then
cest,VAR = ( f TΦ f )−1, (D.17)
which may be proven by definition. Finally, for signal shape fl = exp[iω(l − 1)∆t] (a
sinusoid with an amplitude of 1), the power spectrum P can be estimated at any angular
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frequency ω in the receiver bandwidth by:
P(l,ω) =
1
f Tl Φ f
∗
l
=
1
∑Nl=1∑
N
m=1φ lmexp [iω(l−m)∆t]
(D.18)
where the asterix indicates a conjugate. To expand this analysis to the case of more than
one station, begin with the jdf for the case varying in both space and time:
f (d1,d2, ...,dM, t1, t2, ...tN) =
√
det(φ)
(2pi)MN
exp
[
−1
2
M
∑
j,k=1
N
∑
l,m=1
φ lmjk (dl,i− s)T (dm,k− s)
]
,
(D.19)
and repeat the steps above.
